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COACH 
JOY FOR 
SINGLES

SOLO travellers can save 
their dosh when they book a 
UK getaway with coach tour 
company Shearings.

Its 27 Coast & Country 
Hotels are scrapping single- 
occupancy supplements, 
which is the additional 
charge applied to anyone 
travelling on their own, to 
cover cleaning and other 
services.

You can pick from seaside
and countryside hotels 
across Britain, including 
Burlington Hotel in 
Eastbourne, Llandudno’s 
County Hotel and 
Windermere Hotel in the 
Lake District. 

The offer is applicable to
both coach holidays and 
self-drive hotel breaks. 

See shearings.com or call
01709 249 698.

�YOU do not need to 
travel hours on a plane

for a sunshine holiday, 
latest weather reports have 
revealed.

The islands of Guernsey 
last year broke their record 
for sunshine hours, with a 
total 2,117 – more than 800 
hours better than the UK 
average.

Visitors can soak up the 
warmth across some 50km 
of beautiful coastline 
including 40 fabulous 
beaches and bays. 
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Get a 
flavour of the 

Channel Islands next 
spring at the Taste Guernsey 
Food Festival. The event runs 

throughout April and will celebrate 
the island’s variety of seafood, dairy 
products and seasonal veg, with a 
chance for visitors to meet local 

chefs and taste their dishes. 
visitguernsey.com
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Stuttgart to Venice, Vienna, Budapest, 
Ljubljana, Zagreb and Rijeka. Cosying 
up in a sleeper couchette would be 
a memorable way to celebrate a big 
birthday or anniversary. Rail fanatics 
might also try the extended Vienna/
Munich–Milan service that now 
continues on to Genoa and La Spezia. 
Alternatively, hold out for the operator’s 
next generation of trains, set to launch in 
summer, featuring private compartments 
with their own bathroom. nightjet.com/en

17. Go somewhere new  
HOME Rutland is England’s smallest 
and one of its least-visited counties. 
Self-styled as the “county of good taste”, 
the East Midlands region is ideal for 
an indulgent short break. A new hotel, 
Barnsdale Lodge, will open near the 
picturesque Rutland Water in spring 
under the stewardship of the company 
that has reinvented The Mitre in 
Hampton Court and The Retreat at Elcot 
Park in Wiltshire – expect bold and bright 
patterns, and exemplary food. signet.ltd
AWAY Greece has been a popular 
destination for British holidaymakers 
this year, but few go to the pine-clad 
island of Agistri, between Piraeus and the 
Peloponnese. Alongside a trio of pretty 
villages are gorgeous beaches, hiking 
and cycling trails, all easily accessed 
from Athens. A week’s B&B at Oasis Beach 
Hotel from £748pp with Gatwick flights, 
olympicholidays.com 

From some of the world’s oldest 
vineyards to techno raves, Georgia is a 
fascinating but often overlooked holiday 

Continued from p71 destination. A new group tour for 18- to 
35-year-olds packs in highlights from 
the capital Tbilisi to fortresses and the 
Caucasus mountains. Eight days from 
£1,909pp, excluding flights, contiki.com

British Airways will start flying direct 
from Heathrow to Guyana in March. 
The only English-speaking country in 
South America is drenched in rainforest, 
with the magnificent Kaieteur Falls 
a highlight. Eight-day jungle trekking 
holidays from £1,552pp, excluding flights, 
responsibletravel.com 
 
18. Feel calm 
HOME Head to Sark in the Channel 
Islands for a serene start to spring. 
The car-free island is hosting a 
women-only yoga retreat from 12-14 
May. Practices take place in a sacred 
stone circle; accommodation is in 
the luxurious Stocks Hotel. £448pp  
full-board with yoga and chanting,  
beinspiredby.co.uk/sark-spring-23
AWAY Around half of Canada is covered 
by forest, so a trip here can be beneficial 
to mental health (as well as your 
oxygen intake: trees emit phytoncides 
– antimicrobial aromas thought to be 
beneficial to immunity). A 10-night 
canoeing expedition through the Yukon 
will chart a strenuous but serene course 
through the boreal landscape of Canada’s 
second-least populated province, with 
wild camping and wildlife both on the 
agenda. 10 days from £1,365pp excluding 
flights, muchbetteradventures.com 

For something less active, a 
16th-century hammam is reopening 
in Istanbul in September after 12 years 

of work. Çinili Hamam will display the 
Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman artefacts 
unearthed during the transformation. 
thecinilihamam.com 
 
19. Take better pictures  
HOME Scotland’s dramatic scenery 
is particularly photogenic, and 
a smartphone is unlikely to do it 
justice. Glencoe is an ideal place to 
start. Accompanied by a professional 
photographer, you will have one-to-one 
tuition that can also include drone 
photography. From £1,250 for up to three, 
pauldavidsmith.co.uk 
AWAY Many of us are guilty of over-
zealous smartphone snapping, but a 
wildlife-focused trip can concentrate 
our attention on getting the best 
pictures, using a good old-fashioned 
camera. On Ireland’s Great Saltee, a 
renowned breeding ground and bird 
sanctuary, are Atlantic puffin, guillemots, 
razorbills, skylarks and more. Spring 
tides coincide with golden hours, making 
it a decidedly photogenic spot. As well 
as photographic tuition, there is time 
for editing back at base. Six-night trip, 
departing 21 May, from £2,195pp with full 
board and tuition, wildlifeworldwide.com
 
20. Get festive 
HOME  Head to Liverpool, the Unesco 
City of Music that will host Eurovision on 
behalf of Ukraine in May, with fan zones 
and cultural events that will precede 
25th anniversary celebrations of the 
city’s Biennial – a visual arts festival that 
will run from 10 June to 17 September. 
visitliverpool.com
AWAY Australia is set to host Sydney 
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ESCAPE  PLANS
THE LATEST NEWS AND DEALS

FROM THE TOURISM INDUSTRY

RED-LETTER DAY FOR LIVERPOOL
Radisson RED’s fifth UK property has 
arrived on Liverpool’s Lime Street, 
standing in a prime location next to 
the city’s main station. The Grade 
II-listed building opened in 1871 as the 
North Western Hotel, one of the 
original British railway hotels of the 
Victorian era.

Designed by Liverpudlian Alfred 
Waterhouse, the architect behind 
London’s Natural History Museum, 
the 201-room hotel has been 
restored to its former glory from its 
French 
chateau-style 
roof of turrets 
and spires to 
the stunning 
20ft-high 
stained-glass 
window above 
the refurbished grand central 
sandstone staircase. Even a secret 
doorway from the hotel’s bar on to 
the station concourse has been 
reopened.

And in a nod to the city’s fab music 
scene and The Beatles, a 1960s-style 
scooter and sidecar and submarine 
sculpture are on display.

Just across the street lies another 
iconic landmark, St George’s Hall, 
while Liverpool’s Empire theatre is 
just a minute’s walk away.

Doubles from £105 a night. 
radissonhotels.com

Radisson RED

ENJOY A TASTE OF GUERNSEY
Get a flavour of the Channel Islands 
this spring at the Taste Guernsey 
Food Festival. The event runs 
throughout April and will celebrate 
the island’s variety of seafood, dairy 
products and seasonal veg, with a 
chance for visitors to meet local 
chefs and taste their dishes. 
visitguernsey.com

SAVE ON HOLIDAY HOTSPOTS
Book by January 31 to save up to 
£300 on easyJet getaways through 
to November 2024. More than 5,000 
hotels are on offer in sunshine 
hotspots such as Greece, Turkey, 
Portugal and Egypt, with packages 
including flights, accommodation, 
23kg baggage per person and 
transfers. easyJet.com/holidays

Guernsey
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ESCAPE  PLANS
THE LATEST NEWS AND DEALS

FROM THE TOURISM INDUSTRY

RED-LETTER DAY FOR LIVERPOOL
Radisson RED’s fifth UK property has 
arrived on Liverpool’s Lime Street, 
standing in a prime location next to 
the city’s main station. The Grade 
II-listed building opened in 1871 as the 
North Western Hotel, one of the 
original British railway hotels of the 
Victorian era.

Designed by Liverpudlian Alfred 
Waterhouse, the architect behind 
London’s Natural History Museum, 
the 201-room hotel has been 
restored to its former glory from its 
French 
chateau-style 
roof of turrets 
and spires to 
the stunning 
20ft-high 
stained-glass 
window above 
the refurbished grand central 
sandstone staircase. Even a secret 
doorway from the hotel’s bar on to 
the station concourse has been 
reopened.

And in a nod to the city’s fab music 
scene and The Beatles, a 1960s-style 
scooter and sidecar and submarine 
sculpture are on display.

Just across the street lies another 
iconic landmark, St George’s Hall, 
while Liverpool’s Empire theatre is 
just a minute’s walk away.

Doubles from £105 a night. 
radissonhotels.com

Radisson RED

ENJOY A TASTE OF GUERNSEY
Get a flavour of the Channel Islands 
this spring at the Taste Guernsey 
Food Festival. The event runs 
throughout April and will celebrate 
the island’s variety of seafood, dairy 
products and seasonal veg, with a 
chance for visitors to meet local 
chefs and taste their dishes. 
visitguernsey.com

SAVE ON HOLIDAY HOTSPOTS
Book by January 31 to save up to 
£300 on easyJet getaways through 
to November 2024. More than 5,000 
hotels are on offer in sunshine 
hotspots such as Greece, Turkey, 
Portugal and Egypt, with packages 
including flights, accommodation, 
23kg baggage per person and 
transfers. easyJet.com/holidays

Guernsey
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green
going
g

Gentle, car-free Herm, one of the 
Islands of Guernsey, is taking 
more steps to achieve carbon 
neutrality. Its ferry service from 
Guernsey now uses hydrotreated 
vegetable oil, made by Jersey 
supplier Rubis Channel Islands, 
and next up is the conversion of 
all boilers on the 0.77-square-
mile island to 100 per cent 
renewable heating oil.

Herm is 20 minutes by sea 
from St Peter Port and has long 
stretches of white sand, cliff 
paths with views to the French 
coast and its own microclimate. 
visitguernsey.com 

 ■The Broads Authority, which 
oversees The Broads National 
Park in Norfolk and Suffolk, is to 
work with boat yards to make 
hire boats on the waterways 
either all-electric or zero-
emission propulsion, such as 
with hydrogen fuel cells. 
visitthebroads.co.uk
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Sarah Baxter follows the ebb and flow  
of the sea on hikes around the British  
Isles and Ireland, from a North East 
pilgrimage to an Oscar-worthy  
trip to the pub

23 coastal 
walks for 2023

Kent Coast Path
Where it all began
The England Coast Path, a national 
trail around the entire coast, is 
projected to be completed this year. 
Or maybe 2024. Either way, why not 
go back to the start? The first official 
section opened in Kent in July 2016 
and combines two National Nature 
Reserves, historic Cinque Port 
towns, Roman villas, the Battle of 
Britain Memorial and the White 
Cliffs of Dover (explorekent.org). 
Contours Holidays offers self-guided 
trips along its 108km. Five nights from 
£610pp B&B, contours.co.uk

Way of the Sea, Durham
A North East camino
One of six Northern Saints Trails 
recently launched across County 
Durham, this 61km pilgrimage hugs 
the little-known stretch of shore 
between Warkworth and North 
Shields. Along the way lie fishing 
h b d li hth bi d

harbours and lighthouses, seabirds 
and sea glass, coal-mining history 
and Tynemouth’s ruined castle-
priory. Northern Saints Trails visitor 
guide costs £5, northernsaints.com

Milford Haven, Pembrokeshire
Community trails
Three short, fully accessible and 
dog-friendly strolls around Milford 
Haven’s historic waterfront in the 
far west of Wales were designed 
by teenagers from a local school as 
part of a National Lottery-funded 
community project. These themed 
heritage walking trails tell the 
stories of Vikings, Tudors, pirates, 
whalers and fishermen, using the 
students’ words and artwork as 
a guide. Walking routes are free to 
download, milfordwaterfront.co.uk

Fife Coastal Path
Scotland’s Cinque Terre
This 187km route from Kincardine 
to Newburgh turns 21 this year. 
Y i ht t t M dit

You might not get Mediterranean 
climes on “Scotland’s Cinque Terre”, 
but you will find appealing fishing 
villages, dramatic seaside scenery, 
glorious beaches and delicious 
food, from fresh crab and lobster 
to fish and chips. Macs Adventure 
offers a self-guided trip. Seven 
nights from £830pp including B&B 
accommodation, macsadventure.com

Coastal Causeway,  
Northern Ireland
Best of the best 
In the 2022 Walk NI Awards, 
the winner of Best Long 
Distance Trail was the 
1,024km Ulster Way. 
And the winner of 
Best Section of this 
epic circuit was the 
Causeway Coast 
Way, 50km of rugged 
cliffs (above), dazzling 
beaches and Unesco-
listed rock formations. 
J i A W W lk’
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Join Away a Wee Walk’s 
8km jaunt to the Giant’s 
Causeway for the best views of this 
wonder. Guided Coastal Causeway 
Cliff Top experience from £39pp, 
awayaweewalk.com

Guernsey
Virtual folklore on foot
Compact, sylvan and serene, 

Guernsey is a great place to 
explore on foot. In 2022, 

a walking app was 
launched; this year, 
eight “Once Upon 
an Island” trails 
have been added, 
based on Sir Edgar 
MacCulloch’s 1903 
book of Guernsey 

folklore. Download 
the walking app for free, 

visitguernsey.com

Cambrian coast, North Wales
Ramble by rail
The Cambrian Trailways are self-
guided walks between stations 

on the Cambrian Rail Line. 
Hop off in Criccieth and follow 
boardwalks (inset left) and cliff 
paths to Porthmadog (16km). Or 
start from pretty Llwyngwril and 
follow ancient tracks above the 
Mawddach Estuary before crossing 
the famous bridge to finish in 
bustling Barmouth (10km). Unlimited 
Explore Cambrian day ticket £13.50, 
thecambrianline.co.uk 

Achill Island, Ireland
Movie magic
The Oscar-nominated The Banshees 
of Inisherin was partly filmed on 
Achill, one of Ireland’s largest 
islands. It is scenically dramatic, 
with soaring cliffs and isolated 
coves, plus most of Achill is common 
land, so you can hike where you like. 

Walk to Keem Bay, where Brendon 
Gleeson’s character lived, and to 
the island’s south-east, where the 
crew built the JJ Devine Pub. Achill 
Isle House B&B can arrange guided 
walks. B&B doubles from €80 (£70), 
achillislehouse.com

Lake District, Cumbria
Outdoor art
Since 2022 it has been possible to 

lk th ild I i h S l dwalk the wild Irish Sea-slapped 
edge of Cumbria, all the way from 
Allonby to Green Road – one of the 
newest sections of the England 
Coast Path. This summer, the 60km 
stretch between the Georgian port 
of Whitehaven and Millom, on 
the Duddon Estuary, will be 
punctuated with outdoor art 
by Deep Time. deeptime.uk
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 Passengers would 
dress up for a flight in its 
heyday  Bernard Lavelle, p73
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Get a 
flavour of the 

Channel Islands next 
spring at the Taste Guernsey 
Food Festival. The event runs 

throughout April and will celebrate 
the island’s variety of seafood, dairy 
products and seasonal veg, with a 
chance for visitors to meet local 

chefs and taste their dishes. 
visitguernsey.com
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COACH 
JOY FOR 
SINGLES

SOLO travellers can save 
their dosh when they book a 
UK getaway with coach tour 
company Shearings.

Its 27 Coast & Country 
Hotels are scrapping single- 
occupancy supplements, 
which is the additional 
charge applied to anyone 
travelling on their own, to 
cover cleaning and other 
services.

You can pick from seaside
and countryside hotels 
across Britain, including 
Burlington Hotel in 
Eastbourne, Llandudno’s 
County Hotel and 
Windermere Hotel in the 
Lake District. 

The offer is applicable to
both coach holidays and 
self-drive hotel breaks. 

See shearings.com or call
01709 249 698.

�YOU do not need to 
travel hours on a plane

for a sunshine holiday, 
latest weather reports have 
revealed.

The islands of Guernsey 
last year broke their record 
for sunshine hours, with a 
total 2,117 – more than 800 
hours better than the UK 
average.

Visitors can soak up the 
warmth across some 50km 
of beautiful coastline 
including 40 fabulous 
beaches and bays. 
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Alderney has enough beaches to 
fill a week-long visit, including 
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Binoculars in hand, I head out 
to make use of the many bird 
hides dotted across the island 
– including the Longis and Man-
nez hides on the Longis Nature 
Reserve, as well as the restored 
bunker in Val du Saou, where 
swallows nest in spring.  

Given the weather (wet and 
windy) I don’t see much, but on 
kinder spring and autumn days 
you might spot honey buzzards 
and black kites, while summer 
and winter still offer the oppor-
tunity to see breeding birds and 
some uncommon passers-by,  
including streaked fantail war-
blers and golden oriole. 

Between March and July, 
boats ferry visitors out to the 
uninhabited island of Burhou to 
view puffins. I am impressed by 
the enormous gannet colony off 
the south-west coast, as much 
by their powerful smell as by 
their numbers. 

Though small, Alderney lays 
claim to enough gorgeous beach
es to fill a week-long visit. The 
main strand, Braye, is just a few 
minutes from the harbour, where 
Braye Beach Hotel’s seafront ter
race is ideal for sundowners and 
local favourite Braye Chippy dish
es out superlative fish and chips.

Saye, at the north-east end of 
the island, is more remote and 
incredibly tranquil, although the 
island’s one ice cream van visits 
in high season. White Arch in the 
north may be the smallest beach 
but it’s sheltered and calm. I’m 
fairly sure I can see a seal enjoy-
ing its secluded waters. 

Though part of the Bailiwick of 
Guernsey, Alderney – the north-
ernmost Channel Island – is in 
fact closer to Normandy, which is 
just eight miles away. As with the 
other islands, it was the only part 
of the British Isles to be occupied 
by German forces between 1940 
and 1945. 

“Most of the families here have 
stories passed down through gen-
erations about the evacuation, 
while others have fascinating 
anecdotes about staying behind 
on an island filled suddenly with 
G ” l i G i

Germans,” explains Gauvain. 
“Many of the Nazi military 

zones and inland sites are still 
visible, including the newly reo-
pened Odeon, which offers visi-
tors a glimpse at what life would 
have been like during that period 
– as well as amazing views across 
the water to France,” he adds.

Another fascinating historic 
site is the neolithic burial cham-
ber, Roc à l’Epine near Fort 
Tourgis that dates as far back as 
4,000BC, as well as a 4th-century 
Roman mini-fort.  

After a long day exploring, I 
wander down the high street in St 
Anne, which is refreshingly lack-
ing a single restaurant chain or a 
luminous supermarket sign. In-
stead, there are farm shops with 
milk bottle refill stations, pubs 
that could have jumped straight 
out of a Dickens novel, old-fash-
ioned sweet shops and a tiny cin-
ema. I can’t help but think back 
to Farquhar-Beck’s first words to 
me. Time does run a little slower -

-

-

in Alderney. 

It’s local legend 
that the first blonde 
hedgehog came from 
Harrods as a pet

Getting there
Aurigny operates 
15-minute flights from 
Guernsey, or 25-minute 
flights from Southampton, 
aurigny.com 
In summer it’s also possible 
to catch the ferry from 
Poole to Guernsey, and 
then another 60-minute 
ferry on to Alderney, 
channelislandferry.com

Staying there
The Blonde Hedgehog is a 
recently restored public 
house in St Anne. It has cosy 
rooms and a standalone 
cottage, beautiful gardens, 
cinema room and an 
excellent restaurant. 
Double rooms start at £190, 
blondehedgehog.com

More information
visitalderney.com 

Travel essentials
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Renoir in Guernsey, 1883
https://kulinariker.de/renoir-in-guernsey-1883/

Dank der Zusammenarbeit mit den Museen von Guernsey und dem Musée des
Impressionnismes Giverny werden von September bis Dezember 2023 erstmalig
Kunstwerke von Renoir an ihrem Entstehungsort zu sehen sein, die er während seines
Aufenthaltes auf Guernsey im September 1883 schuf.

Kurator dieses Projektes ist David Ummels, Gründer von Art for Guernsey, der gemeinsam
mit einigen großzügigen Museen, Wohltätern und privaten Sammlern diese Ausstellung
ermöglicht hat.

Im September 1883 reiste Renoir nach Guernsey, blieb dort etwas mehr als einen Monat
und schuf währenddessen 15 Landschaftsbilder. Er war fasziniert von der Art und Weise,
wie das Licht mit der Natur, dem kristallklaren Wasser, der steilen Topogra�e und den
Inselbewohnern, die nackt zwischen den Felsen badeten, interagierte. Dies inspirierte ihn
so sehr, dass er seinen bisherigen Stil änderte.

Bereits 2019 entstand die Idee zu dieser einzigartigen Ausstellung, als Art for Guernsey
den Wanderweg „Renoir Walk“ eröffnete. Diese Tour führt an Originalschauplätze
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Channel 
Islands’ 
golden 
treasure 

Closer to France than to its 
neighbours, far-flung Alderney packs 
in beautiful beaches, ancient sites and 
rare creatures, writes Emily Cope

S
crabbling around in a 
bush at 11pm wearing 
wellies and a head torch 
is not how I thought I’d 
be spending my Satur-

day evening, but since arriving 
in Alderney nothing had been 
as expected. 

I’m about to call it a day and go 
back to the hotel when I find what 
I came here for. Spikey, small and 
unmistakably fair-haired; the 
blonde hedgehog of Alderney. 

“It’s a local legend that the 
first one came from Har-
rods as a pet,” says 
Roland Gauvain, 
CEO of Alderney 
Wildl i fe  Trust . 
“Supposedly it es-
caped, and the rest 
is history.” 

Thanks to a lack 
of badgers, foxes and 
stoats, the tiny mammal  
(inset) has no natural preda-
tors on the island and so has 
been able to thrive. With cream-
coloured spines – a product of 
recessive genes – and pink noses, 

they really are odd to behold, and 
very cute.  

“Many locals leave out food 
and water for the little visitors. 
We’re incredibly fond of them,” 
adds Gauvain. 

The blonde hedgehog is just as 
peculiar as the island it inhabits. 
At just one and a half miles wide 
and three miles long, you could 
be mistaken for thinking Alder-
ney – perhaps lesser known than 
its channel island neighbours, 
Jersey and Guernsey – has little 
to offer. But you’d be wrong. 

It has a lot of character and his-
tory for its stature, from glorious 
white-gold beaches and stunning 
cliff paths to the quaint shops and 
restaurants in the centre of “the 
town”, that being St Anne. 

I’m struck by the lack of traffic 
lights. Surely, without this basic 
infrastructure – there are also no 
roundabouts – there’s chaos on 
the roads? 

“Time runs a little slower here,” 
says Tracey Farquhar-Beck, 
group director at The Blonde 
Hedgehog hotel and one of the is-
land’s 2,000 inhabitants. “Its very 

safe. The speed limit is 35mph and 
everyone adheres to it. Kids play 
outside and there’s no crime. I 
think the longest traffic jam I’ve 
been in was 10 minutes and that 
was because I was stuck behind a 
horse rider.” 

The island also has a heritage 
railway. The Alderney Railway 
is 150 years old, its first passen-
gers Queen Victoria and Prince 
Albert. Diesel locomotives pull-
ing two former London Under-
ground carriages run from the 

harbour up the scenic north 
coast and back again.

But it’s bird-spot-
ters rather than 
t r a i n - s p o t t e r s 
who are most in-
trigued by Alder-
ney. With more 
than 300 British 

and European spe-
cies recorded on the 

island, as well as un-
paralleled views of sea-

bird colonies, this is one of the 
best places to bird-watch in the  
British Isles. 
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Madera County is a gateway to the 

National Park and known for its 

wines, outdoor activities and water-

sports on Bass Lake.

Modesto is best known for its 

public murals, live entertainment 

and farm stands. It was also the 

inspiration behind the movie Ameri-

can Graffiti.

Yolo County is packed with quaint

historic towns and beautiful scen-

ery. Visit Winters the smallest town, 

and Great Bear Vineyards for wine 

tasting. See visitcentralvalley.com

WELCOMING IRISH CAPITAL FULL OF WARMTH,      

Write up for 

the craic in 

bubblin’ 

Dublin

TAKE a wander through

Dublin and you feel like

you’re in a giant house

party, bursting with

warmth, music and of

course, the craic.

Ireland’s capital is continually

voted one of the most welcoming

destinations in Europe and it’s

easy to see why. 

For me, this was a pilgrimage

to the soundtrack of my youth

but it was a real eye-opener for

my wife Lynn who was making

her Dublin debut. 

It’s safe to say she was blown

away by this haven of humour

and history. 

We had lots to cram in, so

after checking into our hotel, the

fabulous Radisson Blu Royal, we

performed a quick turnaround

and headed straight for one of

the city’s proudest attractions.

When you think Ireland, you

think writers. James Joyce,

Maeve Binchy, Oscar Wilde,

Roddy Doyle to name just a few.

And the Museum of Literature,

in the historic Newman House

on St Stephen’s Green gave us

the chance to discover the coun-

try’s rich literary heritage.

Visitors get the chance to

immerse themselves in Irish

storytelling across the centuries,

trace the footsteps of Joyce’s

Dublin, and encounter rare gems

including the original ‘Copy No1’

of classic Ulysses.

Our tour guide John not only

had an encyclopaedic knowledge

of the historic house and the

many fascinating characters to

have passed through over the

centuries, he treated us to a wee

song too as he cheerfully led us

around. As welcomes go, this was

literally top of the pops.

Style and class

You’ll do a lot of walking in

Dublin and with 772 pubs, you’re

never far from a pint of the

black stuff. But the city is also

renowned for great food. 

We had dinner at Lemon &

Duke, which boasts the style and

class of a Manhattan cocktail bar

and the comfort and craic of an

Irish pub. 

Bright and spacious, it’s a pop-

ular haunt for a morning coffee

or weekend brunch, while also

evolving into an atmospheric late

night venue.

They call it a little bit of New

York in the heart of Dublin and

the impressive menu more than

does that billing justice. 

To start, I went for the deli-

cious gambas in a chilli and gar-

lic oil, while Lynn chose the

mouthwatering smoked salmon

and avocado salad.

And for a main, we were both

drawn to the 10oz dry aged

Hereford ribeye steak, confit

tomatoes, onion rings, grilled

asparagus, chunky chips and

pepper sauce, perfectly accompa-

nied by a bottle of La Combe

D’Or Merlot.

There was even room for a

homemade vanilla cheesecake

each — but only just!

A ten-minute walk to the hotel

via the famous Grafton Street

and its musicians and street

artists, was a lovely way to end

the day. The Radisson is a four-

star centrally located hotel and

the perfect springboard for

Dublin’s distinctive nightlife. We

enjoyed a luxurious junior suite,

which featured separate sleeping

and living areas. Ideal for sitting

back in comfort with a coffee

and plotting the day ahead, or

relaxing before bed.

Not that you’ll need much help

falling asleep in this place.

The soundproofed windows

protected us from the noise of

the city and the kingsize bed

was one of the comfiest we had

ever slept on. 

With a well-equipped bath-

room complete with rain shower,

bathrobe and slippers, we’d have

been happy spending our entire

trip chilling out here.

But this was Dublin and day

two beckoned. It began with a

full Irish breakfast in the stylish

surroundings of the Chancery

Lounge, which set us up nicely

for the day. 

A brisk walk around nearby St

Stephen’s Green to burn off

some calories was in order,

because food was to continue to

play a very important part in

our schedule. 

We met Eveleen Coyle from

the popular Fab Food Trail who

took us on a delightful walking

and tasting tour around the city

centre.

First up was Sheridans

Cheesemakers on South Anne

Street, where we enjoyed Killeen

goat’s cheese from Co Galway,

some Gubbeen cow’s cheese from

Co Cork and a little Crozier

ewe’s milk blue cheese from

Tipperary. If you think that

sounds delicious, you’re right. 

With a fine selection of Irish

and European cheeses as well as

a huge range of other artisan

foods, Sheridans has expanded

from a small market stall in 1995

to a booming business of 21

establishments.

Then it was off to the Pepper

Pot cafe and bakery perched on

a balcony within the Georgian

Powerscourt Townhouse.

Here we were treated to their

soda bread with whipped cheese,

Burren smoked salmon with

their house pickle and handmade

scones with cream and raspberry

jam. If this is making you hun-

gry, I can only apologise. But

COMFORT

& JOYCE: 

Museum of 

literature and 

iconic book 

THINK California but for-

get the big cities like San 

Fran and LA. Instead head 

to the lesser known Cen-

tral Valley, home to vine-

yards, hiking trails, lakes and 

world-famous national parks 

including Yosemite, Sequoia and 

Kings Canyon.

On the 400-mile stretch 

through the heart of California, 

you can discover unforgettable 

stops from Bakersfield in the 

south to Yolo County in the north. 

Dubbed the ‘Nashville of

the West’, Bakersfield

was put on the map for

its country music. Animal

lovers should visit CALM –

the California Living 

Museum – a zoo that focuses on 

reintroducing endangered spe-

cies into the wild. 

Next head to Visalia, the gate-

way to Sequoia and Kings Can-

yon National Parks, then drive to 

Fresno where the sun shines for 

over 300 days a year. Yosemite 

news

OUR Take Three column

offers a trio of cut-out-and-

keep holiday suggestions.

Ahead of National Pet

Month, we’ve dug out some

dog-friendly holidays that are

simply pawfect for travellers wanting to 

bring their four-legged friends along.

BARGAIN – The Blacksmiths, Pembroke: 

This cosy barn conversion in the quaint 

village of Ludchurch has buckets of fun for 

Fido, including beachfront walks, open 

fields and dog-friendly pubs nearby.

Cosy up in front of the log-burner with a 

cuppa. But if the sun’s shining, it’s well worth 

taking the 40-minute walk to the hamlet of 

Wiseman’s Bridge, which is a great spot for 

tucking into a burger or pie, with sweeping 

views of Carmarthen Bay.

One night’s self-catering costs from 

£24.75pp, based on four people sharing. 

See travelstaytion.com.

BLOW OUT – Bless Hotel, Ibiza: As part of 

a special Bless Your Paws package, guests 

will bag a dog-friendly room complete with 

rubbish bags, two bowls with food and water 

and a dog bed. You can even get a pet carer 

if you request it.

You’ll be able to sip on cocktails in the 

hotel’s dog-friendly Epic Infinity Lounge or 

swing by the beach for seafront yoga 

classes.

Deluxe rooms cost from £110.50pp per 

night, based on two adults sharing, plus a 

£70 supplement per dog for the Bless Your 

Paws package. 

To book a room or for further details, see

blesscollectionhotels.com.

take

3

THE PAWFECT 

DESTINATION

BUDGET – Loch Tay Highland Lodges: Set 

on the edge of stunning Loch Tay near Killin 

in Perthshire, your pooch will love exploring 

the great outdoors from here.

Enjoy an array of activities including kayak-

ing, paddle boarding, fishing, gorge walking,

archery, birdwatching and golf. 

Then relax at The Boathouse Kitchen & Bar

on the water’s edge with fantastic views of

the loch. Costs from £30pp, four sharing a

Classic 2-bedroom Pet-Friendly Lodge. See

largoleisure.co.uk 
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self-catering at the 2H+ 

Kosmas Apartments in Roda, 

Corfu is from £359pp leaving 

Glasgow on May 1. See olympi-

cholidays.com or call 0208 

492 6868.

...CROWNING GLORY: Go to 

London for King Charles’ Coro-

nation and stay at The Rubens 

at the Palace, located opposite 

the Royal Mews of Buckingham 

Palace from £400 a night and 

enjoy A King’s Coronation 

Themed Afternoon Tea from 

£70pp. See rubenshotel.com

...GOOD AURA: A week 

self-catering at the 4H 

Muthu Clube Praia da 

Oura in Albufeira, Por-

tugal is from £636pp 

leaving Prestwick on 

April 24. See onthe-

beach.co.uk

...BIG AMBITIONS: The 2 week 

Hidden Gems of France & 

Spain inaugural sailing of 

Ambassador Cruise Line’s new 

Ambition is from £799pp. 

Departs Newcastle on May 12 

and calls at Dundee, Le Havre, 

Cherbourg, Brest, Mon-

toir de Bretagne, Le Ver-

don, Bilbao, Gijon and

La Coruna. See ambas-

sadorcruiseline.com or

call 0808 1028701.

...TREASURE HUNTER: 

Eight days Treasures of Viet-

nam tour taking in Halong Bay, 

Hoi An, Ho Chi Minh City and 

Hanoi is from £960pp, flights 

not included. Departs April 27. 

See intrepidtravel.com or call 

0808 274 5111. 

...COR-PHEW: Seven nights 

lates

l
THERE’S a fantastic

new food festival

taking place on Guernsey 

this month, showcasing 

the best local produce on 

the island, with the best 

restaurants and produce 

being celebrated.

Local chefs will pit their

skills and abilities against 

one another in a competi-

tion to create local 

favourites using local 

ingredients such as spi-

der crabs and mussels.

Over 20 establishments

are taking part, drawing 

up menus with an empha-

sis on local seafood.

Visitors will be given 

the opportunity to sample 

and taste-test their 

dishes, and later vote for 

the chance to win £1,200 

in restaurant vouchers. 

See visitguernsey.com

             See more at lthescottishsun.co.uk

         CULTURE, GREAT FOOD AND BUZZING BARS

r 
 

ZIGGY STAR 

MUST . . .

Simon and wife 

Lynn, who played 

Bowie, below

there are even more of Dublin’s

delicious delicacies to come!

Next was Saba, South William

Street. This buzzing city centre

restaurant serving award-

winning food and cocktails with

a Thai and Vietnamese flavour

was a real highlight. 

So much so that after tasting

the smoked trout mien kam in

betel leaves, we booked to return

in the evening for the full din-

ing experience. 

After a short walk we were

sitting outside Blazing Salads —

an award-winning vegan and

vegetarian deli on Drury Street,

munching on a vegetable samosa

with yoghurt and chive dip.

There was time for one more

food stop — Fallon and Byrne

cafe deli on Exchequer Street

where you can enjoy a tasty

coffee and sneaky treat, or a

soup and sandwich on the go.

We rounded off this wonderful

culinary roller-coaster with their

own pate with onion marmalade

on Sheridans cracker and

mature Manchego cheese,

matured in rosemary.

Which left time for one more

port of call — but this time of

the liquid variety at the famous

Swan Bar on York Street.

Steeped in Irish history, it’s

been in the Lynch family name

since 1937. 

It’s currently run by Ronan

Lynch, the third generation. His

father, Sean is something of a

local legend, having played

rugby for Ireland and the British

and Irish Lions.

There, our own special tour

was capped off with a drop of

the Powers Three Swallow Irish

Whiskey.

We had packed in so much,

but the highlight was still to

come — the Windmill Lane

recording studios.

It’s a name I had stared at for

hours on end in my bedroom

growing up, written on the

sleeve notes of every U2 album I

owned.

So getting the chance to visit

was a dream come true.

As well as U2, some of the

biggest names in music have

recorded here, from Bowie, to

AC/DC, to 50 Cent. Housed

today in an iconic Art Deco

building on Ringsend Road, it

comprises three state-of-the-art

recording studios, the largest of

which can accommodate an

80-piece orchestra.

Listening to Lynn playing Life

on Mars on the very piano used

by Bowie himself is a memory

I’ll treasure.

There’s so much to see and do

in Dublin that you could spend

a month there and hardly

scratch the surface. So we’ll be

booking a return trip before too

long. 
For warmth, friendliness and

fun, the vibrant heartbeat of

the Emerald Isle takes a lot of

beating.
SIMON HOUSTON

GETTING THERE: Ryanair fly from Edinburgh to 

Dublin daily with prices from £13pp one-way. See 

ryanair.com 

STAYING THERE: Radisson Blu Golden Lane 

offers rooms priced from £184 per night. For more 

information and to book see radissonhotels.com

MORE INFO: See visitireland.com

GO: DUBLIN

FLAIR CITY

. . .  fabulous food 

and drink, left in 

vibrant capital

1SM
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Madera County is a gateway to the 

National Park and known for its 

wines, outdoor activities and water-

sports on Bass Lake.

Modesto is best known for its 

public murals, live entertainment 

and farm stands. It was also the 

inspiration behind the movie Ameri-

can Graffiti.

Yolo County is packed with quaint

historic towns and beautiful scen-

ery. Visit Winters the smallest town, 

and Great Bear Vineyards for wine 

tasting. See visitcentralvalley.com

WELCOMING IRISH CAPITAL FULL OF WARMTH,      

Write up for 

the craic in 

bubblin’ 

Dublin

TAKE a wander through

Dublin and you feel like

you’re in a giant house

party, bursting with

warmth, music and of

course, the craic.

Ireland’s capital is continually

voted one of the most welcoming

destinations in Europe and it’s

easy to see why. 

For me, this was a pilgrimage

to the soundtrack of my youth

but it was a real eye-opener for

my wife Lynn who was making

her Dublin debut. 

It’s safe to say she was blown

away by this haven of humour

and history. 

We had lots to cram in, so

after checking into our hotel, the

fabulous Radisson Blu Royal, we

performed a quick turnaround

and headed straight for one of

the city’s proudest attractions.

When you think Ireland, you

think writers. James Joyce,

Maeve Binchy, Oscar Wilde,

Roddy Doyle to name just a few.

And the Museum of Literature,

in the historic Newman House

on St Stephen’s Green gave us

the chance to discover the coun-

try’s rich literary heritage.

Visitors get the chance to

immerse themselves in Irish

storytelling across the centuries,

trace the footsteps of Joyce’s

Dublin, and encounter rare gems

including the original ‘Copy No1’

of classic Ulysses.

Our tour guide John not only

had an encyclopaedic knowledge

of the historic house and the

many fascinating characters to

have passed through over the

centuries, he treated us to a wee

song too as he cheerfully led us

around. As welcomes go, this was

literally top of the pops.

Style and class

You’ll do a lot of walking in

Dublin and with 772 pubs, you’re

never far from a pint of the

black stuff. But the city is also

renowned for great food. 

We had dinner at Lemon &

Duke, which boasts the style and

class of a Manhattan cocktail bar

and the comfort and craic of an

Irish pub. 

Bright and spacious, it’s a pop-

ular haunt for a morning coffee

or weekend brunch, while also

evolving into an atmospheric late

night venue.

They call it a little bit of New

York in the heart of Dublin and

the impressive menu more than

does that billing justice. 

To start, I went for the deli-

cious gambas in a chilli and gar-

lic oil, while Lynn chose the

mouthwatering smoked salmon

and avocado salad.

And for a main, we were both

drawn to the 10oz dry aged

Hereford ribeye steak, confit

tomatoes, onion rings, grilled

asparagus, chunky chips and

pepper sauce, perfectly accompa-

nied by a bottle of La Combe

D’Or Merlot.

There was even room for a

homemade vanilla cheesecake

each — but only just!

A ten-minute walk to the hotel

via the famous Grafton Street

and its musicians and street

artists, was a lovely way to end

the day. The Radisson is a four-

star centrally located hotel and

the perfect springboard for

Dublin’s distinctive nightlife. We

enjoyed a luxurious junior suite,

which featured separate sleeping

and living areas. Ideal for sitting

back in comfort with a coffee

and plotting the day ahead, or

relaxing before bed.

Not that you’ll need much help

falling asleep in this place.

The soundproofed windows

protected us from the noise of

the city and the kingsize bed

was one of the comfiest we had

ever slept on. 

With a well-equipped bath-

room complete with rain shower,

bathrobe and slippers, we’d have

been happy spending our entire

trip chilling out here.

But this was Dublin and day

two beckoned. It began with a

full Irish breakfast in the stylish

surroundings of the Chancery

Lounge, which set us up nicely

for the day. 

A brisk walk around nearby St

Stephen’s Green to burn off

some calories was in order,

because food was to continue to

play a very important part in

our schedule. 

We met Eveleen Coyle from

the popular Fab Food Trail who

took us on a delightful walking

and tasting tour around the city

centre.

First up was Sheridans

Cheesemakers on South Anne

Street, where we enjoyed Killeen

goat’s cheese from Co Galway,

some Gubbeen cow’s cheese from

Co Cork and a little Crozier

ewe’s milk blue cheese from

Tipperary. If you think that

sounds delicious, you’re right. 

With a fine selection of Irish

and European cheeses as well as

a huge range of other artisan

foods, Sheridans has expanded

from a small market stall in 1995

to a booming business of 21

establishments.

Then it was off to the Pepper

Pot cafe and bakery perched on

a balcony within the Georgian

Powerscourt Townhouse.

Here we were treated to their

soda bread with whipped cheese,

Burren smoked salmon with

their house pickle and handmade

scones with cream and raspberry

jam. If this is making you hun-

gry, I can only apologise. But

COMFORT

& JOYCE: 

Museum of 

literature and 

iconic book 

THINK California but for-

get the big cities like San 

Fran and LA. Instead head 

to the lesser known Cen-

tral Valley, home to vine-

yards, hiking trails, lakes and 

world-famous national parks 

including Yosemite, Sequoia and 

Kings Canyon.

On the 400-mile stretch 

through the heart of California, 

you can discover unforgettable 

stops from Bakersfield in the 

south to Yolo County in the north. 

Dubbed the ‘Nashville of

the West’, Bakersfield

was put on the map for

its country music. Animal

lovers should visit CALM –

the California Living 

Museum – a zoo that focuses on 

reintroducing endangered spe-

cies into the wild. 

Next head to Visalia, the gate-

way to Sequoia and Kings Can-

yon National Parks, then drive to 

Fresno where the sun shines for 

over 300 days a year. Yosemite 

news

OUR Take Three column

offers a trio of cut-out-and-

keep holiday suggestions.

Ahead of National Pet

Month, we’ve dug out some

dog-friendly holidays that are

simply pawfect for travellers wanting to 

bring their four-legged friends along.

BARGAIN – The Blacksmiths, Pembroke: 

This cosy barn conversion in the quaint 

village of Ludchurch has buckets of fun for 

Fido, including beachfront walks, open 

fields and dog-friendly pubs nearby.

Cosy up in front of the log-burner with a 

cuppa. But if the sun’s shining, it’s well worth 

taking the 40-minute walk to the hamlet of 

Wiseman’s Bridge, which is a great spot for 

tucking into a burger or pie, with sweeping 

views of Carmarthen Bay.

One night’s self-catering costs from 

£24.75pp, based on four people sharing. 

See travelstaytion.com.

BLOW OUT – Bless Hotel, Ibiza: As part of 

a special Bless Your Paws package, guests 

will bag a dog-friendly room complete with 

rubbish bags, two bowls with food and water 

and a dog bed. You can even get a pet carer 

if you request it.

You’ll be able to sip on cocktails in the 

hotel’s dog-friendly Epic Infinity Lounge or 

swing by the beach for seafront yoga 

classes.

Deluxe rooms cost from £110.50pp per 

night, based on two adults sharing, plus a 

£70 supplement per dog for the Bless Your 

Paws package. 

To book a room or for further details, see

blesscollectionhotels.com.

take

3

THE PAWFECT 

DESTINATION

BUDGET – Loch Tay Highland Lodges: Set 

on the edge of stunning Loch Tay near Killin 

in Perthshire, your pooch will love exploring 

the great outdoors from here.

Enjoy an array of activities including kayak-

ing, paddle boarding, fishing, gorge walking,

archery, birdwatching and golf. 

Then relax at The Boathouse Kitchen & Bar

on the water’s edge with fantastic views of

the loch. Costs from £30pp, four sharing a

Classic 2-bedroom Pet-Friendly Lodge. See

largoleisure.co.uk 
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self-catering at the 2H+ 

Kosmas Apartments in Roda, 

Corfu is from £359pp leaving 

Glasgow on May 1. See olympi-

cholidays.com or call 0208 

492 6868.

...CROWNING GLORY: Go to 

London for King Charles’ Coro-

nation and stay at The Rubens 

at the Palace, located opposite 

the Royal Mews of Buckingham 

Palace from £400 a night and 

enjoy A King’s Coronation 

Themed Afternoon Tea from 

£70pp. See rubenshotel.com

...GOOD AURA: A week 

self-catering at the 4H 

Muthu Clube Praia da 

Oura in Albufeira, Por-

tugal is from £636pp 

leaving Prestwick on 

April 24. See onthe-

beach.co.uk

...BIG AMBITIONS: The 2 week 

Hidden Gems of France & 

Spain inaugural sailing of 

Ambassador Cruise Line’s new 

Ambition is from £799pp. 

Departs Newcastle on May 12 

and calls at Dundee, Le Havre, 

Cherbourg, Brest, Mon-

toir de Bretagne, Le Ver-

don, Bilbao, Gijon and

La Coruna. See ambas-

sadorcruiseline.com or

call 0808 1028701.

...TREASURE HUNTER: 

Eight days Treasures of Viet-

nam tour taking in Halong Bay, 

Hoi An, Ho Chi Minh City and 

Hanoi is from £960pp, flights 

not included. Departs April 27. 

See intrepidtravel.com or call 

0808 274 5111. 

...COR-PHEW: Seven nights 

lates

l
THERE’S a fantastic

new food festival

taking place on Guernsey 

this month, showcasing 

the best local produce on 

the island, with the best 

restaurants and produce 

being celebrated.

Local chefs will pit their

skills and abilities against 

one another in a competi-

tion to create local 

favourites using local 

ingredients such as spi-

der crabs and mussels.

Over 20 establishments

are taking part, drawing 

up menus with an empha-

sis on local seafood.

Visitors will be given 

the opportunity to sample 

and taste-test their 

dishes, and later vote for 

the chance to win £1,200 

in restaurant vouchers. 

See visitguernsey.com

             See more at lthescottishsun.co.uk

         CULTURE, GREAT FOOD AND BUZZING BARS

r 
 

ZIGGY STAR 

MUST . . .

Simon and wife 

Lynn, who played 

Bowie, below

there are even more of Dublin’s

delicious delicacies to come!

Next was Saba, South William

Street. This buzzing city centre

restaurant serving award-

winning food and cocktails with

a Thai and Vietnamese flavour

was a real highlight. 

So much so that after tasting

the smoked trout mien kam in

betel leaves, we booked to return

in the evening for the full din-

ing experience. 

After a short walk we were

sitting outside Blazing Salads —

an award-winning vegan and

vegetarian deli on Drury Street,

munching on a vegetable samosa

with yoghurt and chive dip.

There was time for one more

food stop — Fallon and Byrne

cafe deli on Exchequer Street

where you can enjoy a tasty

coffee and sneaky treat, or a

soup and sandwich on the go.

We rounded off this wonderful

culinary roller-coaster with their

own pate with onion marmalade

on Sheridans cracker and

mature Manchego cheese,

matured in rosemary.

Which left time for one more

port of call — but this time of

the liquid variety at the famous

Swan Bar on York Street.

Steeped in Irish history, it’s

been in the Lynch family name

since 1937. 

It’s currently run by Ronan

Lynch, the third generation. His

father, Sean is something of a

local legend, having played

rugby for Ireland and the British

and Irish Lions.

There, our own special tour

was capped off with a drop of

the Powers Three Swallow Irish

Whiskey.

We had packed in so much,

but the highlight was still to

come — the Windmill Lane

recording studios.

It’s a name I had stared at for

hours on end in my bedroom

growing up, written on the

sleeve notes of every U2 album I

owned.

So getting the chance to visit

was a dream come true.

As well as U2, some of the

biggest names in music have

recorded here, from Bowie, to

AC/DC, to 50 Cent. Housed

today in an iconic Art Deco

building on Ringsend Road, it

comprises three state-of-the-art

recording studios, the largest of

which can accommodate an

80-piece orchestra.

Listening to Lynn playing Life

on Mars on the very piano used

by Bowie himself is a memory

I’ll treasure.

There’s so much to see and do

in Dublin that you could spend

a month there and hardly

scratch the surface. So we’ll be

booking a return trip before too

long. 
For warmth, friendliness and

fun, the vibrant heartbeat of

the Emerald Isle takes a lot of

beating.
SIMON HOUSTON

GETTING THERE: Ryanair fly from Edinburgh to 

Dublin daily with prices from £13pp one-way. See 

ryanair.com 

STAYING THERE: Radisson Blu Golden Lane 

offers rooms priced from £184 per night. For more 

information and to book see radissonhotels.com

MORE INFO: See visitireland.com
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‘Spectacular collection of Guernsey Renoirs 
returns home for major exhibition’, 
which goes on to discuss Renoir’s history 
in Guernsey and the significance of the 
upcoming exhibit, noting ‘A selection of 
these paintings and the locations that 
inspired them are under the spotlight in a 
one-off Renoir exhibition on Guernsey, in 
celebration of the 140th anniversary of his 
important stay on the second largest of the 
Channel Islands.’

The Scottish Sun
Reach: 154,400

Museum Crush
Reach: 48,900

Wanderlust
Reach: 682,000
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TRAVEL

“Visit Fort Grey  
on a dropping 6m 
tide at sundown: 

the tide will be just 
lapping over the 
lower end of the 

slipway. Swim out 
to the manmade 

pier: there’s a huge 
anchor resting on 

the seabed.”
Jayne Packham, 

local wild 
swimming guide 

ISLANDER’S 
TIP WHERE TO STAY

For walks directly from your 
accommodation try four-star 
Fermain Valley Hotel (doubles from 
£140; fermainvalley.com) or 
glamping at Wild Guernsey (from 
£220 for two nights for two people; 
wildguernsey.wordpress.com). 

GETTING THERE  
AND AROUND 
The airport is served by Aurigney, 
Blue Islands, Logan Air and British 
Airways. Bring your car on Condor 
(journey time from Poole is three 
hours) or hire one from the airport 
or harbour (don’t forget to use your 
discount with Holiday Autos –  
boundless.co.uk/holidayautos). 

LOCAL INFO

St Peter Port, on the east 
coast of Guernsey, offers 

views to Herm and Sark

TRAVEL

“Alderney has 
endless beauty at 

every turn, rare 
wildlife at your 
fingertips, and 

exceptional history 
to immerse yourself 

in. The Roman 
Nunnery is without 

doubt the best 
place to start.  

Open year round 
and free entry.” 

Alex Flewitt,  
resident

ISLANDER’S 
TIP WHERE TO STAY

For a memorable 
experience, rent 
Victorian Fort Clonque 
through the Landmark 
Trust (from £1,016 for four 
nights – the fort sleeps up to 13 people; 
landmarktrust.org.uk). Or try boutique 
hotel Blonde Hedgehog in St Anne 
(doubles from £170 per night, including 
breakfast; blondehedgehog.com). 

GETTING THERE AND AROUND
Fly from Guernsey and select mainland 
airports with Aurigny or Blue Islands,  
or take the Alderney Ferry Service from 
Guernsey. Hire a car from Braye Hire Car 
(brayehirecars.com) or rent a bike from 
Cycle and Surf in St Anne (adult bikes 
from £10 per day; cycleandsurf.co.uk). 

LOCAL INFO
Alderney is perhaps the most heavily fortified island in 
the world owing to its strategic position just eight miles 
off the French coast and 80 miles from southern England. 
The oldest fortification dates from the fourth century 
when the Romans built the Nunnery above Longis Bay 
(now considered the best preserved small Roman fort in 
Western Europe). Later the Victorians, fearing a French 
invasion, built 18 forts and batteries, and a new harbour 
to house the British fleet. The impressive Fort Tourgis, the 
second largest of the Victorian forts, is open to explore. 
Alderney was evacuated during the Second World War, 
when Guernsey and Jersey were occupied by German 
forces, and in 1942 Hitler ordered the island’s conversion 
into an impregnable fortress as part of his Atlantic Wall. 
Thousands of slave workers arrived to build bunkers, 
anti-tank walls and tunnel complexes. These German 
wartime defences are visible at every turn and characterise 
the landscape. Other things to do include nature walks 
to discover bats and the island’s eye-catching blonde 
hedgehogs, and boat rides with the Alderney Wildlife 
Trust to spot nesting northern gannets. 

HISTORY BUFFS

Arch Beach – a sheltered 
bay that’s popular with 
families, and links to 
neighbouring Corblets 
Bay at low tideWALKERS

BEST FOR...

ST PETER PORT
(FERRY TERMINAL)

FERMAIN VALLEY 
HOTEL

RICHMOND

FORT GREY

LA PLANEL

ST  
SAMPSON

Guernsey is noticeably more laid back than Jersey, with 
fewer chain stores in its capital, St Peter Port. Its flower-
strewn cliff paths are a walker’s dream – you can simply 
amble from one pretty cove to the next, or download the 
VisitGuernsey app for more than 35 self-guided routes. 
Local history is full of myths and folklore, such as the 
witches’ seats built into houses in the west to encourage 
these sorcerers to relax rather than create mischief on the 
island. Such tales inspire the folklore trails, available until 
October, which take walkers on twists and turns to uncover 
these myths and legends (look for the ‘Once Upon an Island’ 
walks on the VisitGuernsey app). In September, a major 
Renoir exhibition opens, commemorating the Impressionist 
painter’s time in Guernsey. There’s also a Renoir Walk, a 
short, self-guided trail of the locations where Renoir painted 
during a summer holiday in 1883. Guernsey’s other famous 
resident was French writer Victor Hugo, who was exiled on 
the island for 15 years and wrote much of Les Misérables at 
Hauteville House, now a fascinating museum full of Hugo’s 
eccentric interior design and well worth a visit.

GUERNSEY

ALDERNEY
G

U
E RN S E Y

BEST FOR...

BURHOU 
ISLAND

CLONQUE 
BAY

FORT TOURGIS

ARCH  
BEACH

BRAYE 
HARBOUR 
(FERRY 
TERMINAL)

A LD E R N E Y THE 
ROMAN 
NUNNERYAIRPORT

AIRPORT
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SAVE 5%* ON CONDOR  
FERRY CROSSINGS
Your discount applies to sailings 
from Poole or Portsmouth to 
Jersey and Guernsey; between the 
two islands; and from Jersey and 
Guernsey to Cherbourg and  
St Malo. boundless.co.uk/condor

SAVE ON A JERSEY HOTEL
Boundless partner Virgin 
Experience Days offers a one-
night Boutique Break for Two at 
Chateau La Chaire, one of Jersey’s 
finest small luxury hotels, for 
£149 – and members save 20%*. 
boundless.co.uk/ved

DO MORE WITH 
BOUNDLESS

ISLANDER’S 
TIP

WHERE  
TO STAY
Upmarket Stocks 
Hotel (doubles 
from £216 per 
night including  
breakfast 
– two-night 
minimum stay; 
stockshotel.com), 
or rent a luxury yurt at 
the Clos a Jaon campsite 
(tents sleeping up to six from £190 
per night – three-night minimum stay; 
sarkcampingholidays.co.uk). 

GETTING THERE  
AND AROUND
There’s no airport on Sark so take the 
Isle of Sark Shipping Company ferry 
from Guernsey (55 minutes, adult day 
return from £28; sarkshipping.gg).  
A tractor trailer runs from harbour to 
town. Hire bikes from Avenue Cycles 
(from £7.50; avenuecyclessark.com) 
or splash out on a horse and carriage 
(from £120; sarkcarriages.co.uk). 

WHERE TO STAY
Check in to the White House Hotel, 
pictured below (doubles from £145) or 
book a holiday cottage in Manor Village 
(from £476 per week for a property that 
sleeps four). All bookings via herm.com.

GETTING THERE AND AROUND
The Isle of Herm ferry departs from 
Guernsey between two and seven times 
per day depending on the season, and 
crossings take around 20 minutes (adults 
£8; book via herm.com). 

LOCAL INFO LOCAL INFO

Sark is like stepping back in time, with dirt roads to 
cycle or walk along and no motorised vehicles other 
than the occasional tractor. The world’s first dark-sky 
island, the night skies are phenomenal and a shed-like 
observatory houses the island’s telescope (sastros.
sark.gg). There are 226 different bird species here, 
while the human population is less than 600. Get up 
early for a dawn chorus bird walk through Dixcart Valley 
to hear warblers in full song, or take a round-island boat 
trip with George Guille (adults £35, children £20; 
sarkboattrips.com) to see puffins nesting on L’Etac, the 
guillemot colony on Les Autelets, and shags basking 
near Port du Moulin. The waters around Sark are great 
for kayaking, which is the best way to explore the 
abundant caves here, many of which were historically 
used to store smuggled contraband. 

Belvoir Bay, on 
Herm’s east coast, 

affords views of  
neighbouring Sark

Car-free Herm is the smallest inhabited Channel Island 
you can visit. The other two, Jethou and Brecqhou, are 
privately leased from the Crown. The bijou island is home 
to one hotel, a campsite and a couple of pubs. Wander 
the sandy paths that crisscross the grassy common at the 
centre of the 200-hectare island, stop to inspect what may 
be the world’s smallest prison (just a single cell) and take 
time to admire butterflies flitting among wildflowers. 
Herm’s capital, Manor Village, is just a few granite 
buildings, a primary school and a tiny chapel. The island’s 
biggest draw is its beaches – which, on a sunny day, 
look like they’re lifted from the Caribbean. Shell beach, 
which gets its name from the millions of tiny shells that 
are swept ashore by the Gulf Stream, is the perfect place 
to idle away a summer’s day. Take a picnic or buy crab 
sandwiches and ice creams from the beach kiosk (you 
can even pick up a cold beer). On a clear day you can see 
across to the coast of France. The island is open all year, 
and you can see puffins from early April to mid July. n

“You can’t beat 
a snorkel in the 

clear waters 
of Shell Beach. 

This spectacular 
underwater 

habitat is rich in 
marine life and 

colour, with large 
shoals of fish, sea 
grass and seals. 
Remember to 

pack a mask and 
snorkel and avoid 

the high-tide 
currents.” 

Chris Harvey,  
teacher

ISLANDER’S 
TIP

TRAVEL

“Sark’s dark 
night sky makes 
for spectacular 
stargazing – a 

priceless view of the 
universe that costs 

nothing.”  
Joh Harvey, wellness 

entrepreneur
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TRAVEL

The largest of the Channel Islands 
at nine miles by five miles, Jersey is a 
separate jurisdiction to Guernsey and 
the other islands and has its own mint 
(they still issue pound notes) and its own 
government (they were never part of the 
EU). The island is characterised by steep 
granite cliffs with sheltered harbour bays 
to the north and great sweeps of sandy 
beaches to the west and south. The most 
dramatic beach is five-mile St Ouen’s 
Bay on the west coast, where surfers 
congregate on the breakers, families play 
on the sands, couples eat al fresco lunches 
at trendy beach cafés and dog owners 
take rambling walks in the adjacent 
dunes. Family days out include riding 
the amphibious vehicle to 16th-century 
Elizabeth Castle, which occupies a tidal 
island in St Aubin’s Bay. Once there, you 
can watch the midday cannon being fired 
and walk to a tiny hermitage that housed 
the reclusive Saint Helier in the sixth 
century. Don’t miss Jersey Zoo, founded 
by conservationist Gerald Durrell, which 
welcomed a pair of Linne’s two-toed 
sloths to its cloud forest last autumn.

e’re speeding along on a 
catamaran towards Corbière 

Lighthouse, the cliffs of 
Jersey’s north coast rising into 

view, when I spot something dark plunging 
into the water. At first I think it might be 
a northern gannet, the large seabird that 
nests in its thousands on a rocky outcrop 
of Alderney, but then it jumps out of the 
water in a perfect arc. This is no gannet. 
“Dolphin!” I shout, and other passengers 
flock to the ferry’s windows to spot not  
just one but five picture-book 
perfect bottlenose dolphins 
leaping in the Channel. 

YOUR EXPERT
Antonia Windsor is the Channel Islands 
destination expert for The Telegraph, 
and current TravMedia freelance writer 
of the year. She grew up on Jersey. 

This isn’t an unusual sight when travelling by ferry to 
the Channel Islands, which in order of size are Jersey, 
Guernsey, Alderney, Sark and Herm. But I wasn’t 
expecting dolphins in February (April to October is 
more common), and my children, aged 10, nine and 
seven, are delighted. It’s a great start to our holiday. 

On the car deck below, our Cavapoochon 
(a cuddly crossbreed of cavalier King Charles 

spaniel, bichon frise and poodle, in case 
you’re wondering) is asleep in the back 

of the car. Taking a dog to the Channel 
Islands is very straightforward. Pets 
don’t need passports and the ferry 
company, Condor, includes pets in 
cars for free. Halfway into the crossing, 

anxious owners are allowed an escorted 
visit to their vehicles. 
I was born and brought up in Jersey 

so am biased when I say it offers everything 
you want from a holiday, with or without a dog: 

glorious beaches, castles and museums, a world-
class conservation zoo and a capital jam-packed 
with independent shops, lively bars and top-notch 
restaurants. In recent years I’ve begun to explore the 
other Channel Islands, which offer a more sleepy, 
step-back-in-time experience. Guernsey, with its 
floral cliff paths and connections to the writer Victor 
Hugo and artist Renoir; Alderney with its historic 
fortifications; Sark with its tractor-drawn fire engine 
and shed-like dark sky observatory; and car-free 
Herm with beaches to rival the Caribbean. They’re 
all worth taking time to explore, whether for a quick 
revitalising weekend break in the shoulder seasons or 
for longer, more leisurely summer holidays.

FAMILIES

WHERE TO STAY
Family- and dog-
friendly accommodation 
includes five-star 
Longueville Manor (doubles 
from £325; longuevillemanor.com), 
and Harbour View apartments  
(£100pp per night; harbourview.je). 

GETTING THERE AND AROUND
Six airlines fly to Jersey from the UK, 
including EasyJet, Loganair, Blue Islands 
and British Airways, while Condor 
Ferries sail from Poole or Portsmouth 
(the fastest route is four hours).  
A regular and reliable bus service serves 
attractions and beaches, and electric 
bikes can be hired via the Evie app 
(evieondemand.com). 
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BEST FOR...

JERSEY

“Watch the sun 
go down from the 
ancient dolmen on 
Grantez headland 
in St Ouen. Take a 

flask of tea and stay 
past dusk to enjoy 
stargazing in the 
quiet stillness.” 
Kate Kirk, local 

marketing director
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Close to home yet strikingly different, the Channel Islands are the answer 
to many a holiday dilemma this year. But which to choose?
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A WALK FOR 
EVERY DAY IN MAY

The wildflowers are out and the weather 

is warming up — now is the time to get 

your walking boots out, says Sarah Baxter

the beginning of the 
17th century, the tradition 
was to form a coronation 
procession from the Tower 
of London to Westminster 
Abbey. As King Charles III’s 
coronation looms, re-enact 
the historic route. The British 
Pilgrimage Trust has mapped 
a five-mile walk through the 
capital along this old royal 
route, via holy wells, tombs, 
churches and Roman 
temples. Download 
it or join the trust’s 
expert Guy Hayward 
for a guided, 
surprise-filled 
urban pilgrimage 
in coronation 
week (May 2; 
£70pp). For 
a funky hotel 
that is nominally 
on-theme try 
the Pilgrm 
in Paddington.
Details Room-only 
doubles from £159 
(thepilgrm.com); see 
britishpilgrimage.org

1 STAFFORDSHIRE
Happy Staffordshire Day! 
The county rejoices on May 1, 
the date Josiah Wedgwood 
founded his pottery company 
in 1759. An apt way to mark 
the occasion is by joining 
Staffordshire Moorlands 
Walking Festival’s Three Peaks 
Challenge, a 14-mile trek 
around the county’s highest 
summits. To continue the 
celebrations, treat yourself to 
a luxe hut or treehouse at the 
Tawny, Staffordshire’s large 
hotel of the year — as well as 
having enormous grounds 
it’s right next to RSPB Consall 
Woods, which is perfect for 
wildlife-filled spring strolls. 
Details One night’s self-
catering for two from £255 
(thetawny.co.uk); festival 
to May 1 (staffsmoorlands 
walkingfestival.co.uk)

2 LONDON
From the 14th century until 
the crowning of Charles II at 
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reserve adrift on the Firth 
of Forth — is marvellous this 
month; it hosts the largest 
puffin colony on the east coast 
from April to mid-July, plus 
grey seals, razorbills, shags 

and other seabirds. Ferries 
run from Dunbar and North 
Berwick, and from Anstruther 
in Fife. On the island follow 
the clifftop paths (about two 
and a half miles) to get closer 
to the wildlife. Shepherd’s 
Bothy at Papple Steading, 
close to Dunbar, is an 
immaculate rural bolt hole 
also well placed for walks 
in John Muir Country Park.
Details Three nights’ 
self-catering for two from 
£708 (crabtreeandcrabtree. 
com); see nature.scot

25 GUERNSEY
Guernsey is one of the 
country’s sunniest spots, 
and the lengthening May 
days provide the perfect 
backdrop for its wonderful 
walking festival. Guided strolls 
of varying lengths provide 
insight into the bailiwick, 
from its Second World War 
history to its farming and 
folklore. The top pick is the 
two-mile Walking in the 
Footsteps of Renoir and Victor 
Hugo route, visiting Moulin 

Huet Bay and the cottage 
where Renoir painted, which 
is usually off limits (May 21; 
£15). Embrace the warming 
weather at Camp de Reves, 
where posh tents have sea 
views and four-poster beds.
Details One night’s 
self-catering for six from £175 
(guernseyglamping.com); 
festival May 20-June 4 
(visitguernsey.com)

26-28 CORNWALL
With flowery verges and 
warming breezes, May is 
a magnificent month on the 
South West Coast Path. This 

ill b i b b

year will be quite busy, but 
in a good way — the national 
trail turns 50 in 2023, and 
to celebrate a free five-week 
relay is being held from May 
12; join sections for 
spectacular coastal walks and 
camaraderie. For instance, 
try the challenging section 
from Hartland Quay to 
Tintagel — a ravishing 
rollercoaster via Widemouth 
Bay and magical Boscastle 
(May 21-23). Rest at the luxe 
roundhouses at East Thorne 
glampsite in Bude.
Details Seven nights’ 
self-catering for four from 
£849 (luxurycoastal.co.uk); 
see southwestcoastpath.org.uk

29 CAMBRIAN 
MOUNTAINS
Generations of Welsh princes 
are buried at the remote 
12th-century Strata Florida 
Abbey in Ceredigion. Its name 

is Latin for “Vale of Flowers”, 
after its river meadow 
location, which is especially 
lush in spring. The abbey 
is always fascinating, but 
learn more on the special 
Folk and Footpaths guided 
walk, interspersed with 
performances by the folk 
singer Owen Shiers (May 22; 
£70) — also, the long-distance 
Cambrian Way runs right by 
the site. Book in at Brynarth 
Country Cottages, nestled in 
nearby foothills, for a longer 
walking break.
Details Three nights’ 
self-catering for two from 
£357 (brynarth.co.uk); 
see strataflorida.org.uk

30-31 KENT
The Garden of England is 
beginning to look especially 
bounteous in May — perfect 
for uplifting strolls. Coast 
and Country Rambles offers 
tailor-made breaks across 
th i i l di t

the region, including two-
night, two-walk tasters. 
Especially recommended 
for this month is its Up on 
the Downs trip in the Alkham 
area. On the first day bimble 
amid winsome villages, 
chalky hillsides, calling 
cuckoos and woodland 
awash with bluebells and 
anemones; on the second 
take a refreshing sea-breezy 
stroll along the Kent coast. 
Each evening retreat to an 
away-from-it-all shepherd’s 
hut or farmhouse B&B.
Details Two nights’ B&B 
from £295pp (coastand 
countryrambles.co.uk)
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reserve adrift on the Firth 
of Forth — is marvellous this 
month; it hosts the largest 
puffin colony on the east coast 
from April to mid-July, plus 
grey seals, razorbills, shags 

and other seabirds. Ferries 
run from Dunbar and North 
Berwick, and from Anstruther 
in Fife. On the island follow 
the clifftop paths (about two 
and a half miles) to get closer 
to the wildlife. Shepherd’s 
Bothy at Papple Steading, 
close to Dunbar, is an 
immaculate rural bolt hole 
also well placed for walks 
in John Muir Country Park.
Details Three nights’ 
self-catering for two from 
£708 (crabtreeandcrabtree. 
com); see nature.scot

25 GUERNSEY
Guernsey is one of the 
country’s sunniest spots, 
and the lengthening May 
days provide the perfect 
backdrop for its wonderful 
walking festival. Guided strolls 
of varying lengths provide 
insight into the bailiwick, 
from its Second World War 
history to its farming and 
folklore. The top pick is the 
two-mile Walking in the 
Footsteps of Renoir and Victor 
Hugo route, visiting Moulin 

Huet Bay and the cottage 
where Renoir painted, which 
is usually off limits (May 21; 
£15). Embrace the warming 
weather at Camp de Reves, 
where posh tents have sea 
views and four-poster beds.
Details One night’s 
self-catering for six from £175 
(guernseyglamping.com); 
festival May 20-June 4 
(visitguernsey.com)

26-28 CORNWALL
With flowery verges and 
warming breezes, May is 
a magnificent month on the 
South West Coast Path. This 

ill b i b b

year will be quite busy, but 
in a good way — the national 
trail turns 50 in 2023, and 
to celebrate a free five-week 
relay is being held from May 
12; join sections for 
spectacular coastal walks and 
camaraderie. For instance, 
try the challenging section 
from Hartland Quay to 
Tintagel — a ravishing 
rollercoaster via Widemouth 
Bay and magical Boscastle 
(May 21-23). Rest at the luxe 
roundhouses at East Thorne 
glampsite in Bude.
Details Seven nights’ 
self-catering for four from 
£849 (luxurycoastal.co.uk); 
see southwestcoastpath.org.uk

29 CAMBRIAN 
MOUNTAINS
Generations of Welsh princes 
are buried at the remote 
12th-century Strata Florida 
Abbey in Ceredigion. Its name 

is Latin for “Vale of Flowers”, 
after its river meadow 
location, which is especially 
lush in spring. The abbey 
is always fascinating, but 
learn more on the special 
Folk and Footpaths guided 
walk, interspersed with 
performances by the folk 
singer Owen Shiers (May 22; 
£70) — also, the long-distance 
Cambrian Way runs right by 
the site. Book in at Brynarth 
Country Cottages, nestled in 
nearby foothills, for a longer 
walking break.
Details Three nights’ 
self-catering for two from 
£357 (brynarth.co.uk); 
see strataflorida.org.uk

30-31 KENT
The Garden of England is 
beginning to look especially 
bounteous in May — perfect 
for uplifting strolls. Coast 
and Country Rambles offers 
tailor-made breaks across 
th i i l di t

the region, including two-
night, two-walk tasters. 
Especially recommended 
for this month is its Up on 
the Downs trip in the Alkham 
area. On the first day bimble 
amid winsome villages, 
chalky hillsides, calling 
cuckoos and woodland 
awash with bluebells and 
anemones; on the second 
take a refreshing sea-breezy 
stroll along the Kent coast. 
Each evening retreat to an 
away-from-it-all shepherd’s 
hut or farmhouse B&B.
Details Two nights’ B&B 
from £295pp (coastand 
countryrambles.co.uk)
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��Island-hopping: forget Greece and visit Guernsey, Sark, Herm and Alderney instead 
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Take a road trip in castle 
country
Scotland

All eyes will be on Westminster Abbey 
in May – a fitting moment to dodge the 
Coronation crowds and visit the new 
King’s Scottish retreat, Balmoral, 
while tracing a route with the highest 
castles-per-day count north of the 
border. Macs Adventure’s self-drive 
short break scoots from Edinburgh to 
Inverness and back via the imposing 
medieval bastions at Stirling, Dunnot-
tar, St Andrews, Cawdor and Glamis – 
the last two with Macbeth connections 
– plus Perth’s Scone Palace, where 
past kings of Scotland were crowned.
Macs Adventure’s (0141 530 5452; 
macsadventure.com) Scotland Castles 
Trail costs from £340pp, including 
three nights’ B&B, route guide and 
information pack

See stars in 
Northumberland
England
Inky blackness cloaks England’s 
northern wilds at night – ideal condi-
tions for exploring constellations, gal-
axies, planets and nebulae. In three 
nights you can launch your journey 
across the cosmos from the cosy Star 
Barn, at the edge of Northumberland 
National Park and Kielder Water 
and Forest Park, designated England’s 
first (and largest) International Dark 
Sky Park 10 years ago. An astronomy 
package includes hire of a pro-quality 
telescope and stargazing kit, a session 
with the resident astronomer, and 
a  Dark Sky Experience Safari with 
expert guides.
Crabtree & Crabtree (01573 226711; 
crabtreeandcrabtree.com) offers three 
nights’ self-catering at the Star Barn 
from £703, including stargazing 
equipment and experiences for two

Go ferry fantastic
Channel Islands
Cyclades a flight too far? White-sand 
beaches lapped by turquoise waters 
beckon just a three-hour ferry ride 
from Poole Harbour. There is a whiff 
of the exotic about Guernsey, with its 
Francophone names, gastronomy and 
blissfully sunny weather to enjoy surf-
ing, SUP-ing or strolling along its 
35-mile coastal path. Car-free Sark, 
puffin-bustling Herm and wildlife 
haven Alderney, home to golden 
hedgehogs, are all under an hour’s 
sail from St Peter Port, so stitching 
together an island-hopping adventure 
is a breeze.

Guernsey Travel (01534 496660; 
guernseytravel.com) offers return 
Poole-Guernsey ferry and three nights’ 
B&B at the Imperial Hotel from £587

Restore and rebalance
Wales

Rewire fried mental circuits with a com-
pact package of wellness activities care-
fully chosen to complement the setting 
amid the leafy Monmouthshire hills. Join 
like-minded glampers in cosy Persian 
alachigh tents, emerge for daily outdoor 
yoga sessions, plus (re)balancing with 
stand-up paddleboarding on the River 
Wye, wild-food foraging, camp fire 
cooking, storytelling and stargazing. 
Adventure Tours UK’s (01824 737024; 
adventuretoursuk.com) Wild Wellness 
Retreat South Wales costs from £630pp, 
including three nights in a shared 
alachigh tent (double and single 
options available), all meals, yoga 
sessions, guided SUP and foraging, and 
parking but not transport; departs 
May, July and September 

Whizz to the fizz
Sussex

With sun-soaked slopes and soils to 
rival those of Champagne, Sussex has 
produced some of England’s finest 
drops since at least Roman times – qual-
ity recognised last year with Protected 
Designation of Origin status. Over 
a  languid long weekend, you can glide 
across the South Downs on a self-guided 
e-bike tour between wineries and 
past Arundel and Bamber castles, bed-
ding down in an Elizabethan manor 
house and  one of England’s oldest 
coaching inns.
Cycling for Softies (020 7471 7760; 
cycling-for-softies.co.uk) has a three-
night Sparkling Sussex itinerary from 
£1,015pp, including luxury half-board 
accommodation, e-bike hire, one wine 
estate visit, route notes and luggage 
transfers; departs May-September 

BEST OF BRITISH

��Finish a day’s cycling with a glass of local fizz from the vineyards of Sussex
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Take a road trip in castle 
country
Scotland

All eyes will be on Westminster Abbey 
in May – a fitting moment to dodge the 
Coronation crowds and visit the new 
King’s Scottish retreat, Balmoral, 
while tracing a route with the highest 
castles-per-day count north of the 
border. Macs Adventure’s self-drive 
short break scoots from Edinburgh to 
Inverness and back via the imposing 
medieval bastions at Stirling, Dunnot-
tar, St Andrews, Cawdor and Glamis – 
the last two with Macbeth connections 
– plus Perth’s Scone Palace, where 
past kings of Scotland were crowned.
Macs Adventure’s (0141 530 5452; 
macsadventure.com) Scotland Castles 
Trail costs from £340pp, including 
three nights’ B&B, route guide and 
information pack

See stars in 
Northumberland
England
Inky blackness cloaks England’s 
northern wilds at night – ideal condi-
tions for exploring constellations, gal-
axies, planets and nebulae. In three 
nights you can launch your journey 
across the cosmos from the cosy Star 
Barn, at the edge of Northumberland 
National Park and Kielder Water 
and Forest Park, designated England’s 
first (and largest) International Dark 
Sky Park 10 years ago. An astronomy 
package includes hire of a pro-quality 
telescope and stargazing kit, a session 
with the resident astronomer, and 
a  Dark Sky Experience Safari with 
expert guides.
Crabtree & Crabtree (01573 226711; 
crabtreeandcrabtree.com) offers three 
nights’ self-catering at the Star Barn 
from £703, including stargazing 
equipment and experiences for two

Go ferry fantastic
Channel Islands
Cyclades a flight too far? White-sand 
beaches lapped by turquoise waters 
beckon just a three-hour ferry ride 
from Poole Harbour. There is a whiff 
of the exotic about Guernsey, with its 
Francophone names, gastronomy and 
blissfully sunny weather to enjoy surf-
ing, SUP-ing or strolling along its 
35-mile coastal path. Car-free Sark, 
puffin-bustling Herm and wildlife 
haven Alderney, home to golden 
hedgehogs, are all under an hour’s 
sail from St Peter Port, so stitching 
together an island-hopping adventure 
is a breeze.

Guernsey Travel (01534 496660; 
guernseytravel.com) offers return 
Poole-Guernsey ferry and three nights’ 
B&B at the Imperial Hotel from £587

Restore and rebalance
Wales

Rewire fried mental circuits with a com-
pact package of wellness activities care-
fully chosen to complement the setting 
amid the leafy Monmouthshire hills. Join 
like-minded glampers in cosy Persian 
alachigh tents, emerge for daily outdoor 
yoga sessions, plus (re)balancing with 
stand-up paddleboarding on the River 
Wye, wild-food foraging, camp fire 
cooking, storytelling and stargazing. 
Adventure Tours UK’s (01824 737024; 
adventuretoursuk.com) Wild Wellness 
Retreat South Wales costs from £630pp, 
including three nights in a shared 
alachigh tent (double and single 
options available), all meals, yoga 
sessions, guided SUP and foraging, and 
parking but not transport; departs 
May, July and September 

Whizz to the fizz
Sussex

With sun-soaked slopes and soils to 
rival those of Champagne, Sussex has 
produced some of England’s finest 
drops since at least Roman times – qual-
ity recognised last year with Protected 
Designation of Origin status. Over 
a  languid long weekend, you can glide 
across the South Downs on a self-guided 
e-bike tour between wineries and 
past Arundel and Bamber castles, bed-
ding down in an Elizabethan manor 
house and  one of England’s oldest 
coaching inns.
Cycling for Softies (020 7471 7760; 
cycling-for-softies.co.uk) has a three-
night Sparkling Sussex itinerary from 
£1,015pp, including luxury half-board 
accommodation, e-bike hire, one wine 
estate visit, route notes and luggage 
transfers; departs May-September 

BEST OF BRITISH

��Finish a day’s cycling with a glass of local fizz from the vineyards of Sussex
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Take a road trip in castle 
country
Scotland

All eyes will be on Westminster Abbey 
in May – a fitting moment to dodge the 
Coronation crowds and visit the new 
King’s Scottish retreat, Balmoral, 
while tracing a route with the highest 
castles-per-day count north of the 
border. Macs Adventure’s self-drive 
short break scoots from Edinburgh to 
Inverness and back via the imposing 
medieval bastions at Stirling, Dunnot-
tar, St Andrews, Cawdor and Glamis – 
the last two with Macbeth connections 
– plus Perth’s Scone Palace, where 
past kings of Scotland were crowned.
Macs Adventure’s (0141 530 5452; 
macsadventure.com) Scotland Castles 
Trail costs from £340pp, including 
three nights’ B&B, route guide and 
information pack

See stars in 
Northumberland
England
Inky blackness cloaks England’s 
northern wilds at night – ideal condi-
tions for exploring constellations, gal-
axies, planets and nebulae. In three 
nights you can launch your journey 
across the cosmos from the cosy Star 
Barn, at the edge of Northumberland 
National Park and Kielder Water 
and Forest Park, designated England’s 
first (and largest) International Dark 
Sky Park 10 years ago. An astronomy 
package includes hire of a pro-quality 
telescope and stargazing kit, a session 
with the resident astronomer, and 
a  Dark Sky Experience Safari with 
expert guides.
Crabtree & Crabtree (01573 226711; 
crabtreeandcrabtree.com) offers three 
nights’ self-catering at the Star Barn 
from £703, including stargazing 
equipment and experiences for two

Go ferry fantastic
Channel Islands
Cyclades a flight too far? White-sand 
beaches lapped by turquoise waters 
beckon just a three-hour ferry ride 
from Poole Harbour. There is a whiff 
of the exotic about Guernsey, with its 
Francophone names, gastronomy and 
blissfully sunny weather to enjoy surf-
ing, SUP-ing or strolling along its 
35-mile coastal path. Car-free Sark, 
puffin-bustling Herm and wildlife 
haven Alderney, home to golden 
hedgehogs, are all under an hour’s 
sail from St Peter Port, so stitching 
together an island-hopping adventure 
is a breeze.

Guernsey Travel (01534 496660; 
guernseytravel.com) offers return 
Poole-Guernsey ferry and three nights’ 
B&B at the Imperial Hotel from £587

Restore and rebalance
Wales

Rewire fried mental circuits with a com-
pact package of wellness activities care-
fully chosen to complement the setting 
amid the leafy Monmouthshire hills. Join 
like-minded glampers in cosy Persian 
alachigh tents, emerge for daily outdoor 
yoga sessions, plus (re)balancing with 
stand-up paddleboarding on the River 
Wye, wild-food foraging, camp fire 
cooking, storytelling and stargazing. 
Adventure Tours UK’s (01824 737024; 
adventuretoursuk.com) Wild Wellness 
Retreat South Wales costs from £630pp, 
including three nights in a shared 
alachigh tent (double and single 
options available), all meals, yoga 
sessions, guided SUP and foraging, and 
parking but not transport; departs 
May, July and September 

Whizz to the fizz
Sussex

With sun-soaked slopes and soils to 
rival those of Champagne, Sussex has 
produced some of England’s finest 
drops since at least Roman times – qual-
ity recognised last year with Protected 
Designation of Origin status. Over 
a  languid long weekend, you can glide 
across the South Downs on a self-guided 
e-bike tour between wineries and 
past Arundel and Bamber castles, bed-
ding down in an Elizabethan manor 
house and  one of England’s oldest 
coaching inns.
Cycling for Softies (020 7471 7760; 
cycling-for-softies.co.uk) has a three-
night Sparkling Sussex itinerary from 
£1,015pp, including luxury half-board 
accommodation, e-bike hire, one wine 
estate visit, route notes and luggage 
transfers; departs May-September 

BEST OF BRITISH

��Finish a day’s cycling with a glass of local fizz from the vineyards of Sussex
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If traffic drives you mad  
and you long for seclusion,  
head for a glorious island  
where vehicles are banned

Carefree   and car-free
By Angela Epstein

T
HERE’S nothing like traffic 
to spoil the serenity of a long-
awaited holiday. 

Whether it’s the impatient 
honk of an overheated taxi 
driver or fellow tourists  

clogging up the roads as they tussle with 
their satnavs. 

And that’s aside from the fumes, the 
dust and all the other environmental hor-
rors thrown up by modern road travel. 

So a visit to a car-free island could – save 
for the odd donkey – be the perfect place 
to have a truly tranquil break. 

Here’s a tempting selection…

PEACE IN GREECE
WITH its sugar almond-coloured houses 
and a horseshoe-shaped harbour bristling 
with tavernas and chi-chi boutiques, 
Hydra is one of the quaintest of the  
Greek islands. 

As for getting around, donkeys provide 
the main source of transport (not even 
cyclists get a look in here). Otherwise, 
visitors need to summon water taxis to 
visit quiet coves and beaches.

Beloved by Athens’ boho set – Leonard 
Cohen once lived here – you can also  
f ll il M E H d ’ hi h

follow trails up Mount Eros, Hydra’s high-
est point. 
Getting there: Ferries leave Piraeus port 
up to five times per day, taking two hours 

(ferryhopper.com). Gatwick-Athens 
return flights from £95 (wizzair.com).
Where to stay: Five-star Mandraki Beach 
Resort – in the historic bay where ships 
were launched in the 1800s to protect  
the Greek seas against the Ottomans – 
costs from £447 a night (mandraki-
beachresort.com).

CAPTIVATING CROATIA
A SEVEN-mile boat trip from Dubrovnik 
will spirit you over to the island of Lopud, 
one of the largest in Croatia’s Elaphiti 
archipelago. Lopud’s natural beauty – long 
stretches of sand and the sparkling waters 
of the Adriatic – makes it a magnet for a 
drop-and-flop break.

The main attraction on the island is  
the 15th Century Franciscan monastery, 
part of which was transformed into the 
opulent boutique hotel Lopud 1483, sleep-
ing just ten guests.

The monastery is off-limits, but St Mary 
of the Cave Church is regularly open to 
the public. You can also cycle through 
pine-shaded paths or take a leisurely hike 
up to Polacica, which rises about 700ft 
above the water.
G tti th C i F i ( i
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Getting there: Croatia Ferries (croatia-

ferries.com) runs a regular service from 
Dubrovnik to Lopud with a journey time of 
55 minutes. Luton-Dubrovnik return flights 
from around £100 (wizzair.com).
Where to stay: Lopud 1483 (lopud1483.
com), prices on request. A week at RMH 
Lopud Lafodia resort from £1,500 for a 
superior double room (lafodiahotel.com). 

SILENCE IN SARK
THE smallest of the Channel Islands – a 
weeny three miles by a mile and a half – 
Sark is a place for walkers, cyclists and 
horse-drawn carriage tours (the island’s 
family-run horse and carriage attraction 
dates back to the late 1700s).

Thanks to clear skies free from light pol-
lution, Sark is ideal for stargazing, either 
from the island’s observatory, where visi-
tors study constellations and track the 
Milky Way, or at ground level, where all 
you have to do is look up.
Getting there: The Isle of Sark Shipping 
Company (sarkshipping.gg) runs a 55-
minute ferry from Guernsey. Gatwick-
Guernsey return flights from £150 
(aurigny.com).
Where to stay: La Sablonnerie Hotel, a 
former 16th Century farmhouse, is a 
two-minute walk from the popular sea 
swimming area, Adonis Pool, and has 
doubles from £98 per night (sablonnerie-
hotel.gg).

NORTH WALES WILDLIFE
ONCE a Christian pilgrimage site back 
in the Middle Ages, these days Bardsey 
Island, which sits two miles off Wales’s 
Llyn Peninsula, is a wildlife haven. 

If you’re fired up by David Attenbor-
ough, you’ll love looking out for the 
colony of about 200 Atlantic grey seals 
which dawdle around Bardsey’s coves.

This island is a place of true escape – 
there are only nine properties to rent. 
Other than visit its 30m lighthouse (built in 
1821 and the tallest square-towered light-
house in the UK) there are not many ‘attrac-
tions’ and no grocery shop, making it 
perfect for those seeking quiet. But there is 
the Ty Pellaf farm and cafe where dinner 
and breakfast can be booked in advance.
Getting there: Bardsey is open for visits 

from March until October. Day trips are 
available (bardseyboattrips.com/product/
b t t i ) t ki b t 30 i t f

boat-trips), taking about 30 minutes from 
Porth Meudwy.
Where to stay: Weekly stays in a range of 
accommodation can be booked with the 
Bardsey Island Trust (bardsey.org), with 
prices from about £400.

A FRENCH SECRET
FORGET the splashy Cote D’Azur, the pri-
vate island of Ile de Cavallo, located between 
Corsica and Sardinia, is probably the most 
secluded hideaway in the South of France.

Little wonder it’s sometimes referred to 
as the Med’s answer to Mustique. It’s also 
part of the International Marine Park of the 
Bonifacio Strait – the largest marine natu-
ral reserve in mainland France. Mindful of 
its pristine heritage, boats aren’t allowed to 

moor in its coves. If you want to explore 
the island’s dirt tracks, you can do so on 
foot or in a golf buggy.
Getting there: Take a 15-minute ferry 
from Bonifacio on Corsica (cavallois-
land.com).Gatwick-Figari return flights 
from about £95 (easyjet.com).
Where to stay: The boutique Hotel & 
Spa des Pecheurs (hoteldespecheurs.
com) has two-night stays from £816.

SWEDISH SERENITY
THE southernmost inhabited island in 
Sweden’s Southern Gothenburg Archi-
pelago, Vrango is a place where people 
come to swim, eat seafood and enjoy 
nature – with plants such as wild aspara-
gus sprouting on the beaches.

The vibe is New England – weather-
beaten clapboard houses, sea views and 
the fact the main interests for the 400 or 
so locals are fishing and boats. The aver-
age summer temperature is 21C (70F) – 
so sunny without being scorching.
Getting there: The ferry from Gothen-
burg to Vrango takes 35 minutes (vast-

trafik.se). Stansted-Gothenburg return 
flights from about £95 (ryanair.com).

Where to stay: Kajkanten Vrango 
(kajkantenvrango.se) is a complex of 11 
boathouse apartments with a wood-fired 
floating sauna and hot tub – costs from 
£1,400 for a week in a studio apartment.
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‘It equals Jersey in its natural beauty’
Tom Ogg recently 
visited Guernsey with 
his wife and children 
for three days of 
luxury glamping, trips 
to Herm – and an 
afternoon at Oaty  
and Joey’s Playbarn

THERE have been many famous rival-
ries throughout history, from the footy-
based sparring of Celtic vs Rangers and 
the chart-bothering argy-bargy of Blur vs 
Oasis to the star-studded feuding between 
Bette Davis and Joan Crawford.

There are few, however, that can match 
the centuries-old rivalry between Jersey 
and Guernsey. 

Ever since the two bailiwicks supported 
opposing sides during the English Civil 
War in the 17th century, the inhabitants 
of both islands have taken to routinely 
poking fun at one another, with semi-
affectionate nicknames – ‘donkeys’/’ânes’ 
(Guernsey) and ‘toads’/’crapauds’ (Jersey) 
– and a general tendency to downplay 
the merits of the neighbouring isle with 
tongue only partially planted in cheek.

I’ll admit that I myself have 
occasionally used Guernsey as the butt 
of punchlines in order to raise an easy 
laugh in various JEP comment pieces and 
film reviews (discussing the 1973 film The 
Blockhouse in 2016, I wrote: ‘The film was 
shot entirely in Guernsey – no wonder the 
cast look so authentically distressed’).

Well, it is unlikely I will be resorting 
to such lame gags again because, having 
finally visited Guernsey last week, I 
now realise that the island more than 
equals Jersey in terms of family-friendly 
attractions, high-quality pubs and 

nThe stunning view from Tom’s luxury glamping tent, which overlooked L’Eree Beach and Rocquaine Bay. Inset: the pirate ship in the 
outdoor children’s play area at Camp du Rêves Pictures: TOM OGG

n Inside the ‘Rocquaine’ safari tent at Camp du Rêves, which can comfortably sleep up to six people
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restaurants and, above all, good old-
fashioned natural beauty.

Upon the kind invitation of Visit 
Guernsey and Condor Ferries, I travelled 
over to the island from Wednesday 26 to 
Saturday 29 April, along with my wife, 

Lucy, and our two sons, Teddy (2) and 
Alby (11 months) – and a thoroughly 
splendid time was had by all.

The three-night trip began with us 
boarding the Condor Liberation by 
car and then taking our seats at our 

designated table in the Horizon Lounge, 
which is available to all passengers for a 
small additional fee.

The one-hour voyage was great fun, 
with me enjoying a pint from the Horizon 
bar and Teddy – who is currently 
besotted with sea animals – watching 
the ocean through one of the floor-to-
ceiling windows while trying to guess the 
precise number of fish, crabs and lobsters 
lurking beneath the waves (there are, 
it transpires, approximately five crabs 
located in the stretch of English Channel 
that separates the two largest Channel 
Islands).

Upon arrival in Guernsey, we were 
greeted by Ian Le Moigne of Condor 
Ferries, who gave us a parking clock (we 
were delighted to discover that there 
are no parking charges anywhere in 
Guernsey – the first of several areas in 
which the island trumps Jersey) and a 
sizeable Visit Guernsey welcome pack, 
which included a guidebook, a map of 
the island, a selection of local products 
and, most importantly, an action-packed 
itinerary for the days ahead.

We then made our way along the 
narrow, winding roads of Guernsey, 
noting the curious absence of the letter 
‘G’ on the registration plates of passing 
vehicles, until we reached what would be 
our home for the ensuing 72 hours: Camp 
du Rêves.

Overlooking both L’Eree Beach and 
Rocquaine Bay, the luxury glamping site 
offers five child-friendly ‘safari tents’, 
each of which is named after a local 
beauty spot, as well as three adult-only 
‘shepherd huts’, which are nestled among 
pine trees down a short woodchip path to 
ensure maximum privacy.

Yet regardless of whereabouts on 
site an individual, family or couple is 
staying, everyone at Camp du Rêves is 
guaranteed the sort of views for which 
the word ‘spectacular’ feels almost an 
understatement, not least in the evening 
when the sun sets over the horizon and 
the entire campsite takes on a honeyed 
golden hue.
                                         (Cont on page 26)
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‘Oaty and Joey’s is a must-visit for parents with pre-teen kids’

nTeddy on Shell Beach during a day trip to Herm

nAlby, left, and Teddy, above, having fun at Oaty and Joey’s Playbarn

nThe remains of Victor Hugo’s ‘haunted house’, as visited with tour guide Soo Wellfair nThe brightly coloured ‘Pleinmont Gun’ at Pleinmont Observation Tower

(Cont from page 25)

The spacious and ingeniously designed 

safari tent in which we were staying was 

named Rocquaine and included a lounge, 

a dining area, a children’s playroom and a 

double bed, king-sized double bed and set 

of bunk beds (all as comfy as any regular 

hotel room bed – I half expected to pull 

back the sheets and find Lenny Henry 

having forty winks). There was also a 

bathroom with shower and a compact 

kitchen area, as well as an outdoor 

decking area with chairs, picnic table, 

barbecue and private garden. 

Elsewhere on site, there were several 

communal spaces, including an indoor 

games room filled with dozens of games 

and toys for adults and children alike, a 

fire pit and pizza oven, a boules court and 

a children’s playground – with pirate ship!

Five years in the making, Camp du 

Rêves is a family-run business and came 

about after Danny Barnes, a landscape 

gardener by trade, decided to transform 

a three-acre work yard into a luxury 

‘glampsite’. The result has since proven 

as popular with locals as it has with 

holidaymakers, with many Guernsey 

residents enjoying staycations in a safari 

tent or shepherd hut since the site opened 

to the public in 2020.

Following our first good night’s sleep, 

Lucy, Teddy, Alby and I made our way to 

Portelet on the Thursday morning to meet 

Soo Wellfair, a gold level accredited tour 

guide and our friendly, good-humoured 

and highly knowledgeable host for the 

morning.
Beginning at Portelet Kiosk and ending 

at the suitably magical Fairy Ring (La 

Table Des Pions), the fact-filled walk 

encompassed visits to Fort Pezeries, 

the picturesque Lihou Island and the 

Pleinmont Observation Tower, along with 

a picture treasure hunt that kept Teddy 

occupied and entertained throughout 

the journey. Details of Victor Hugo’s 

haunted house and the grimly fascinating 

‘Lihou murders’ were disclosed by Soo 

in a tactile manner that ensured Teddy 

remained unspooked, not that he is easily 

spooked anyway (the benefits of being a 

hardened Scooby Doo fan).

For anyone with an interest in 

sightseeing and/or the history of 

Guernsey, I highly recommend visiting 

Soo Wellfair Tours on Facebook and 

booking an appointment.

A pre-booked lunch followed at The 

Rockmount pub, which is located on the 

west coast of Guernsey, and which is an 

ideal venue for diners with children in 

tow. I was able to nip across the road to 

the beautiful Cobo Beach with Teddy in-

between ordering our food and it arriving 

at the table.
For my main, I opted for the Hot Shot 

Chicken Parmesan (crispy breaded 

chicken breast topped with béchamel 

sauce, pepperoni and grated cheese), 

which was smothered in just the right 

amount of garlic mayo and jalapeños to 

deliver a taste both sweet and spicy. I 

would always rather have chips than fries 

but the accompanying skin-on fries were 

nevertheless tasty, as were the crunchy 

chicken strips we ordered from the 

children’s menu for Teddy.

The Rockmount – one of almost two 

dozen Randall’s venues in Guernsey – 

is popular with locals (almost all the 

tables were occupied during our visit) 

and Teddy and I spent an enjoyable post-

lunch half-hour looking at the hundreds 

of vintage adverts, cartoons and posters 

dotted on the walls throughout the pub.

By now, the weather was growing 

increasingly wet and windy and a visit to 

the outdoor children’s play area at nearby 

Saumarez Park was quickly abandoned. 

It didn’t matter, however, as an afternoon 

at Oaty and Joey’s Playbarn was up next 

on our Visit Guernsey itinerary and, as 

we soon discovered, the playbarn is both 

a) indoors and b) completely and utterly 

awesome.
We were greeted on arrival by 

manager Hilton Ruch, who offered a 

little background info on Oaty (the venue 

mascot) and Joey (an enormous replica 

biplane), as well as some complimentary 

food and drinks from the dining area.

An essential port of call for parents 

with pre-teen children, Oaty and Joey’s 

Playbarn is located in the lovely Oatlands 

Village and boasts an absolutely enormous 

multi-level play frame in which Teddy 

happily ran riot for hours: climbing up 

and down, running in and out, swinging 

on ropes, whizzing down slides, tossing 

plastic balls into air-powered launchers 

– and all with his mum or dad following 

closely behind.

Alby, meanwhile, spent much of his 

time playing with the foam house bricks 

(there is something strangely satisfying 

about being able to bounce a house brick 

off your head without fear of injury) 

and gazing in awe at the multi-coloured 

fluorescent tubes.

Both children – and, truth be told, 

parents – were having so much fun that 

we ended up staying at Oaty and Joey’s 

for several hours longer than initially 

planned, although we nevertheless 

managed to squeeze in a quick visit to 

Rebecca’s Chocolates in Oatlands Village 

before closing time. I’m not much of a 

chocolate eater myself but I can imagine 

any recovering chocoholics setting foot 

into the old-fashioned chocolaterie would 

quickly find themselves relapsing.

The following day saw the weather 

brightening, and just in time for our day 

trip to Herm, the name of which always 

immediately makes me think of Inspector 

Clouseau trying to say ‘home’ (‘Kato, I’m 

herm’).
We were sailing to and from the island 

with Travel Trident, whose chatty and 

good-natured director Peter Wilcox 

offered recommendations on where to 

visit and what to see during our time in 

Herm.
The subsequent crossing took little 

more than ten minutes and we were 

soon sitting down for lunch and drinks 

in the Mermaid Tavern & Restaurant, a 

delightfully old-school pub replete with 

live band, roaring open fire and – the true 

sign of a quality pub – hundreds of beer 

mats decorating the walls.

It has become fashionable these days 

for pubs and restaurants to offer small 

but elaborately presented portions (too 

often ‘chips’ equates to ‘half a dozen fries 

served in a novelty miniature frying 

basket’) but, thankfully, the Mermaid 

was having none of that nonsense, and 

my ‘Mermaid Special’ – battered cod 

fillet, jumbo sausage, chips and curry 

sauce – was a stomach-swelling feast that 

barely left room for my pint of Rocquettes 

Guernsey Cider, although I just about 

managed to swig it down.

Less greedy than yours truly, Lucy 

opted for the Guernsey cheddar and 

Rocquettes cider chutney Bloomer 

sandwich, while Teddy enthusiastically 

polished off a plate of Herm ale battered 
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cod goujons from the children’s menu.

We then made our way to Shell 

Beach, which does indeed have rows of 

multi-coloured shells lined up along its 

shoreline, and which is quite stunningly 

beautiful. Better yet, the beach was 

almost entirely deserted, offering much 

opportunity for paddling, splashing, 

running about, building sandcastles and 

just generally making a lot of noise.

Arriving back in Guernsey, we had 

planned to have dinner at The Taste of 

India, having been reliably informed that 

it was one of the finest restaurants in the 

island. However, we were all still stuffed 

from lunch at the Mermaid Tavern and, 

after three days of activities, Teddy and 

Alby were well and truly ready for some 

serious shut-eye.

As such, we headed back to Camp du 

Rêves and, once the kids were asleep, 

Lucy and I spent our third and final 

evening in Guernsey sitting on the 

porch outside our tent, a drink in hand, 

watching as the sun slowly disappeared 

over the horizon.

As we arrived back in Jersey the 

following day (once again having sailed 

across in the Horizon Lounge of the 

Condor Liberation), I looked at the ever-

growing number of new buildings and 

office blocks that have sprouted up in St 

Helier in recent years, each of which is 

as glossy, characterless and abrasively 

out-of-place as the next, and not for the 

first time I found myself wishing that 

the powers-that-be in Jersey would stop 

trying to turn the Island into something 

it isn’t.
Much like Guernsey, the appeal of 

Jersey lies in the fact that it is a beautiful, 

unique, quaint, largely unspoiled island, 

but this will stop being the case if St 

Helier is made to resemble the sort of 

soulless financial hub as found in the 

flashier parts of London.

And then there won’t be any question 

left as to which island is nicer in the great 

Jersey vs Guernsey debate.

nFor more on Visit Guernsey, visit 

visitguernsey.com

nFor more on Condor Ferries and 

the Horizon Lounge, or to book, visit 

condorferries.co.uk

nFor more on Camp du Rêves, or to 

book, visit guernseyglamping.com

nFor more on Soo Wellfair, or to 

book a guided walk, visit Soo Wellfair 

Tours on Facebook

nFor more on Oaty and Joey’s 

Playbarn, visit oatyandjoeys.gg

nFor more on Travel Trident 

(pictured), or to book a trip to Herm, 

visit traveltrident.com



« Ce qui est drôle, c’est que même s’il 
n’y en a qu’un qui paie, ils viennent 
en groupe, parfois par dix, pour choi-
sir leurs crabes ! », détaille Jason 
Hamon qui l’admet : « Avec eux, la 
marina reprend vie ! On ne va pas le 
cacher, c’est un rendez-vous impor-
tant pour les pêcheurs avec qui je tra-
vaille et pour nous. Aussi 
immanquable que Noël ou Pâques. »

Un air de biniou 
avant le coucher
« La Morlaix, on n’y pense pas forcé-
ment le reste de l’année. Mais quand 

ment, déployée, elle prenait qua-
siment tout l’atelier ! ». Il garde sur-
tout en mémoire ce marin qui, un 
soir, jouait du biniou ou de la corne-
muse dans le port. « Un très bel air, 
très solennel, juste avant d’aller se 
coucher. »
Nul doute que 2023 et les retrou-
vailles vont encore garnir le livre des 
souvenirs de « La Morlaix » à Guerne-
sey, avec toujours sa part de mystère 
pour ceux qui ne tentent pas l’aven-
ture. Car comme on le dit sur les pon-
tons : « Tout ce qui se passe à 
Guernesey, reste à Guernesey... ».

ils sont là, c’est un plaisir. On se ren-
seigne pour savoir qui a gagné, on se 
tient au courant », raconte Warren 
Hall, qui répare les pièces de bateaux 
et notamment les voiles depuis 
quasi trente ans. Installé juste à côté 
du port, dans un petit atelier en sous-
sol, il en a vu passer des skippers. 
« Je confirme, ils viennent toujours 
en groupe ! » Et garde quelques anec-
dotes en mémoire, comme cette 
voile déchirée de part en part qu’il a 
dû réparer en moins de 48 heures. 
« Tout l’équipage a dû la porter telle-
ment elle était grande. Et effective-

Trois figures 
incontournables à 
Guernesey : Steve 
Lowe (à droite), 
responsable des 
ports à Guernesey, 
; Cyril Dunne , à la 
tête du pub 
l’Albion et   
Warren Hall, 
l’homme qui 
répare les pièces 
de bateaux, 
notamment les 
voiles . Le 
Télégramme / 
Monique Kéromnès

Deux marinas, deux ambiances
Pas beaucoup de différence pour 
l’accès au port, en bateau, entre 
Morlaix et Guernesey. Des deux 
côtés, on est soumis aux horaires 
de marées. « Personne ne peut 
entrer seul dans le port de Saint-
Peter. Il y a toujours un pilote qui 
vous accompagne car les courants 
sont forts », explique Steve Lowe, le 
responsable des ports de 
Guernesey. 300 bateaux entrent 
dans celui de la « capitale » de l’île. 
Il a l’avantage d’être au cœur de la 
ville. « Ici, les visiteurs ne sont pas 
séparés des locaux et des 
pêcheurs. C’est unique ! »
Au nord de l’île, changement 
d’ambiance avec la très calme 
« Beaucette Marina ». Une 

ancienne carrière de granite 
transformée en petit port à la fin 
des années 60 et racheté par 
Stephen Haines, en 2005. 
Passionné de voile, il a fait fortune 
dans la carterie, grâce aux petits 
oursons « Me to You », célèbres 
dans les pays anglo-saxons.

Des habitants à l’année 
sur leur bateau
« J’ai beaucoup voyagé. Et je n’aime 
pas les marinas en général. Elles se 
ressemblent toutes… » Tombé 
amoureux de Guernesey dans les 
années 90, c’est là qu’il crée son 
rêve : « Beaucette marina ». Après 
des millions d’euros 
d’investissements, elle peut 

accueillir 120 bateaux. « De 
passage mais aussi des gens qui 
vivent là toute l’année. Sur une 
barge ou des maisons flottantes, 
comme moi ! C’est parfois plus 
intéressant vu le prix de 
l’immobilier ici. » Sans oublier 
l’aire de carénage, les 
emplacements vans, les 
bungalows et un restaurant 
réputé. « La voile, c’est un style de 
vie. Je veux le faire vivre ici. Bien 
sûr, on est plus cher, mais, aller 
trouver cela ailleurs ! », lance-t-il 
les yeux rivés sur la vue et l’île 
d’Herm.

Pratique
harbours.gg ou beaucettemarina.com

Stephen Haines a racheté la marina privée de Beaucette, au nord de Guernesey, en 2005. Le Télégramme/Monique Kéromnès

Le Télégramme Tresco Trophée 

« Le Tresco Trophée, ça reste une aventure ! »
T « Au début, ce qui deviendra le 
Tresco, c’est plutôt une belle sortie en 
mer entre membres du Yacht Club. 
On devait être huit bateaux en 1973. 
Si on est allés à Guernesey, c’est 
qu’on a suivi l’un de nous qui allait 
déjà là-bas depuis longtemps. Et on a 
découvert une île absolument 
sublime, qui nous a réservé un 
accueil formidable. On y a passé du 
très très bon temps ! » A 83 ans, Yvon 
Quillec, qui a présidé aux destinées 
du Yacht Club pendant plus de vingt 
ans, raconte avec plaisir les débuts 
du Télégramme Tresco Trophée, qui 
fête ses 40 ans.

« Au début, un concurrent 
donnait le "go" »
Au fur et à mesure des années, le 
nombre de participants augmente. 
« L’ancien président du Royal Chan-
nel Yacht Club, Mr Button, nous a 
ouvert les portes et à partir de là, 
l’affaire était lancée ! », détaille Yvon 
Quillec. La course se structure « avec 
un comité de course, un bateau sui-
veur et de vrais chronos ! Car, au 
début, c’était l’un des concurrents 
qui donnait le "go" et à l’arrivée, cha-
que skipper donnait son heure d’arri-
vée », raconte Marc Jégou, actuel 
président du Yacht Club.

Le large en pleine nuit
Pour autant, « le Tresco, et les quel-
que 130 km en mer, ce n’est pas une 
balade ! Encore moins à l’époque, où 
il n’y avait pas tous les instruments 
d’aujourd’hui. On naviguait à 

l’estime, avec le compas et à l’aide 
des phares ! Sur des bateaux qui fai-
saient trois ou quatre mètres de 
moins ».
C’est surtout la toute première 
course non professionnelle à propo-
ser une régate de nuit : entre Morlaix 
et Guernesey. « Ça reste une aven-
ture. À un moment, une fois éloigné 
des côtes, on ne voit plus rien… 
Même plus le repère des Roches 
Douvres. Ni aucun autre phare. Pour 
certains, c’est un baptême du feu. 
Et même pour les plus aguerris, c’est 
fatigant, avec le manque de som-
meil, le froid… Ça demande un peu 
d’effort ! », souligne Marc Jégou.

« Quelle ambiance ! »
« Mais comme toujours, quelle 
ambiance sur les bateaux ! », se sou-
vient Yvon Quillec. L’ancien président 
garde en mémoire l’édition record de 
1995 avec 145 bateaux inscrits ou 
celle de 1996 où tous les skippers ont 
été bloqués à Trébeurden à cause de 
la météo, « on l’a surnommée la TTT 
Trébeurden-Trébeurden-Trébeur-
den ! », sourit-il, rappelant égale-
ment les quelques situations 
complexes « dénouées » par la con-
sule sur place… « Mais il n’y a jamais 
eu de drame ! », insiste Yvon Quillec, 
donnant le chiffre de 25 000 naviga-
teurs embarqués vers Guernesey au 
total. « Le Tresco vaut vraiment le 
coup. Ça fait trente ans que je la fais, 
je connais l’île par cœur et j’ai tou-
jours autant de plaisir ! », confie 
Marc Jégou.

Yvon Quillec, ancien président du Yacht Club de Morlaix, se souvient des premières éditions du Tresco, entre amis. Photo Yvon Quillec
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Dossier réalisé 
par Monique Kéromnès

T « La Morlaix ». C’est avec ce simple 
nom que l’on désigne, à Guernesey, 
Le Télégramme Tresco Trophée. 
« C’est plus simple ! Et puis, c’est bien 
de là qu’ils viennent, non ? », sourit 
Jason Hamon, qui tient le Surf and 
Turf, une boucherie-poissonnerie 
installée juste au-dessus des pon-
tons de Saint-Peter’s Port. Ce port 
que devraient atteindre, ce jeudi 
dans la journée, les 72 équipages qui 
ont pris le départ de la course, mer-
credi soir. Ce port qu’ils n’ont pas vu 
depuis trois ans, à cause de la covid et 
du Brexit. Et qu’ils retrouvent pour le 
40e anniversaire de la course. Tout un 
symbole.

Un port soumis à la marée
Et s’il y en a un qui les attend de pied 
ferme, c’est Steve Lowe, le responsa-
ble des ports à Guernesey. Depuis 
plusieurs jours déjà, il s’assure qu’il y 
aura de la place pour les 72 bateaux 
dans sa « marina » qui peut en 

accueillir jusqu’à 300. « Cette année, 
pour entrer dans le fond du port, au 
plus près de la ville, il faudra attendre 
la marée haute. Les concurrents de 
La Morlaix vont s’amarrer d’abord 
dans l’avant-port puis ils déménage-
ront pour leurs deux jours chez 
nous », détaille-t-il depuis son 
bureau avec vue sur les pontons.

« Une certaine logistique»
« Voir revenir La Morlaix, c’est un 
plaisir absolu ! », confie celui qui tra-
vaille avec les organisateurs de la 
course depuis des mois. « Car Guer-
nesey demande une certaine logisti-
que. On n’y va pas en un claquement 
de doigts », précise Marc Jégou, pré-
sident du Yacht Club Morlaisien, au 
travail depuis le mois de septembre. 
Ensuite, c’est une visite sur place, en 
février ou mars. « Puis, tout par 
mail ! », ajoute Steve Lowe pour qui 
accueillir une telle flotte reste « un 
challenge ». Avec le petit plus cette 
année : la formalité des papiers de 
douanes, que les participants rem-
pliront à l’avance et remettront au 

responsable du port à leur arrivée. 
« Tout cela a été prévu avec les orga-
nisateurs. »
Passé le côté administratif, les skip-
pers pourront « investir le port, 
comme chaque fois », rappelle 
Marc Jégou.

400 personnes
La flotte du Tresco, c’est tout de 
même 400 personnes au total, dont 
380 concurrents. « Je suis vraiment 
content de les voir revenir ! Tous les 
bateaux, avec les voiles et les dra-
peaux, ça met de la couleur dans le 
port », confie Cyril Dunne, serveur au 
pub l’Albion, une institution à Guer-
nesey et qui - pour l’anecdote - 
détient le record du pub situé le plus 
près d’une église au monde ! L’Albion, 
comme le Ship and Crown, sont des 
incontournables pour les concur-
rents du Tresco. « Je ne connais pas 
les noms de tous mais certains, je 
vais les reconnaître à coup sûr ! », 
promet Cyril Dunne qui officie der-
rière le comptoir de l’Albion depuis 
dix ans. « Les voir revenir, ça promet 

un bon moment ! Tout le monde est 
heureux d’être là.»
« De toute façon, on sait quand les 
Français sont là. Ce n’est pas compli-
qué, on les voit, le vendredi soir, les 
uns derrière les autres qui vont au 
Castle Cornet pour la remise des prix 
et, ensuite, au Yacht Club ! », raconte 
Jason Hamon. C’est lui qui fournit, 
pour chaque édition, les araignées et 
tourteaux pour la « crab party ». Cha-
que concurrent peut, le jeudi soir, lui 
acheter un ou des crabes cuits que 
tous mangent sur les bateaux. Une 
tradition.

« Je suis vraiment content 
de les voir revenir ! Tous 

les bateaux, avec les 
voiles et les drapeaux, ça 
met de la couleur dans le 

port. »
Steve Lowe, reSponSabLe 

deS portS à GuerneSey

À Guernesey 
on attend 
« La Morlaix » 
de pied ferme 
Après trois ans sans pouvoir aller jusqu’à Guernesey, Le  Télégramme Tresco Trophée renoue avec son ADN et retrouve son étape sur l’île anglo-normande. À Saint-Peter’s Port, on se réjouit du retour des Français et de la course qu’ils appellent « La Morlaix ».

T S’il y a une tradition à laquelle les concurrents du Télégramme Tresco Trophée ne dérogent jamais, c’est bien la « crab party ». Le jeudi soir, après l’arrivée sur l’île de Guernesey, à Saint-Peter’s Port, tous les partici-pants se retrouvent sur les bateaux et dégustent du crabe.
Depuis sept ans, c’est Jason Hamon, propriétaire de la poissonnerie-boucherie Surf and Turf qui les fournit. Des araignées et des tourteaux pêchés tout autour de l’île par des pêcheurs locaux.

Les cuissons s’enchaînent
« Cette année, on a prévu 300 kg », annonce-t-il, aux côtés de deux de ses employés : le Français André Tran-chart et Colin Gallienne. Ce dernier est chargé de la cuisson des crabes le jour J. « Les pêcheurs nous livrent dès le mercredi », explique Jason Hamon. Des livrai-sons assurées jusqu’au vendredi, tant que « La Mor-laix »,  est dans le port.

Le jeudi matin, l’énorme bouilloire commence à tour-ner aux alentours de 6 h. Et Colin assure la cuisson à raison de fournées de 17 crabes. Il faut compter vingt 

minutes pour qu’ils soient prêts.

« Un des plus gros rendez-vous de l’année »« Ensuite, on les met sur le présentoir, dans le maga-sin. Et là, c’est André qui entre en scène ! J’adore l’entendre parler français », confie Jason Hamon. Le Français joue le jeu à fond et porte même, ce jour-là, un béret et une marinière ! « C’est drôle de voir tous les concurrents passer par groupes. Ils veulent tous les plus gros crabes et les préfèrent chauds, prêts à dégus-ter ! »
Pour Surf and Turf, « La Morlaix » est l’un des plus gros rendez-vous de l’année. « Même le numéro un pour les produits cuits. Leur venue est importante au niveau économique, parce qu’ils vont aussi dans les maga-sins, les restaurants, les pubs… »
L’équipe ne manque pas de souligner que « quand La Morlaix est là, le port est magnifique, il reprend vie. L’ambiance change. On est content de les voir revenir. On ne se souvient pas des noms des uns et des autres mais les visages, oui ! Et une chose est sûre, eux, ils nous reconnaissent ! »

Ils fournissent 300 kg de crabe pour les participants

Colin Gallienne, Jason Hamon et André Francart seront à pied d’œuvre dès mercredi pour recevoir les centaines de crabes à cuire à l’occasion du Tresco, à Guernesey.Le Télégramme/Monique Kéromnès
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T Magnifique spectacle que ces bateaux naviguant sous le soleil, devant l’île Louët.

T Le groupe musical Marcel XXL était en place sur les quais des 
écluses pour animer les départs des bateaux de la première 
course.                                                                                                                                              

T Le seul équipage féminin du TélégrammeTresco Trophée 
2023, sur le bateau « Brizhenn », skippé par Catherine Roudaut, 
a fait sensation dans les écluses.                                                          

T Les premiers bateaux ont quitté le sas d’écluse à  16 h 20 
pour se rendre sur la ligne de départ en empruntant la rivière, 
sous les yeux du public.                                                                                         

T Cette année, le plus jeune des 71 équipages de la flotte du  
Tresco Trophée 2023 a 11 ans et le plus ancien 74 ans. La 
moyenne d’âge est de 31 ans.                                                         

T Bien tranquilles, à la fraîche, le long de la rivière, côté Trégor, 
ces spectateurs saluent les 71 équipages inscrits au Tresco 
2023 (soit 350 marins).                                                                             

T Didier Cozic, arbitre national de voile, est le président du 
comité de course et directeur de course du Tresco 2023. Il a 
tenu un briefing devant les équipages.                           

Gwendal Hameury, avec Michel Quérou

T Après trois éditions marquées par la covid (dont deux annu-
lées), le Télégramme Tresco Trophée va enfin retrouver des cou-
leurs… et l’île anglo-normande de Guernesey, terme de la 
première des trois étapes. Un retour aux sources et un beau 
cadeau pour les 40 ans d’existence de la course-croisière orga-
nisée par le Yacht club de Morlaix, dont le départ a été donné ce 
mercredi 17 mai. Quelque 71 bateaux se sont élancés en fin 
d’après-midi, sous le soleil, devant l’emblématique château du 
Taureau. Magnifique. Certes, c’est loin du record de participa-
tion mais le Tresco reste indéniablement dans le vent. Retour 
prévu ce dimanche  dans la cité du viaduc, après un passage 
par Perros-Guirec.

71 bateaux ont pris le départ du Tresco 
Trophée, hier, en baie de Morlaix. 
Après les années covid, la course 
croisière retrouve enfin Guernesey. 
Un beau cadeau pour ses 40 ans.

Le Télégramme Tresco Trophée

40 ans et toujours dans le vent

Plus de photos du départ du Tresco
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TRAVELODGE BATH 
WATERSIDE, Somerset

WHAT’S IT LIKE? One of 
three Travelodges in the city, 
the Bath Waterside hotel has 
the best views over the canal 
and is a short walk from the 
main attractions.

ROOMS ANY
GOOD? The
rooms are
basic,
ranging from
twin/doubles

with king-size
beds to family

rooms for four, although the 
hotel is to undergo a huge 
renovation this year.

Each room has a Freeview
TV and tea-making station, 
plus an en suite. Upgrade to 
one of the 30 SuperRooms 
for a Lavazza coffee 
machine, hairdryers and 
blackout curtains, which are 
found on the quieter floors.
EAT HERE OR GRAB A 
PIZZA? The on-site 
restaurant’s dinner deal 
includes two courses for 
£12.95, with a huge menu 
including burgers and pizzas 
as well as classics such as 
curries and pies. Save room 
for dessert as the knicker-
bocker glory is huge.

But there are lots of 
restaurants a short walk away 
if you fancy eating out, 
including a Prezzo, Nando’s 
and Franco Manca.

Make sure to book the 
hotel breakfast, though – it’s 
unlimited for £8.99. Kids eat 
free too.
WHAT ELSE? It is one of the 
cheapest places to park in 
Bath – just £8 for 24 hours. 
And the city’s top attractions 
are all a short walk or taxi ride 
away, including the Roman 
baths, Jane Austen Centre 
and the Theatre Royal.

The Bath Fringe is in July 
and the Jane Austen Festival 
takes place in September.
SO YOU’D GO BACK? It’s 
definitely the most affordable 
spot when visiting the city for 
a staycation, and staff were 
very friendly, so I would 
return for a budget break.
WHAT’S THE DAMAGE? 
Rooms start from £38 a 
night. See travelodge.co.uk.

KARA GODFREY

check 
in... 

check 
it out

RELAXING . . . view

I HAD always had this idea
that holidays to Guernsey
were strictly for the blue-
rinse brigade.

And while this beautiful island is
popular with slightly older tourists, I
must tell you now, they are definitely
on to something. 

With its turquoise waters, golden
sands and incredible scenery,
Guernsey ticks all the boxes for an
excellent family getaway.

I travelled in April with my
husband Nick and three children,
Jacob, eight, Olive, six, and Ivy,
two.

And I couldn’t work out
why I’d never been before,
nor why more families don’t
do the same. 

First of all, there’s no need
to drag the kids on a plane.

You can avoid the airport
hassle and reach it by ferry
from Poole, Dorset, in less
than three hours. 

If you forgot to renew
your passport before the
strike action, there’s good
news too as you don’t need
one to get there.

We drove our car loaded with
all the kids’ stuff on to the Con-
dor Liberation ferry, which is a
much more relaxing way to

travel than by plane. In the Horizon
lounge, which costs from £7.50, we

had a table seat with reclining
chairs and a bar serving snacks

and drinks, plus Costa Coffee.
On arrival at St Peter Port,
you’ll be greeted by turquoise

water and a picturesque har-
bour that feels more like the

Mediterranean than the UK.
The second largest of the

Channel Islands, Guern-
sey covers just 30
square miles — you

could drive around it
in only 45 minutes.
It is a haven of

quaint villages, rugged
coastline and beautiful, pic-

ture-perfect beaches. At the
northeasternmost tip is Pem-

broke Beach, with immaculate white
sands that go on for ever and mild
winds that make it a popular spot
among windsurfers and sailors.

This stretch is also home to the
excellent Beach House cafe, which
looks rather plain from the outside
but serves amazing dishes — includ-
ing the best seafood chowder on the
island — which you can gobble up
while taking in views of the bay. 

Cobo Beach is another top coastal
spot for families, brilliant for padd-
ling and exploring rock pools. There
are, in fact, endless coves and crab-
bing opportunities around the island.

Extraordinary scenery
We stayed two-and-a-half miles

away from Cobo Beach, at the three-
star Les Rocquettes Hotel — a former
country mansion which now has
more than 50 rooms plus a pool,
gym, sauna, steam room and award-
winning restaurant. 

The hotel is just a 20-minute walk
from St Peter Port and in a prime
spot for exploring the island.

Whether you’re into history or not,
the 800-year-old Castle Cornet is a
must, with dressing up for kids, and
soldiers that fire cannons at midday.

Plus there’s Oaty and Joey’s Play-
barn, one of the best soft play areas
we’ve ever visited, with ball pits,
super slides and arcade games.

Another highlight was the Pirate Bay
Adventure Golf, just a ten-
minute drive from the port. Its res-
taurant, called 19, offers great family-
friendly food, too.

Meat lovers should visit The
Slaughterhouse, a top restaurant on
the edge of Guernsey harbour, which
serves burgers, steaks, chicken and
ribs — all with a view of the sea.

If you somehow tire of the extra-
ordinary scenery, there’s plenty more
of it on the island of Herm. 

It costs just £9 per adult each way
(£4.50 for kids; 75p under twos) for
the 20-minute ferry ride between
Herm and St Peter Port Harbour. 

The kids were amazed to see a
pod of dolphins diving in and out of
the water en route and Olive, five,
tells everyone this was the best part
of our week away.

Only 60 people live on Herm and
cars are banned, which makes for a
relaxing walk along the stunning
coastal path to Shell and Belvoir
beaches on the island’s east side. 

But the real reason to visit is for
the seals and puffins, which can be
spotted bobbing in the sea or on The
Humps sandbanks off the island’s
northeast corner. Sadly we didn’t get
lucky this time.

Oh well, that just gives us an
excuse for another visit!

LYNSEY HOPE

GETTING THERE: The Condor Liberation 
costs from £90pp each way for a car 
carrying two adults. Foot passenger 
prices start at £45 each way per adult. 
STAYING THERE: Four nights in a 
superior double room at Les Rocquettes 
costs from £1,750 in total for two adults 
and two children and including ferry 
crossing for a standard-sized car from 
Poole. See condorferries.co.uk/
holidays-breaks.

CHANNEL ISLAND AND ITS STUNNING NEIGHBOUR 

GO: CHANNEL ISLANDS

Know an isle pretty as 
Guernsey? Herm, yes...

WAY TO GO 
 . . . signpost 

at Herm

WILD TIME 
. . . puffin

HISTORIC . . . 
Castle Cornet 

PICTURESQUE  . . . the 
harbour at St Peter Port

SERENE . . .  
Shell Beach

in Herm

QUIET . . . SuperRoom

inspired by the surrounding area, 
with black and white carpets that 
represent the vineyards and 
patterned headboards resembling 
the glazed roofs of nearby buildings.

In a nod to the region, guests 
dining in the hotel’s restaurant will be
able to tuck into a specially-created 
mustard that’s exclusive to the hotel, 
while those wanting to explore the 
region can swing by the vineyards.

IT’S 26C in TENERIFE – 
seven nights’ all- 

inclusive at the 4H
Gran Oasis Resort
is from £815pp, 
including Gatwick

flights on May 31. See
blueseaholidays.co.uk

or call 020 3474 0462.

hot
spot

Edited by LISA MINOT

AWARD-WINNING

lQUIRKY hotel chain Mama 
Shelter is opening its doors in

Dijon, with a new property featuring 
a veranda terrace and with its own 
cinema.

The new hotel in the Burgundy 
region of France will open in July 
and will be the tenth Mama Shelter in 
France, featuring 120 rooms as well 
as two karaoke bars. 

Design elements have been 

lHOLIDAYMAKERS can
bag return flights to New

York from just over £350 in 
British Airways’ sale.

The May discounts, which
launched earlier this week, let 
travellers bag money off 
holidays for 2023 and 2024.

Anyone who books before
Tuesday can also save up to 
£300 on package holidays, 

with three-night breaks to 
Dubai costing from £499pp. 
You need to spend a 
minimum of £10,000 to nab 
£300 off. A £5,000 outlay will 
bag a £200 discount.

Anyone who hands over 
£650 or more for a flight and 
car package will get £25 off 
their booking.

See ba.com/sale.

UNIQUE . . .
Mama Shelter 

in Dijon
PLAYFUL . . .  lamp

Saturday, May 13, 2023 ............... 47
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Radio - Journal des îles relaunch: 
France Bleu Cotentin
- 90,000 radio listeners in Manche region 
- Calendar for events with Normandy appeal
- Competition prize: for relaunch
- Pre-recorded interview airing every 
weekend, Saturday and Sunday, 2 Gsy events 
each episode (4 events over the weekend 
from both Bailiwicks).

Class Tourisme
Reach: 35,000 readers/month  
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ITALIE

Parc et jardins de la Villa Cernigliaro
  Tout autour de cette somptueuse 
villa-hôtel (avec une vue magnifique sur la 
vallée d’Elvo, dans le Piémont) s’élèvent de 
nombreux arbres de taille et d’importance 
considérable : épicéas, plaqueminiers, tilleuls, 
cèdres bleus de l’Atlas, plusieurs espèces 
de hêtres… On trouve aussi, dans ce parc, 
un jardin à la française, avec ses buis et une 
vaste zone de forte pente plantée d’arbustes, 
notamment de nombreux hydrangéas.
Via Clemente Vercellone, 4, 
13	817 Sordevolo BI, Italie. 
Tél. : +39 015 256 2174. villacernigliaro.it

ÎLES ANGLO-NORMANDES The Victorian Walled Kitchen Garden
  Tombé en déshérence, ce jardin victorien situé à Guernesey a été repris 
par le Guernsey Botanical Trust créé en 2006. De nombreux bénévoles 
se sont investis dans un grand chantier de restauration du potager historique 
exploité de 1837 à 1901. Fruits rouges et légumes ont été replantés sur six 
espaces. La Lemon House, exposée plein sud a été reconstruite en 2012 sur 
le modèle de la serre d’origine. Point de vente sur place de produits de saison 
Route de Saumarez, Guernsey GY5 7UJ, Guernesey. Ouvert tlj 
de mars à septembre. Tél. +44 1481 246	960. walledgarden.gg

BELGIQUE Les jardins d’eau d’Annevoie
  Situés en Wallonie, dans la vallée de la Meuse, ces jardins d’eau ont été 
agrandis à partir de 1758 sous l’impulsion de Charles-Alexis de Montpellier qui, par 
ailleurs, étend le château. Ils déclinent trois styles de jardin (à la française, à l’italienne 
et à l’anglaise). La conception du grand canal fut, à son époque, une prouesse 
technique ! La captation de la source qui l’alimente a nécessité l’installation de 
canalisations sur plus de 1 km et la construction de digues. D’ingénieux systèmes 
hydrauliques ont ensuite permis la création de fontaines comme le «¤grand 
cracheur¤», le «¤gros bouillon¤» et de l’unique «¤buffet d’eau¤» existant en Belgique.
Rue des Jardins 37 A, 5537 Annevoie. Ouvert tlj de 9 h 30 à 17 h 30. 
Tél. +32 (0)82 67 97 97. annevoie.be 

Situés en Wallonie, dans la vallée de la Meuse, ces jardins d’eau ont été 

RETROUVEZ LE PROGRAMME COMPLET SUR :
rendezvousauxjardins.culture.gouv.fr

ITALIE

Jardin suspendu du Palais 
royal de Gênes 
  Dominant la mer, le jardin suspendu 
du palais – devenu aujourd’hui le musée 
des Beaux-Arts – offre une immense et 
unique mosaïque du XVIIIe siècle provenant 
d’un monastère voisin. Elle a été installée 
dans les années 1960 et restaurée en 2018. 
Elle est constituée de petits galets noirs et 
blancs, rehaussés par quelques-uns en couleur. 
Les ornements variés sont des scènes de la vie 
quotidienne, ainsi que des motifs animaliers 
ou mythologiques. Visite libre ou guidée. 
10, via Balbi, 16126 Genova. Ouvert 
du mardi au samedi. Tél. +39 010 2	705	236 
palazzorealegenova.cultura.gov.it 
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LES PETITS POIS 
Au potager 

et dans l'assiette

BALADE DANS L'ORNE
Le jardin de la Mansonière

TAILLE-HAIES ET 
TRONÇONNEUSES

Notre sélection

DES JARDINS
(PRESQUE)
SANS EAU !

L 18820 - 1151 - F: 4,90 € - RD

L 18820 - 1151 - F: 4,90 € - RD

Nos coups de cœur 
en France et en Europe

Rendez-vous 
aux jardins !

AVEC STÉPHANE MARIE

UNE PLATE-BANDE 
TRÈS COLORÉE

Zoom 
LES FEUILLAGES 
POURPRES

32 pages indispensables
pour tout réussir 

au jardin

LE CAHIER 
PRATIQUE

ENRICHI !
NOUVELLE 
FORMULE�!
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OF LUXURYLAP
We jump off the south coast of 

England for a fast, fun loop of the 
Channel Island of Guernsey

Words John Whitney Images Joseph Branston

Guernsey / The Big Ride ●
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he time triallists and triathletes had the right idea. 
Moving like unstoppable juggernauts south down the 
west coast of Guernsey, these riders were not so much 
benefiting from the generous north-easterly wind but 
leaching off it. A strong tailwind is the most flattering 
of allies. With an invisible hand on your back, it’ll 
trick you into believing how brilliant you are, that 
you’ve stumbled upon a patch of rare form. Don’t 
listen to a word of it. It’s all an illusion. At least that’s 
what I was thinking, floundering into the severest of 
headwinds, riding against the tide of cyclists heading 
south, at half the speed. 

The cyclists of this island, the second largest of the 
Channel Islands behind Jersey, have adapted to the 
habits of the weather here. Usually, that means riding 
anti-clockwise around its perimeter, with the 
strongest, chilliest winds often blowing down the 
west coast. What it does mean is tackling the hillier 
southeast of the island in the second half of your ride, 
which, for me, wouldn’t have been a problem at all.  
A recent bout of Covid had left me struggling for 
fitness, so I’d brought along with me Orbea’s Gain 
e-bike, a rather brilliantly executed, barely 11kg 
machine that gives you just enough assistance to make 
any incline feel like a speed bump. The downside to it 
is that the motor cuts out at speeds above 15mph, so  
in such situations – grovelling into the wind up an 

Above right Historic 
military hardware and 
structures are common

Above left The foot of 
an out-and-back climb is 
rewarded with a sea view

Jersey in bike races, it is, in part, thanks to the 
commitment and dedication of our guides for this 
trip: Alex Margison and Steve Palmer. They’re the 
current president and secretary respectively of 
Guernsey Velo Club, the only club on the island to  
be actively involved in organising bike races, with  
over 90 events planned for the year across road  
and mountain biking. 

Organising so many races on an island of such 
modest proportions (30 square miles) – and one that 
is so dominated by the car – takes no small measure of 
effort, skill and powers of persuasion and we quickly 
got the sense that Alex and Steve aren’t lacking in any 
of this. With suitable roads, trails and runs for the 
various disciplines of cycle sport in short supply,  
the club needs to be creative in the curation of 
competition. At one point in our ride, Alex pointed 
out one of their downhill mountain bike courses, a 
short but sweet bit of land that was the definition of 
making the most of what you’ve got.

Over pints the night before our ride, Alex ran 
through at length the route with the help of one  
of those oversize maps you might find in a tourist  
office. It’d be a 51-mile/82km clockwise loop of the 
island’s perimeter, augmented and embellished with 
several inland loops to boost distance and elevation. 
Alex, who’s lived on the island for most of his life, 

would make a brilliant tour guide, in the unfortunate 
and unlikely event that his work as an accountant for 
an international bank on the island dried up. He’s 
very knowledgeable about the history of the island – 
which suffered under Nazi occupation during WW2 – 
and a champion for living on it.

Up and away
The ride began on the seafront with a bypass of one 
such Nazi structure on the island, many of which 
remain intact due to the nature of their surrender. La 
Valette Underground Military Museum is set in a series 
of tunnels built by the Nazis to store U-Boat fuel. From 
there, there was a typically sharp climb out of town to 
around 300ft, roughly the road ceiling of the island, 
soon followed by an out-and-back descent to the 
coast. In this stretch we passed the former home, 
Hauteville House, of Victor Hugo, the French novelist 
who wrote some of his most famous work, including 
Les Miserables, while living in exile on the island.

There are several out-and-back climbs in Guernsey, 
incorporating some of the best climbing on the island 
in fact and often used for hill-climb competitions. 
They were documented in a recent book, Guernsey’s 
Cycling Climbs, by Matt Collas, which scoured the 
island for its 25 climbs. In 2021, the climbs were built 
into a rather savage sportive, The Only Way is Up!; 

exposed coastal road, for instance – you’re on your 
own, riding under your own steam, on what is 
suddenly just a heavy road bike.

Games afoot
I’d wanted to come to Guernsey for ages. I had, in fact, 
stopped here briefly in 2018, in a ferry changeover 
following trips for this magazine to Jersey and 
Brittany. Sadly, we never left the port area, owing  
to the vast volumes of cheap French wine our 
photographer had loaded into his car that would have 
shattered the island’s duty-free rules. We were left  
to look from afar at the gleaming St Peter Port, the 
bustling centre of Guernsey and promise to return  
one day on our bikes. 

On that 2018 Jersey ride, I’d heard plenty of the 
inter-island sporting rivalry between the two islands 
from my guide that day. That rivalry will come to the 
fore, as it does every couple of years, in the 2023 Island 
Games, which are being held in Guernsey for the third 
time this July (8-14th). Essentially an Olympics for 
small islands across the world, the Island Games have 
been held every two years (because of Covid, it’s four 
years since the last tournament), since the first on the 
Isle of Man in 1985.

If Guernsey, 49% smaller than Jersey with fewer 
roads and shallower climbs, often gets the better of 

There are several out-and-back climbs on 
Guernsey, and some of the best ones are often 
used for hill-climb competitions
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Left A well-earned break at 
Cobo Tea Rooms. Alex says 
there’s never any need to 
lock up bikes here

Below One of the many 
narrow, secluded rural 
lanes in the south of  
the island

Above You don’t need to 
be a great climber to ride 
here, but it can certainly 
help with the hills

Right Keep on moo-ving: 
the Guernsey cattle are the 
source of the island’s world 
famous dairy products
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Above As Guernsey’s just 
just three miles across at  
its widest, you’re never  
far from the coast

Above Into that fierce 
headwind, riding three 
abreast wasn’t the  
best tactic

Getting there 

● We were invited to 

Guernsey by Condor 

Ferries, who operate 

high-speed 

crossings from Poole 

to Guernsey (3hrs, 4 

times a week) aboard 

its Liberation ferry. 

We travelled as  

foot passengers 

(bikes are no 

additional cost). 

condorferries.co.uk

01 Where to stay

● We stayed at Les 

Rocquettes, just  

up the hill on the 

outskirts of St Peter 

Port, with its 

restaurant and spa. 

lesrocquettes 

guernsey.com

02 Where to eat

● The Hook 

(thehook.gg) on  

the seafront does 

superb steak and 

sushi, while Octopus 

(octopusgsy.co.uk), 

another seafood and 

steak establishment 

in a secluded area on 

the eastern edge of 

St Peter Port, is highly 

recommended. 

Tourist information

visitguernsey.com

Find, plan and share 

adventures with 

komoot

Komoot is an app 

that lets you find, 

plan, and share 

adventures with the 

easy route planner. 

Driven by a desire to 

explore, and powered 

by the outdoor 

community’s 

recommendations, 

it’s komoot’s mission 

to inspire great 

adventures, making 

them accessible  

to everyone.

Bike-handling skills are quickly 
sharpened when riding here. The roads 
are narrow, the bends and corners are 
numerous and tight, and the tarmac  
is silky smooth

Distance 82km   Elevation 632m

Download the full route  

komoot.com/tour/1093250228

LOCA L 
K NOW L EDGE

with its sawtooth profile it squeezed in almost 1,400m 
elevation in a 53-mile ride (find the route here: 
tinyurl.com/CPTOWIUS). Steve still has nightmares 
about the biblically wet 2022 edition.

Bike-handling skills are quickly sharpened when 
riding here. The roads are narrow, the bends and 
corners numerous and tight, and the tarmac silky 
smooth. Overshoot one and you’re more likely to  
slam into a towering stone wall than be cushioned  
by a high hedge. 

Compared to the UK, there are some differences  
in road rules of which to be aware, most notably the 
‘filter in turn’ system, which replace roundabouts at 
some junctions, and a function of Guernsey’s maze-
like network of intersecting roads. At these junctions, 
all directions have equal priority, operating on a first 
come first served basis. 

The southern end of the island is the most hilly  
and rural, and it’s a joy to blast over this constantly 
undulating terrain. You’re never quite rural enough  
to stop for a discreet pee, however. Alex always 
encouraged us to cross our legs and wait for one of  
the many public toilets, because on an island as small 
as this you’re never too far away from the top of 
somebody’s driveway!

Never far from home
The route took us down to the southwest tip of the 
island, with Steve frequently commenting that we 
were on roads that he’d never been down. He’s a non-
native, having moved here from southeast England 
several years ago with his partner. Even with an 
enormous volume of riding under his belt, he’s still 

finding new roads. I always ask islanders on these 
trips if they get tired of riding and training on the 
same roads. For Steve and Alex, it’s a firm no. For 
starters, they argue, there’s always Jersey, the UK or 
France – each a quick Condor ferry trip away. But even 
if many of us have access to more terrain, we all have 
our favourite go-to routes, and the vast bulk of our 
miles are done in a short radius from our homes. 

After reaching the coast, we quickly jumped back  
inland to negotiate one of several interlinking loops, 
which function as circuits for their road races. Pausing 
for some photos, I noticed an island quirk of drivers 
mounting curbs to get past each other and the reason 
why, Alex says, driver-side tyres wear out so fast here. 
Roads are narrow on Guernsey, granted, but perhaps 
it’s a modern phenomenon, as car sizes continue  
to balloon in size. Why anybody would want to  
drive a 4x4 or SUV on this island is beyond my 
comprehension, yet they do, in their thousands.

Vehicle ownership and use on this island is 
alarmingly high, too. Throughout the whole world, 
only Gibraltar (1,444) has more motor vehicles per 
1,000 people than Guernsey (1,399). It has some 
88,198 vehicles registered to its 63,000 people. 

It’s not just the narrowness of the roads that should 
discourage the use of cars with gargantuan engines; 
the maximum speed limit here is just 35mph, which is 
a bit like using a sledgehammer to crack a nut. Even 
the time triallists clattering down the West Coast can 
hold steady at 35. 

Steve, and Alex, who uses his morning commute 
from the West Coast to his office in St Peter Port, do 
get perturbed by the car supremacy on the island, but 

point to initiatives such as ebike subsidies that show 
the government, in partnership with retailers, is 
giving thought to active travel. In 2018, for instance, a 
scheme gave 25% discount on purchases up to £1,500 
and quickly sold out its budget. A second, for e-cargo 
bikes, followed two years later. 

Lunch provided a chance to pause the pummelling 
from that West Coast headwind. We took it at a 
popular cyclist haunt, Cobo Tea Rooms, at Cobo 
Beach. Bikes were left outside, out of sight, as Alex and 
Steve are happy to do everywhere on the island and 
have no concerns at all about theft – as Alex puts it, a 
bike’s not going to get far on an island this small. It’s a 
safe, secure island and a reason, he suggests, as to why 
natives often move back here when starting a family.

King pong
From the more rural, quieter Guernsey south, the 
western coastal main road was the busiest we’d 
experienced all day but at a (nominal) 35mph, it’s  
a perfectly pleasant road to ride along, headwind 
notwithstanding, and is helped by the fact that lorries 
require need escort vehicles when out on the road. 

To the northern tip of the island, we found 
ourselves in the industrial area. Interestingly, the 
sewage works emits a perfume when the wind is 
blowing the pong inland. This, Alex says, might make 
it easier on the nose, but can lead to a slippery residue 
building up on the road surface that can play havoc for 
cyclists. Staying upright today, we turned back south, 
via Bordeaux Harbour, towards St Peter Port and 
enjoyed the final few kilometres with that wind, for 
the first time in a long time, finally at our backs. 

Guernsey / The Big Ride ●
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Home bu   ys
Swap pricey European breaks for beaches a  
little closer to home, says  SARAH MARSHALL

IT may not measure up to the 
Amalfi Coast or the French Riviera 
when it comes to water tempera-
ture and hours of sunshine, but the 
coastlines around the UK, Ireland 
and the Channel Islands can be 
just as captivating. Here are some 
of the top sandy spots for lazing, 
bathing and strolling.

Saye Beach, Alderney
Best for: Nature lovers
 Why:  One of the lesser-known  
Channel Islands, Alderney is still far 
enough from the beaten track to have 
crowd-free stretches of sand. A 
gleaming white horseshoe bay, Saye 
– on the northeast coast of the island 
– is one of the most attractive spots. 
Walk through a campsite and over 
sand dunes to access the area, where 
grey seals frolick in the surf.
 What to do:  Measuring 
just 2.4 by 5km in size, 
the island is easy to 
explore. Hike through 
nature reserves, take a 
boat trip to see puffin 
colonies on neighbour-
ing Burhou, or ride the 
Channel Islands’ only 
railway to the Mannez 
Lighthouse. Visit between August 
7-12 to see circus performers and 
parades at the annual Alderney 
Week carnival.
Where to stay: The Blonde Hedge-
hog (blondehedgehog.com) is a 
collection of 18th century buildings 
transformed into a boutique Geor-
gian retreat. From £160 per night 
with breakfast. Book via F&P Travel 

(fandptravel.com; 01306 264 006).

Bream Cove, Cornwall
Best for: Families
 Why:  The West Country has stacks 
of sensational swimming and sun-
bathing spots – but finding an empty 
space to throw your towel down 
becomes a challenge during busy 
summer months. Accessed via a 
short woodland walk near Mawnan 
Smith village, this southeast-facing, 
secluded sand and shingle cove is  a 
refreshing relief from the busy Fal-
mouth town beaches. The calm 
waters are great for snorkelling, 

while it’s also one of the 
few places in the area 
dogs are allowed in the 
summer.
 What to do:  Hire a 
paddleboard from  
Little Wolf Adventures 
(2.5-hour private tours 
from £60 per adult and £30 
per child under 14, including 
a picnic stop; littlewolfadven-
tures.com). Afterwards, head for a 
coffee at the Bream Box (horse box 
cafe at the end of Hotel Meudon) or 
walk along the South West Coast 
Path towards Rosemullion Head 
and the Helford River, an important 
area of marine conservation.
 Where to stay:  Set in sprawling sub-
tropical gardens, Hotel Meudon has 
a terrace for enjoying afternoon tea 
or sunset cocktails. Rooms from 

£129 per night (two 
sharing), including 
breakfast. 

Visit meudon.co.uk

Ballygally Beach, 
Northern Ireland
Who: History buffs and Wim 
Hof wannabes
 Why:  Stretching for 

300km, this beach has won awards 
for its cleanliness, facilities and the 
quality of its water for bathing. In 
the distance, Scotland and the Mull 
of Kintyre are visible on a clear day.
 What to do:  Aside from swimming 
and strolling along the boulder-
strewn sands, there are many 
attractions in the area. An hour’s 
drive north, the Giant’s Cause-
way’s 40,000 interlocking basalt 
columns have inspired legends of 
giants straddling the sea. Head 
inland to The Glens, an area of 
outstanding natural beauty.
 Where to stay:  Built in 1625,  
Ballygally Castle overlooks the 
beach. A new Sea Dips & Hot Sips 
overnight package provides guests 
with everything they need for a 
bracing swim in the North Chan-
nel. From E260/£224 for two  
people, including breakfast, hire 
of dry robe, slippers, hot water 
bottle and thermos flask. 
Visit ballygallycastlehotel.com

Saye Beach, 
Alderney
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AWARD WINNING

BEST PLACES TO PITCH YOUR TENT AND HAVE GREAT SEA VIEWSES TO PITCH YOUR TE

Want to 
camp?

The 
coast 

is clear
SOAK IT UP  . . . Enjoy 

the scenery in Guernsey
OCEAN 

VIEWS . . .
  Waterside 
Park is just a 

stroll from 
popular beaches

YOU’LL get spectacular coast and 
ocean views at Park Holidays’ 
Waterside Park near Paignton in the 
heart of Devon’s English Riviera. 

Just a stroll from some of the area’s 
most popular Blue Flag beaches, the 
park has recently undergone a huge 
refurbishment with a new indoor pool with
fun water features as well as a refresh of 
the park’s bar and restaurant including 
a new terrace to take in those views. 

Prices start from £189 for four nights’
self-catering in a two-bed silver grade 
caravan sleeping up to six. For more 
information see parkholidays.com or 
call 0343 178 7070.

WITH sweeping views of the Dorset 
coastline, Shorefield Holidays’ 
Swanage Park sits atop the Purbeck 
Hills overlooking the Jurassic
coastline. The park has a range of 
accommodation from caravans to 
lodges, some of which have hot tubs. 

There’s easy access to Swanage Bay
and the chance to explore both Dorset 
and East Devon. The park has a play park, 
shop and laundrette as well as free wifi.

p
A four-night break in a three-bed 

Statement caravan sleeping six is from 
£488 in total, arriving on July 17. See 
shorefield.co.uk.

GO off grid with a quirky Scottish 
glamping stay at Down On The Farm.

There’s cosy wooden glamping pods
and even a vintage rail carriage with 
stunning views overlooking the lesser-
known Aberdeenshire coastline. 

You can meet animals on the farm and
may even spot a dolphin or two in the 
Moray Firth. It’s also home to an award-
winning loo with a view – transformed 

from a whisky barrel from a local distillery. 
There is availability this summer in the

High Seas Hideaways, Coastal Carriage 
and Harvest huts with prices from £75 
per night, based on four sharing. See 
downonthefarm.net.
DOWN a bumpy farm track and on the 
Wales Coastal Path is a camping and 
glamping site with salty air and sublime 

sunsets. Thorning Farm in Pendine, 
Carmarthenshire, has views of the sea 
and is close to a quiet sandy bay. 

There are options to pitch your own 
tent or caravan or try out one of the 
geodesic domes, with fully-equipped 
covered kitchens. A little farm shop is 
on-site and each camping pitch has a 
fire pit and dining table. There’s still 

availability for this summer with pitches 
from just £18 per night. See 
thorningfarmglamping.co.uk.

SOAK up the Atlantic ocean sea views 
in Guernsey at the Camp de Reves 
glampsite on the island’s west coast.

Choose from luxury shepherd huts or
family tents, all with countryside and sea 
views. Sleeping up to six, the family tents 

r this summer with pit
per night See

come with kitchen, lounge, dining area 
and four-poster bed plus bunk room 
and king-size cabin bed and bathroom. 

Each has its own private garden area
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Renoir activity
France: Musée des 
impressionnismes Giverny
• French media and influencers
• Printed materials

Ramily painting Masterclass
UK: The London Art Bar
• 20 parents and children 
• A combined total of 300,000 
followers plus two leading family 
lifestyle titles

Press Conference at Christie’s London
• Art and culture journalists from 
top publications including The Times, 
The Telegraph, Wanderlust and 
The Guardian.
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Les Carnets 
d’Igor

Une bouffée
d'air pur tout
droit venue
du Finistère !

En vente en magasin
et par abonnement
sur abo.ouest-france.fr/vao

L’île de Guernesey de Victor Hugo

Des quinze années d’exil de l’écrivain sur l’île subsistent une maison
étonnante, des statues et des lieux de promenade revisités. page 5

Louise Attaque,
toujours populaire

Après presque trente ans d’existence intermittente, le groupe garde une popularité intacte. dernière page

Nager pour le corps
et pour l’esprit

Bien-être

page 16
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La société des Amis de Victor Hugo
organise chaque année un colloque en
son honneur. En juin, le thème retenu
était « le combattant ». Mais à l’instar de
son œuvre prolifique, l’homme recelait
de multiples talents.

Celui de décorateur exubérant
s’expose en majesté dans sa demeure
familiale d’Hauteville House, à Guerne-
sey. L’écrivain s’exila dans cette île
anglo-normande pendant quinze ans,
après le coup d’État de Louis-Napolé-
on Bonaparte. Il y a conçu sa maison
comme « un autographe sur trois éta-
ges, un poème en plusieurs cham-
bres », selon le mot de son fils Charles.

Éclectisme de rigueur. Des pièces de
style baroque ou rococo succèdent à
une salle austère. L’artiste a signé son
œuvre : une cheminée dessine un dou-
ble H en carreaux de Delft, tandis qu’à
l’étage, les chinoiseries se disputent à
d’élégantes broderies de perles et de
velours. Un puits de lumière conduit
jusqu’au sommet, son belvédère. Vic-
tor Hugo y travaillait debout, inspiré par
la vue sur l’océan. Dans le jardin, le
visionnaire a planté un chêne des États-
Unis d’Europe.

À Saint-Pierre-Port, la capitale, les
hommages sont inscrits dans la pierre.
Au cœur du joli square Candie Gar-
dens, le sculpteur breton Jean Bou-
cher a taillé dans le granit le romancier
absorbé par ses pensées. En centre-vil-

Îles anglo-normandes. Des quinze années d’exil (1855-1870) de l’écrivain sur l’île subsistent
une étonnante maison, des statues et des lieux de promenade revisités.

Dans les pas de Victor Hugo sur l’île de Guernesey

Escapades
Promos sur la Corse
Cet été, la Corse ne fait pas le plein.
Les réservations sont en chute libre
et les promos fleurissent un peu par-
tout sur Internet. Exemple au Cam-
ping Colomba (4*) à Olmeto :
la semaine du 19 au 26 août en
mobil-home pour six personnes est
proposée à 899 € au lieu de 1362 €,
soit une réduction de 34 %. De nom-
breuses offres de dernières minutes
et des remises jusqu’à 50 % sont à
retrouver sur camping-and-co.com

Vente flash campings
Jusqu’à demain, Leclerc Voyages
met en ligne une vente flash sur qua-
torze campings de la côte Atlantique
pour des vacances en août ou en
septembre. Exemple en Vendée,
au camping Les Dunes à Longeville-
sur-Mer : le mobil-home pour six
pers. est à 979 € au lieu de 1219 €
(- 19 %) la semaine du 19 août. Le
tarif passe à 319 € la semaine du
2 septembre, au lieu de 489 €
(- 34 %). leclercvoyages.com

- 25 % pour deux chambres
Un bon plan pour les vacances en tri-
bu. Jusqu’au 3 septembre, Kyriad
vous permet de bénéficier de 25 %
de réduction pour toute réservation
d’au moins deux chambres pour une
nuitée. C’est l’offre « Family Days »,
valable uniquement sur l’héberge-
ment seul avec une réservation
effectuée au minimum 24 h à
l’avance. Attention, l’offre est non
remboursable et non annulable.
kyriad.fr

Un tourisme citoyen et français
C’est le credo de la nouvelle platefor-
me de réservation Nozvat (« bonne
nuit » en breton). Le site souhaite
promouvoir un tourisme alternatif qui
met en lumière les circuits courts, les
producteurs locaux et les transports
doux. En plus de la réservation
d’hôtel ou d’hébergement, Nozvat
propose un carnet de voyage recen-
sant toutes les informations utiles à
l’organisation du séjour. nozvat.fr

Sébastien JENSONNY.

le, il est assis sur un banc enlacé par les
bras d’une pieuvre, mot emprunté aux
pêcheurs guernesiais et qu’il a popula-
risé dans Les travailleurs de la mer. Ce
mot a fini par supplanter celui de poul-
pe.

À pied et en calèche

Loin d’être reclus à Hauteville House,
Victor Hugo a parcouru l’île à pied ou
en calèche, souvent en compagnie de
Juliette Drouet, sa maîtresse et compa-
gne durant cinquante ans. Curieux des
légendes et croyances, il fait découvrir
à ses amis la statue menhir surnom-
mée « la grand-mère du cimetière » de
Saint-Martin, une supposée déesse de
la fécondité. « Aujourd’hui encore, les
jeunes mariés l’ornent de fleurs et
guirlandes », précise la guide Agnès
Perry.

La baie du Moulin Huet, paysage sau-

vage au rivage escarpé, était un lieu pri-
sé de promenade. Là, il fut suivi par un
admirateur, le peintre Pierre- Auguste
Renoir, qui y réalisa en 1883 plusieurs
tableaux restés fameux. Victor Hugo
avait déjà quitté l’île « rocher d’hospita-
lité ». Fidèle à sa promesse – « Quand
la liberté rentrera, je rentrerai » – il a de
nouveau foulé le sol de la France à la

chute de l’empire, le 5 septembre 1870.
Sans oublier Guernesey et les autres
îles anglo-normandes : « Une prospéri-
té sans cesse croissante les attend le
jour où elles seront connues », note-t-il
dans L’archipel de la Manche. Elles
demandent toujours à l’être.

Yves HARDY.

Le château de Vale. L’écrivain s’était opposé à sa démolition. | PHOTO : YVES HARDY, OUEST-FRANCE

Y aller. En bateau depuis Saint-
Malo (Ille-et-Vilaine) : 2 h de traver-
sée avec Condor Ferries.
Y séjourner. Dans un écrin de
verdure, hôtel Les Cotils à Saint-
Pierre-Port : lescotils.com
À voir. La maison d’exil de Victor
Hugo, Hauteville House, ouverte à la
visite du 1er avril au 30 septembre.

À (re)lire. Les travailleurs de la
mer et L’archipel de la Man-
che de Victor Hugo ; en complé-
ment, Juliette Drouet, compagne du
siècle, par Florence Naugrette (chez
Flammarion).
Guide. Victor Hugo à Guernesey,
par Gérard Pouchain : victorhugoin-
guernsey.gg

Pratique

La statue de Victor Hugo à Saint-Pierre-Port, l’un des salons au sein de sa maison et la Petite chapelle de Guernesey, ornée de coquillages. | PHOTO : YVES HARDY, OUEST-FRANCE
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Historical sites on the Islands of Guernsey 
Guernsey, in the English Channel near the French coast, is one of the Channel Islands, known for beach resorts and coastal cliffs.  
 
 

Castle Cornet, a 13th-century 
harbour fortification in the capital 
of St. Peter Port, now contains 
history and military museums.  
St Peter Port 
Situated on the east coast of 
Guernsey with views out to 
neighbouring islands, Herm and 
Sark, St Peter Port was once a 
natural anchorage used by the 
Romans. 
A quay was added to the 
harbour in the late 13th century 
which was expanded in the 16th 
and 18th centuries.  
During WW2, the German 
forces, who occupied the 
islands, improved the defences 
of the harbour by building 
several steel and concrete 
bunkers and casemates, most of 
which are still located on the 
Castle pier.  
Castle Cornet 
Standing at the mouth of St 
Peter Port harbour, Castle 
Cornet is an 800-year-old castle 
with hundreds of years of the 
island’s history. 
The story of the castle and other 
aspects of Guernsey's past can 
be found in the four museums 
housed within the Castle: The 
Story of Castle Cornet; 201 
Squadron (RAF) Museum; Royal 
Guernsey Light Infantry Museum 
and the Royal Guernsey Militia 
Museum.  
The Old Government House 
Hotel & Spa 
The Old Government House 
Hotel & Spa, which is located 
near the main harbour, was 
once a former Governor’s 
residence.  

 

   

 
 

 

 

Between 1940 and 1945 during 
the German occupation of 
Guernsey, the property was 
taken over by German forces 
during the Occupation and was 
initially used as a military 
headquarters, before becoming 
a housing unit for soldiers.  
La Vallette Bathing Pools 
Since 1865, La Vallette bathing 
pools have offered a safe and 
contained area for saltwater 
swimming.  
Located on Guernsey’s east 
coast, the water in the pool 
comes directly from the sea at 
high tide.  
In its earlier years, the pools 
were visited by writer Victor 
Hugo and Renaissance painter 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir. 
In partnership with the Guernsey 
Museums and the Musée des 
Impressionnismes Giverny, Art 
for Guernsey has brought 
together a collection of Renoir’s 
works painted during his stay in 
September 1883.  
The one-off exhibition will 
celebrate the 140th anniversary 
of Renoir’s stay on Guernsey 
and will run from 30 September 
to 15 December 2023. 

 

   

 
 

 

 

WW2 Bunkers 
Fort Hommet was a heavily 
defended headland with 12 
German defensive structures.  
One bunker, which was built to 
house a 60cm searchlight, was 
transformed by Hubert Le 
Galloudec who created a shrine 
within the bunker, decorated 
with shells collected from local 
beaches.  
The Fort Hommet Gun Bunker is 
a fully restored gun casemate 
and is one of 21 ‘Fortress’ 
bunkers built in Guernsey, open 
for visits on Saturday afternoons 
in the summer.  

 

The Headquarters of the 
German Naval Commander in 
the Channel Islands were 
established at La Collinette, on 
the side of the property.  
They were operative from 
February 1944 and handled all 
the radio signals for the German 
Forces in the Channel Islands.  
There are three main bunkers, 
which nowadays, have been put 
to more modern use comprising 
the hotel workshop, a sound 
recording studio and a museum, 
which replicates exactly the 
appearance of the bunker during 
the war years. 
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1 Auf der Insel Herm 
züchtet Justin de Carteret 
Austern 2 Am Meer, aus 
dem Meer: die Austernernte. 
Im Hintergrund ist Guernsey 
zu sehen 3 Kathleen 
Letherbarrow führt das 
„White House“, das  
einzige Hotel auf Herm

4 Jason Hamon, Besitzer des 
Delikatessengeschäfts „Surf & Turf“ 
und Hummerkönig der Insel 5 Neben 
Hummer kommen auch allerlei selbst 
gemachte Salate in die Auslage 

32

4

5

1

über nach Herm. In den zwei Restau-
rants, dem etwas feineren „The Conser-
vatory“ und der Brasserie „The Ship Inn“ 
lege sie Wert auf frische Produkte, die 
sie fast täglich aus Guernsey bekommt. 
„Wir wissen nie so genau, welche Ge-
müsesorten geliefert werden, deshalb 
bieten wir ein wechselndes Menü an.“ 
Einen festen Platz auf den Speisekarten 
der Restaurants allerdings haben die 
Herm Oysters von Justin de Carteret. 

Weit hinaus ins Watt geht es zu den 
Austerntischen, wo Justin auf mich 
wartet. Der Tidenhub von zehn, elf 
Metern lässt die Schalentiere in einem 
Bruchteil der Zeit, die sie anderswo 
benötigen, zu Verzehrgröße heranwach-
sen, erklärt der Austernmann mit 
Händen wie Schaufeln. Und fährt fort 
mit Erläuterungen zu Geschmack, 
Nährstoffreichtum und Sauerstoffaus-
tausch, während er geschäftig an den 
Gestellen hantiert. So grau wie die 
Schale der Austern ist auch die Theorie. 
Höchste Zeit, ins „White House“ zu-
rückzukehren, wo Küchenchef Shaun 

Mc Donald die tägliche Ladung Meeres-
früchte heute mit etwas Zitronenöl und 
Tomaten- Vanille-Confit zubereitet – sehr 
gekonnt harmonisch kombiniert, denn 
tatsächlich haben Justins Austern 
neben dem Meerwassergeschmack eine 
süßliche Note. 

Meine Fähre tuckert bei kabbeliger 
See zurück Richtung Guernsey. Zeit, 
Resümee zu ziehen. Meine Frage, ob die 
Küche in Guernsey französisch oder 
englisch ist, habe ich längst verworfen. 
Die Insel profitiert bestimmt von der 
Nähe zu Frankreich. Doch viele Köche 

hier lernten in London einen trendigen, 
globalen Stil kennen. Die Küche auf 
Guernsey ist undogmatisch. Ein fein 
zusammengesetztes Mosaik der engli-
schen und französischen Klassiker, 
gewürzt mit einer Prise Kreativität. Vor 
allem ist sie reich. Reich an eigenen 
Produkten, an Fisch und Krustentieren 
und den besten Jakobsmuscheln, die ich 
kenne. Richtig bewusst wird mir das 
beim Schlangestehen in dem Delikates-
senladen „Surf & Turf“ von Jason Ha-
mon am Hafen von Saint Peter Port. Am 
Eingang eine Auswahl an Gemüse aus 
dem Hinterland. Drinnen die Fischaus-
lage, die so reich bestückt ist wie in 
einer Markthalle in Frankreich. Die 
Stars aber sind die Hummer, die der 
Besitzer Jason selbst züchtet. Guernsey- 
Hummer. Typisch Guernsey.

In ihrem nächsten Urlaub 
möchte »e&t«-Redakteurin 
Claudia Muir tauchen lernen 
und hofft, dass sie dann 
wenigstens halb so fit wird, 
wie Richard und Jeffery

AUSTERN, 
DIE DANK DER

TIDE 
PRÄCHTIG 
WACHSEN

Festmachen auf 
Herm: Sogar in  
der Hochsaison 
geht es hier 
gemächlich zu
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Sept 2023
Auf der Seeseite ist 
der Leuchtturm weiß 
und strahlend — er 
weist Seglern und 
Fischern den Weg in 
die Hafeneinfahrt 
von Saint Peter Port

DIE 
SCHATZINSEL

Ringsum der fischreiche Atlantik, an Land eine üppige Vegetation,  
traumhafte Landschaften, besondere Kühe — und Menschen, die  

ihre Leidenschaft für gutes Essen leben. Wer die Kanalinsel Guernsey  
besucht, kommt aus dem Staunen nicht mehr heraus

REPORTAGE

TEXT CLAUDIA MUIR   
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Was die Jakobsmuscheltaucher 
morgens aus dem Atlantik 
holen, landet Stunden später  
in den Restaurantküchen  
der Insel. Die Köche des 
„Octopus“ über backen die 
Schalentiere mit Gewürzbutter

  10 I 2023 4 113

 V or meiner Abreise stellte ich 
mir Guernsey französisch 
inspiriert vor. Frankreich 
befindet sich in Sichtweite, 
die Insel ist gerade mal  

40 Kilometer von der Küste der Norman-
die entfernt, bis zur englischen sind es 
rund 80 Kilometer. Berühmt ist Guern-
sey für ihre mediterrane Vegetation, die 
vielen Sonnenstunden, den Tidenhub 
von zehn Metern. Allerlei exotische Blu-
men und Pflanzen gedeihen hier bestens, 
ebenso Feigen und Melonen. Und drüben 
auf Herm, einer kleinen Insel vor Guern-
sey, soll es die besten Austern weit und 
breit geben – die Bretagne eingeschlos-
sen. Was wird auf dieser Kanalinsel ser-
viert? Fish ’n’ Chips oder Haute Cuisine? 
Plateau de fruits de mer oder Crab Sand-
wich? Herrscht hier dieses gewisse  
Savoir-vivre, wie ich es auf Jersey, der 
Nachbarinsel, kennengelernt habe?

Soo Wellfair übergeht meine Frage 
nach dem Savoir-vivre. Bei der Stadt- 
führerin, mit den roten Wangen, wie sie 
nur Menschen haben, die viel Zeit an der 

frischen Seeluft verbringen, habe ich  
die Food-Tour namens „Oh my Gache“ 
durch die Inselhauptstadt Saint Peter 
Port gebucht. „Ich habe dir etwas zum 
Probieren mitgebracht. ,Guernsey 
Gâche‘, gestern frisch gebacken“, ant-
wortet Soo stattdessen und reicht mir 
eine dicke Scheibe Früchtekuchen, 
goldgelber Teig, viele, viele Sultaninen, 
Rosinen und kandierte Früchte. „In 
einer idealen Welt hätte ich jetzt einen 
Toaster dabei, würde dir die Scheibe 
toasten und dick mit Guernsey-Butter 
bestreichen“, sagt Soo. Klingt für mich 
very British. Ich erfahre, dass der Gâche 
eine Spezialität der Insel ist und dass 
Soo ihn gern mit Käse isst. Guernsey- 
Käse, natürlich.

Von unserem Treffpunkt geht es 
entlang der Seepromenade, der Espla-
nade, auf der sich jetzt im morgendli-
chen Berufsverkehr kleine Staus bilden. 
Rechts der Hafen mit mehr großen als 
kleinen Yachten und einigen Fischerboo-
ten. Ich lerne, dass im Atlantik reichlich 
Fisch schwimmt, von der Meeräsche bis 

zur Brasse, aber auch Hummer und 
Muscheln holen die Fischer heraus. Soo 
erzählt von der einst florierenden Toma-
tenindustrie. Die Guernsey-Tom wurde 
auf der Insel angebaut und exportiert. 
Bis in die 70er-Jahre kannte sie jeder in 
England. Erst kam die Konkurrenz aus 
den Niederlanden, dann die aus Spanien.  
Ein Tomatenbauer nach dem anderen 
gab auf, übrig blieben leer stehende, im 
Hinterland der Insel verstreute Ge-
wächshäuser.

Inzwischen sind wir auf der anderen 
Straßenseite in der Altstadt angekom-
men. Zum „The Victorian Shop and 
Parlour“ in der Cornet Street geht es 
steil bergauf. Gleich am Eingang des 
kleinen Ladens steht Caroline Drake 
(„Wie der Pirat Francis Drake“). Hinter 
ihr schimmern Regale voller Gläser mit 
buntem Inhalt. Süßigkeiten, die jeder 
Engländer über 60 aus seiner Kindheit 
kennt. Die Zitronendrops, Schoko-  
Mints oder Toffees wiegt Caroline auf 
einer Balkenwaage ab und füllt sie in 
drei eckige gestreifte Tüten. 

1

2

3

1 Richard Keen, mit roter 
Mütze, und sein Freund Jeffery 
tauchen täglich vor der Küste 
Guernseys nach Jakobs
muscheln 2 Richard misst die 
Größe der Muscheln — die 
kleinen fliegen sofort wieder 
über Bord 3 Der Hafen von 
Saint Peter Port
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Bergauf, bergab:  
Wer in Saint Peter 
Port einkauft, tut 
nebenher auch was 
für seine Gesundheit 

1 Vom Fensterplatz des 
Restaurants „Le Nautique“ 
blicken Gäste auf den  
Hafen 2 Beste Zutaten  
und gute Rezepte sind  
das Motto von Küchenchef 
Günter Botzenhardt  
3 Knusperrolle mit Roter 
Bete aus dem „Le Nautique“ 

4 Das „Octopus“ liegt in der Havelet 
Bay, dem Stadtstrand der Haupt
stadt 5 Logenplätze mit Blick auf 
den Atlantik gibt es hier überall.  
Bei gutem Wetter lockt die Terrasse 

3

2

5

4

1
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In den 1970er-Jahren kaufte und reno-
vierte der National Trust Guernsey, eine 
gemeinnützige Organisation, die sich 
um Denkmalpflege kümmert, das 
älteste Haus in Saint Peter Port und 
machte daraus einen Souvenir-Shop. 
Dann übernahm Caroline. „Als wir vor 
zwei Jahren die neuen Pächter wurden, 
wollten wir ein Geschäft daraus ma-
chen, in dem auch Einheimische gern 
einkaufen.“ Plastikbälle, aufblasbare 
Schwimmreifen und Kuscheltiere made 
in China mussten weichen. Heute liegen 
weiter hinten im Geschäft schwere 
Stoffe mit William-Morris-Drucken 
neben Spitzen-Tischdecken, Notizbü-
chern in Ledereinband mit dünnem 
Papier. Die selbst gemachten Marmela-
den stehen verstreut zwischen Fudge, 
Designer-Vasen und hübschen Tassen. 
Caroline scheint ein Faible für Tradi-
tionelles zu haben. Das Wunderbare an 
ihrem Laden ist, dass die Tradition so 
frisch daherkommt wie die Meeresbrise, 
die unaufhörlich um die Insel weht. 

Atlantik-Allerlei,  
fangfrisch serviert 
Unsere Tour endet in der Mill Street bei 
Ben Tustin, einem Mittdreißiger, der ein 
bisschen aussieht wie der britische 
Starkoch Heston Blumenthal und sich 
sichtlich freut, als er darauf angespro-
chen wird. Der ehemalige Banker hatte 
genug von Finanzgeschäften und grün-
dete mit seiner Frau Naomi „The Sea-
weed Food Company“. „Wir haben Mitte 
2017 angefangen, Algen zu sammeln. Die 
Idee war, daraus Dünger zu machen, wie 
es hier auf Guernsey üblich war, bevor 
es Chemikalien gab. Dann experimen-
tierte meine Frau mit Gewürzmischun-
gen. Getrocknete Algen sind nicht nur 
gesund, sie haben auch eine schöne  
Umami-Note.“ Fünf Sorten bietet die 
„Seaweed Food Company“ an, die vor 
allem Gemüsegerichten „den besonde-
ren Kick“ geben. 

Am frühen Abend treffe ich Ben zufällig 
vor dem „Le Nautique“ wieder. Er plau-
dert mit dem Restaurantbesitzer Gün-
ter, der eine Kiste mit verschiedenen 
Fischen in den Händen hält. „Der Fisch 
hier in Guernsey ist der beste der Welt“, 
sagt der Wirt, und Ben nickt zustim-
mend. „Kaum ein Fischer ist tagelang 
auf See wie die großen Trawler. Wenn 
abends der Tee kalt wird, kommen sie 
zurück.“ Günter lotst mich in sein 
Restaurant. „Haute Cuisine? Damit 
komme ich hier nicht weit.“ Günter 
Botzenhardt muss es wissen. Der hagere 
Mann mit dem schwäbisch-englischen 
Akzent kam 1982 auf die Insel. „Hier 
geht man gerne essen. Nicht nur freitags 

oder samstags, sondern auch montags. 
Und dann essen die Einheimischen am 
liebsten Meeresfrüchte. Den frisch 
gelieferten Fisch bereitet er schlicht 
leicht angebraten zu und serviert dazu 
klassische Saucen wie Hollandaise oder 
Beurre blanc. Überhaupt mag es Günter 
eher klassisch. „Lieber die Klassiker 
sehr gut zubereiten, als eine Chichi-Kü-
che mit Showeffekt, aber ohne Substanz. 
Geblieben ist der Ulmer, weil er sich in 
eine Guernseyanerin verliebt hat. „Und 
weil Richard mir hier die besten Jakobs-
muscheln der Welt liefert. Wenn er 
aufhört, gehe ich in Rente“, sagt Günter 
und zeigt aus dem Restaurantfenster 
Richtung Hafen. „Wenn du Glück hast, 
ist er gerade eingelaufen.“

Einfach mal abtauchen — 
seit mehr als 50 Jahren 
„Manchmal“, sagt Richard und fasst sich 
ans Kreuz, „zwickt es hier und da. Und 
das frühe Aufstehen fällt mir auch nicht 
mehr so leicht. Aber wer, wenn nicht 
wir, könnten Guernsey mit frischen 
Jakobsmuscheln versorgen?“ Richard 
Keen, 76 Jahre alt, steht an der Reling 
seines offenen Bootes, das sanft an der 
Kaimauer von Saint Peter Port schau-
kelt. Sein Kompagnon Jeffery, 73 Jahre 
alt, hebt Muschelschalen vom Deck auf. 
Vor einer halben Stunde haben sie 
festgemacht, mit rund 400 Jakobsmu-
scheln an Bord, die ausgelöst in einem 
Eimer liegen. „Jakobsmuscheln leben im 
Sand. Wir müssen sie nur wie Fallobst 
aufheben“, doziert Richard.

Seit 52 Jahren fahren die beiden 
Freunde raus aufs Meer – im Sommer 
wie im Winter –, ankern vor Guernsey, 
tauchen und sammeln Meeresfrüchte. 
Ganz früher nur in Badehosen, seit 
Längerem gönnen sich die beiden 
Guerns, wie sie sich selbst nennen, 
Neoprenanzüge und Sauerstoffflaschen. 
„Wir waren an keinem einzigen Tag 
krank, stimmt’s Jeff?“, ruft Richard. 
„Nun ja“, antwortet der Freund, „da ist 

VON  
BUCHT ZU

BUCHT 
DIE AUSSICHT 
BEWUNDERN

Wenn die Flut kommt: Pointe de la Moye im 
Süden der Insel Guernsey
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Vom Golfstrom 
begünstigt: 
Kräuter und 
Blumen blühen 
das ganze Jahr

doch die Sache mit unseren Herzen. 
Zuerst wurde bei dir ein kleiner Fehler 
gefunden und keine zwei Wochen später 
bei mir. Zufälle gibt’s. Aber mit dem 
Tauchen mussten wir nicht aufhören“, 
sagt Jeffery mit einer Gelassenheit, die 
nur jemand haben kann, der sein halbes 
Leben unter Wasser verbracht hat.

Rehbraune Schönheiten, die  
goldgelbe Milch liefern
Jedes Restaurant, das etwas auf sich 
hält, bietet Richards Scallops an. Im „Le 
Nautique“ mit Apfel-Sellerie-Vinaigrette, 
mit Zitronen-, Chili-, Algen- oder Knob-
lauchbutter im „Octopus“. Hier in der 
Havelet Bay, dem Ministrand von Saint 
Peter Port, ragt eine Konstruktion aus 
Stein, Glas und Holz wie eine Halbinsel 
ins Meer. Ich könnte auf der Terrasse 
sitzen, aber heute sind mir die Wellen zu 
hoch für ein gemütliches Mittagessen. 
Nur bin ich nicht die Einzige, die sich 
nicht von der Gischt nass spritzen lassen 
will, und so ist der Lärmpegel drinnen 
im „Octopus“ hoch. Familien mit kleinen 

Kindern, große Gruppen schwatzender 
Jugendlicher, Rentnerehepaare, die 
durch die bodentiefen Fenster aufs Meer 
schauen. Guernseyaner und Touristen 

sind anscheinend gleichermaßen ver-
rückt nach den Gerichten hier, die jeden 
Geschmack und die aktuellen Food-
Trends bedienen. 

Von der Hauptstadt aus führt ein 
dicht gesponnenes Straßennetz ins 

Hinterland und von Bucht zu Bucht. Ich 
fahre durch hügeliges Grün, an klein-
teiligen Äckern und Koppeln vorbei, die 
von Hecken und Knicks eingerahmt 
sind. An den schmaleren Straßen wach-
sen die Baumreihen oben zu einem 
Blätterbaldachin zusammen. Es geht 
durch Orte mit französischen Namen 
wie Les Clercs, Beaucamps de Bas und 
Calais. Mein Ziel aber liegt in einem Dorf 
mit englischem Namen: das Sausmarez 
Manor in Saint Martin. Jeden Samstag 
findet im Park des Herrenhauses ein 
Bauernmarkt statt. Heute sind nur drei 
Stände aufgebaut – aus Respekt vor der 
Queen, die in der Nacht zuvor gestorben 
ist, sind die meisten Händler zu Hause 
geblieben. „Man fühle sich mit England 
sehr verbunden“ steht auf einem Plakat. 

Guernsey ist, wie alle Kanalinseln, 
auch in politischer Hinsicht ein exzent-
rischer Sonderfall. Zu Beginn des  
13. Jahrhunderts, als König Johann 
Ohneland die Normandie an Frankreich 
verlor, hatte Guernsey die Wahl und 
entschied sich für die Zugehörigkeit zu 
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England. Als Vogtei hat sie ein eigenes 
Recht, ein eigenes Parlament und eine 
eigene Währung. Dem britischen  
Königshaus ist sie trotzdem unterstellt. 

Zumindest ist der Tearoom des 
Herrenhauses geöffnet. Ein lichtes 
Gartenhaus mit Aussicht auf den über-
bordenden Garten, in dem die Pflanzen 
unbändig wuchern. Inmitten der Mi-
schung aus Vintage-Café und Garten- 
Shop wuselt die Bedienung zwischen 
den voll besetzen Tischen hin und her 
und serviert Gâche. Diesmal ist der 
Kuchen getoastet und noch so warm, 
dass die löwenzahngelbe Butter darauf 
schmilzt und auf den Teller fließt. „Die 
gute Guernsey-Butter“, ruft sie mir nicht 
ohne Stolz im Vorbeigehen zu.

Egal mit wem man sich hier auf der 
Insel über Essen unterhält, irgendwann 
kommt das Thema auf die Guernsey- 
Kühe. Eine eigene Rasse, rehbraun mit 
schlanker Statur und ein Wunder an 

Milchleistung. Die 1500 Rinder, die von 
den elf Milch-Bauernhöfen gehalten 
werden, genießen auf der Insel das 
Privileg besten Weidefutters an frischer 
Seeluft. Die legendäre goldgelbe Farbe 
ihrer Milch kommt durch das Karotin, 
das diese Rasse nicht ausscheidet.

Vis-à-vis liegt Herm, die 
kleine Schwesterinsel
„Ein bisschen ist es hier wie Bullerbü“, 
sagt Kathleen Letherbarrow, „jeder 
schaut nach jedem, und die Türen 
werden nie abgeschlossen. Alle, die zu 
uns nach Herm kommen, kennen nach 
kürzester Zeit die Bewohner hier.“ 

Mit der Fähre bin ich hinüber auf die 
kleinste der bewohnten Kanalinseln 
gefahren. Gerade mal 20 Bootsminuten 
liegen zwischen den Inseln, und tatsäch-
lich scheinen es Welten zu sein. Herm ist 
knapp zweieinhalb Kilometer lang und 
800 Meter breit. Sie besitzt alles, was 

Erholungssuchende für einen entspann-
ten Strand- und Badeurlaub brauchen: 
feinen weißen Sand im Norden, eine 
Steilküste im Süden und Palmen. Es gibt 
keine Autos auf der Insel und ein schö-
nes, traditionell englisches Hotel, das 
„White House“, das die deutsche Kath-
leen Letherbarrow leitet. 

Wir sitzen im Speisesaal, trinken Tee 
und essen Cheesecake. Ein dicker 
Teppich dämpft die Schritte der Hotel-
bewohner, die durch den Raum zum 
Pool schlendern, neben uns breitet eine 
Kellnerin weiße Leinendecken auf den 
Tischen aus. Kathleen kommt aus „dem 
tiefsten Thüringen“, ging nach Schott-
land, um ihr Englisch aufzubessern, 
heiratete einen Engländer und setzte 
2017 mit Ehemann und drei Kindern 

Eine Oase für EnglandFans und 
so herrlich altmodisch:  
In ihrem „The Victorian Parlour“ 
mitten in der Altstadt wiegt 
Caroline Drake Bonbons ab

1 Ben Tustin könnte glatt als 
Heston Blumenthals Doppel
gänger durchgehen. Der 
ehemalige Banker sammelt 
und trocknet Algen und 
verarbeitet sie zu Gewürzmi
schungen 2 Nicht umsonst 
preisgekrönt: das Algensalz, 
mal mit, mal ohne Chili
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Kein Seemannsgarn: 
Netze und Leinen  
im Hafen von  
Saint Peter Port 

GUERNSEYS SCHÄTZE 
Geschäfte und  
Restaurants
Victorian Shop and Parlour Kein 
Krimskrams, sondern mit Liebe aus
gesuchte Stücke. Von Marmelade bis 
Fudge, von Teekannen bis Kissen —  
Englandfans und Nostalgiker werden 
hier glücklich. 26 Cornet Street,  
St. Peter Port, Guernsey 
www.nationaltrust.gg/places/ 
victorianshopparlour

The Seaweed Food Company  
Schön als Souvenir: Gewürzmischun
gen mit Algen, die in Guernsey  
gesammelt werden. 34 Mill Street,  
St. Peter Port, Guernsey  
Tel. 0044/07781/12 03 91  
www.theseaweedfoodcompany.com

Le Nautique Der Deutsche Günter  
Botzenhardt führt das zentral gele
gene Restaurant mit Blick auf den 
Yachthafen. Viel Fisch und Seafood, 
auf hohem Niveau zubereitet.  
Quay Steps, St. Peter Port, Guernsey  
Tel. 0044/1481/72 17 14  
www.lenautiquerestaurant.co.uk

Octopus Beliebtes Lokal, Fisch und 
Schalentiere, die kreativ und sehr fein 
zubereitet werden, auch die Trend 
Gerichte wie Ramen und Vegetarisches. 
Lichtdurchflutetes Wintergarten

ambiente, entspannte, aufmerksame 
Bedienung. Havelet Bay, St. Peter Port, 
Guernsey, Tel.0044/1481/72 24 00 
www.octopusgsy.co.uk

Farmers Market/Sausmarez Manor 
Der Bauernmarkt findet jeden Sams
tag zwischen 9 und 12 Uhr statt.  
Neben Lebensmitteln auch Pflanzen, 
Kunst und Schmuck. Sehenswert: der 
Skulpturenpark und das Herrenhaus. 
Es lohnt sich, im Tearoom zu pausie
ren. Rte de Sausmarez, Saint Martin, 
Guernsey, Tel. 0044/1481/ 23 55 71  
www.sausmarez.co.uk

The White House Hotel auf der Insel 
Herm, sehr gut geführt. Zwei Restau
rants: „The Conservatory“ bietet Fine 
Dining an; „The Ships Inn“ entspanntes 
PubFood. Auch Afternoon Tea wird 
hier serviert. Herm Island, Tel. 0044/ 
01481/75 00 00, www.herm.com

Surf & Turf Alles, was das Feinschme
ckerherz begehrt, unbedingt hinge
hen. Wein, Brot und frisch gekochten 
Hummer kaufen, Picknick am Strand 
machen! Castle Pier, St. Peter Port, 
Guernsey, Tel. 0044/1481/72 27 07

Christies Brasserie mit unkomplizier
ten Gerichten, liegt in der Haupt
einkaufsstraße von Saint Peter Port.  
Le Pollet, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, 

Tel. 0044/01481/72 66 24  
www.thechristiesgroup.gg

Rocquette Cider Im Hinterland wach
sen köstliche Äpfel, hier werden sie zu 
Cider vergoren. Die Manufaktur bietet 
Führungen an. Die Fahrt dorthin durch 
die Landschaft ist wunderschön.  
Les Fauxquets de Haut, Rue des Faux
quets, Castel, Guernsey  
Tel. 0044/1481/23 41 11 

La Fregate Sehr gutes, empfehlens
wertes Hotel, großzügige Zimmer, 
beste Ausstattung und freundlicher 
Service. Unbedingt ein Zimmer mit  
Meeresblick buchen! Die Restaurant
küche ist auf der Höhe der Zeit.  
Les Côtils, St. Peter Port, Guernsey 
Tel. 0044/1481/72 46 24 
www.lafregatehotel.com 

Stadtführungen Soo Wellfair ist eine 
herzliche und kompetente Stadtführe
rin. Die FoodieTour ist lohnenswert, 
Soo bietet auch Küstenwanderungen 
an. Ihre ebenso herzliche Kollegin 
Gabriele Betley kommt aus Deutsch
land, hat mich auf Herms begleitet 
und mich mit wertvollen Infos gefüt
tert. Kontakt über  
www.guernseyguidedtours.com  
Mehr Infos zu den Inseln und  
Wegweiser für die Reiseplanung:  
www.visitguernsey.com
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Manchmal genügt ein Rätsel, um sich kurzfristig zu entspannen. Falls Sie jedoch eine längere 
Auszeit und zugleich vielfältige Spitzenküche genießen möchten, ist eine unvergesslich 
schöne Kreuzfahrt die beste Option. Mit Mein Schiff  ® können Sie Reisen erleben, die Sie ganz 
nach Ihrem Gusto gestalten können. In einem erstklassigen Ambiente werden sich Ihnen 
nicht nur kulinarisch neue Horizonte eröff nen.

Unter allen Teilnehmenden wird eine siebentägige Westeuropa-Reise an Bord der Mein Schiff   3 mit Balkonkabine für 
zwei Personen verlost (30.08.–06.09.24). Das Gewinnspiel fi ndet vom 01.09.2023 bis zum 03.10.2023 statt. Teilnahme-
schluss ist der 03.10.2023 um 23:59 Uhr. Veranstalter des Gewinnspiels und verantwortlich für dessen Planung, 
Organisation und Durchführung ist die TUI Cruises GmbH, Heidenkampsweg 58, 20097 Hamburg. Alle weiteren 
Teilnahmebedingungen fi nden Sie unter: 
meinschiff .com/jeder-moment-eine-reise-fuer-sich/gewinnspiel/teilnahmebedingungen-und-datenschutzhinweise

Ein Wort zum Genuss
An Bord der Mein Schiff  ® Flotte können Sie das Steuer einfach mal aus der 

Hand geben und den Alltag hinter sich lassen. Entspannung, kulinarische Ge-

nüsse oder beeindruckende Erlebnisse – auf den Kreuzfahrten ist „jeder Mo-

ment eine Reise für sich“. Die Mein Schiff  ® Premium-Inklusivleistungen runden 

das anspruchsvolle Wohlfühlkonzept ab

Der Weg zum 
Gewinnspiel

Per QR-Code oder über 
meinschiff .com/gewinnspiel

�������

Lösungswort:
1 52 63 74 8 9 10 11

7

3 5

9

2

10

6 11

8

1
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Gewinnen 
Sie eine 
unvergessliche 
Kreuzfahrt für 2 Personen
Die Route „7 Nächte – Westeuropa mit 
Rotterdam“ von und nach Bremerhaven 
steuert insgesamt vier Hafenstädte in den 
Niederlanden, in Belgien und Frankreich 
an. Zu gewinnen ist die unvergessliche Rei-
se für zwei Personen auf Mein Schiff 3 vom 
30.08. bis 06.09.2024 in einer groß-
zügigen Balkonkabine.

Jetzt 
Wohlfühlzeit 

gewinnen
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25 brilliant walking holidays
Italy’s romantic 
Cinque Terre, 
Crete’s epic gorge 
and Spain’s rural 
Andalusia all make 
for inspiring walks, 
says Richard Mellor

N
ot everyone is ready for
autumn, but its arrival
leaves walkers like me
weak at the pole-
supported knees. First
reason: the weather. 
Not only will summer’s

heat and humidity soon recede to 
moderate temperatures more conducive 
to hiking, but footpaths should still be 
mud-free. 

Then there’s the absence of crowds. 
Perhaps some ramblers relish throngs 
— those who tackle Snowdonia on a 
summer Saturday certainly seem to — 
but most of us don’t. Autumn doesn’t 
necessarily guarantee tranquillity, but 
you’ve got much-bolstered odds outside 
the school holidays.

Autumn is additionally a time of 
gastronomic plenty: in Europe, chestnuts,
porcini and saffron come into season, 
while truffles are sniffed out and 
grapes picked. As demonstrated 
here by tours to Piedmont and 
the Dordogne, some walking-
holiday operators take food as 
seriously as footpaths. 

Wildlife-lover? Head to 
Canada, the Republic of Ireland 
and Finland for, respectively, 
grizzly bears, rutting red deer 
and friendly reindeer, or to the 
Bhutanese valleys to which sacred 
cranes migrate. 

Let’s not forget the season’s trump 
card. Meadows, moors, woods and 
forests that turn brilliant, blazing shades 

of ruby, russet and butterscotch. With 
a little luck, hikes across Europe from 

Andalusia to Slovenia should all 
supply captivating shows.

Europe is the obvious and
easiest place to visit, but don’t
discount going further afield.
This is also a fine time to roam
part of Japan’s coast, to head 
for the Himalayas, or to follow
the Jordan Trail to Petra. Nor
should you ignore the southern
hemisphere: whale sightings will

soon accompany walks in South
Africa, while Bolivia’s chunk of the

Andes yields some serious, sublime

Great walks next page

A chapel in the Sierra 
de Aracena, Andalusia 
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Japan’s Pacific coast 
path
Undertaking the entire 637-mile 
Michinoku Coastal Trail might be a 
stretch, so why not just do its most 
varied section on a small-group tour? 
Walking from Hachinohe to Kesennuma 
in northeastern Japan’s volcanic Tohoku 
region, you’ll stride past beaches and 
white sandstone cliffs to ravines, fishing 
hamlets and Shinto shrines. Some nights 
are spent at inns with hot-spring baths. 
Between humid summer and snowy 
winter, autumn is the optimum time.
Details Eight nights’ half-board from 
£2,494pp, including transport and 
luggage transfers; departing on October 
14 (walkjapan.com). Fly to Tokyo

A scenic walk around 
the Republic of Ireland’s 
Kerry peninsula
Red deer stags in Killarney National 
Park rut during autumn and, even if you 
don’t witness males locking horns, you’ll 

hear their haunting bellows. Killarney 
marks the start of a self-guided walking 
tour around the Kerry peninsula in the 
southwest of the Republic of Ireland, 
while later days deliver sandy shores and 
bronzing oaks before a ferry to Skellig 
Michael’s ancient island monastery. You 
then head inland as narrow passes 
precede emerald-coloured valleys before 
finishing at the village of Caherdaniel.
Details Seven nights’ B&B from £1,140pp, 

including transport, luggage transfers 
and some extra meals 
(celtictrailswalkingholidays.co.uk). Fly 
to Kerry

Corsican stroll to 
the sea
As part of this itinerary, self-guided 
trampers gradually descend to the sea, 
covering between five and nine miles a 
day. Beyond the old capital of Corte, 
mountain passes and pine forests give 
way to natural swimming pools. A 
lavender-scented, zig-zagging gorge 
path comes next, complete with sunset 
views over the Gulf of Porto, before you 
arrive in the flower-bedecked mountain 
village of Oto. On the last day you reach 
h li C l d Pi d

the startling Calanques de Piana and 
granite needles that turn a pinkish tone 
in low sunlight.
Details Six nights’ B&B from £810pp, 
including transfers and two dinners 
(thenaturaladventure.com). Fly 
to Ajaccio

Cinque Terre, Liguria
After 11 years of closure following 
landslides, the Cinque Terre’s Via 
dell’Amore (Way of Love) between 
Riomaggiore and Manarola has 
partially reopened. Access is confined 
to the initial section through 
pre-booked multilingual tours that will 
be available until September 30 (£5; 

viadellamore.info). On this self-guided 
trip there’s a free day to experience the 
Way of Love on a route that takes in 
three other multicoloured villages, 
including chichi Vernazza. 
Details Five nights’ B&B from 
£690pp, including transport 
(walkersbritain.co.uk). Fly to Pisa 
or Genoa

A walking festival on 
Guernsey
Guernsey holds an Autumn Walking 
Festival from September 16 to October 1 
(visitguernsey.com). The beach-lined 
Channel Island usually remains mild 
until after that as auburn foliage colours 
Saumarez Park. Sign up for rambles led 
by local experts, then undertake a 
self-guided trot that additionally visits 
Sark and Herm. Among its highlights 
are Nazi artillery towers and seascapes 
that inspired Renoir; you might spot a 
seal too.
Details Seven nights’ B&B from 
£940pp, including transport and 
luggage transfers (utracks.com). Fly to 
St Peter Port

Roam the outback
Bone-dry creek beds, natural mountain 
amphitheatres and kangaroos 
characterise the 28-mile Arkaba Walk, a 
three-night journey encompassing the 
Flinders Range in South Australia’s 

outback. Undertaken with guides, it’s 
especially rewarding in spring (our 
autumn) as wildflowers proliferate and 

hi k h h B i

emu chicks hatch. Between staying at 
the Arkaba Conservancy’s luxurious 
1850s homestead, you’ll eat three-course 
campfire meals before falling asleep 
alfresco on elevated “star bed” platforms. 
Enjoy it within a wider itinerary taking 
in Sydney and Adelaide.
Details Nine nights’ B&B from £5,529pp, 
including all transfers and activities, and 
some extra meals (redsavannah.com). 
Fly to Sydney

A walking safari in 
Zambia
Zambia’s South Luangwa National Park 
is renowned for its immersive walking 
options, and this tailor-made itinerary 
has visitors striding around the distinct 
landscapes circling three luxurious, 
remote camps. Autumn is peak viewing 
season as the drying bush aids sightings; 
leopards, lions and wild dogs are all 
prolific here. Armed veteran guides 
ensure you’ll be perfectly safe, and river 
cruises and drives are also available. 
Details Seven nights’ full board from 
£9,999pp, including all flights, transfers 
and safari activities 
(theluxurysafaricompany.com) 

A great Greek gorge
At one point, the Samaria Gorge tapers 

to an alley-like width between 300m 
cliffs, but ramblers can squeeze through 
on bridges and elevated boardwalks. A 
Unesco-protected biosphere reserve, the 
ten-mile chasm headlines a guided 
walking holiday in eastern Crete, which 
also promises ancient ruins, beaches and 
routes through the White Mountains via 
tavernas serving homemade lemonade. 
By mid-autumn, Crete’s crowds thin and 
a sense of authenticity returns.

Details Seven nights’ half-board from 
£1,379pp, including flights and transport; 
departing on October 7 and 14 
(hfholidays.co.uk) 

Entry-level Nepal
Enticed by dry climes that usually yield 
crisp, clear panoramas of the Himalayas, 
trekkers besiege Everest Base Camp in 
autumn. Leave them to it in favour of 
this easier, quieter trekking tour across 
Ganesh Himal, a sub-range with four 
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RENOIR’S 
GUERNSEY
The impressionist’s time 

on the island proved a 

turning point in his work. 

As an exhibition opens in 

its capital, Sarah Gillespie 

follows his brushstrokes

I
’ve always felt that 
the sea was made for
impressionists, and
impressionists for the
sea. Light brushes the

waves with skittering strokes, 
the colours forever shifting. 
Claude Monet, Édouard 
Manet and Berthe Morisot 
dedicated much of their 
careers to capturing its 
caprices. And it was the sea 
— or, more specifically, the 
Channel — that was there for 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir when 
he needed it.

It was 1883 and Renoir — 
then 42, having made his 
name in portraiture and 
Parisian society scenes — 
was having an identity crisis. 
“I had wrung impressionism 
dry and had come to the 
conclusion that I knew 

neither how to paint nor 
how to draw,” he wrote to his 
art dealer, Ambroise Vollard. 

Then, in September of that
year, Renoir spent five weeks 
on Guernsey, and the 15 
works that he created on the 
Channel Island — most of 
them depictions of Moulin 
Huet Bay — would for ever 
alter the course of his career. 

An exhibition that opened
yesterday at the Candie 
Museum on Guernsey is 
showing ten of those pieces 
(until December 17; £10; 
artforguernsey.com). The 
bailiwick has an emerging 
food scene and its beaches 
and Second World War history 
have long drawn visitors, 
but I’m here for a couple of 
days’ immersion in Renoir’s 
Guernsey, starting with a 

preview of the exhibition.
On the day of my visit 

the front-page story in The 
Guernsey Press and Star is 
a suspected case of mistaken 
identity: new research 
suggests that the Renoir 
painting Baie de Salerne may 
portray a place in Guernsey 
rather than in Italy. And 
they’re not as different as 
you might think — as my plane 
descends over the island 
I’m surrounded by Bermuda 
shorts and pasty legs ready 
for temperatures in the 20s; 
out of the window I can see 
a seagull-white cruise ship 
in an ultramarine sea.

An hour later at the Candie
Museum in St Peter Port, the 
capital, David Ummels is 
holding up his phone in front 
of the painting, displaying a 

photo of the coast between 
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Renoir’s residence in town 
and Moulin Huet Bay, while 

looking at me with an 
expression that says, “I told 
you so.” And I can see his point
— the outline is identical.

Ummels founded the Art 
for Guernsey charity seven 
years ago. Along with Cyrille 
Sciama — director of the 
Musée des Impressionnismes 
in Giverny, northern France 
— he has been instrumental 
in bringing all but two of 
the paintings here for the 
Renoir exhibition (Paysage 
de Bretagne, Guernsey is 
usually in the permanent 
exhibition at the Candie; 

Rochers de Guernesey avec 
personnages has been in the 
Art for Guernsey gallery since 
2020). The other seven are 
on loan from museums as far 
afield as Cincinnati.

Almost all are landscapes.
“[Renoir] wanted to move into 
landscapes because he felt he 
would find more freedom,” 
Ummels says. “Portraiture is 
magnificent too, but at some 
point any artist spending ten 
years on a topic will feel 
they’re done. I think it was the 
beginning of something that 
lasted the next three decades.”

He shows me Brouillard 
á Guernsey (Fog on Guernsey), 
featuring a maroon hill 
stippled against a pink sky. 
“Light is a currency in 
Guernsey,” he says. “Islanders 
talk about sunset, sunrise, 
high tide, low tide, ‘five 
o’clock on my way back from 
work’ — everybody has a view. 
There is something so special 
about the light; every
single artist we bring here 
understands why.”

Many of the works were 
painted in situ. In La Baie du 
Moulin Huet, Guernsey Renoir 

added figures to the seascape 
while the paint was still wet, 
smearing pink flesh into blue 
ocean. Baigneuse assise sur 

h (

un rocher (Bather Seated on 
a Rock) is a more detailed 
study of a nude bather at 
Moulin Huet Bay. “That came 
as a shock to him, because it 
wasn’t what he was expecting 
from Victorian puritanism, 
and certainly not what he 
was used to seeing on the 
other side of the sea,” Ummels 
says. “It brought him back to 
antiquity, to the old masters, 
and he felt that he would paint 

nudes into landscapes. The 
next two decades of his career 
were pretty much about 
nudes. It’s great for us that 
he found a bit of inspiration 
from our landscape and 
peculiar habits.”

Walking through St Peter 
Port I pass cobalt-blue 
postboxes and a primary 
school called Notre Dame; 
a bus screeches past bound 
for Bordeaux Harbour, in 
the northeast of the island. 
Guernsey was part of the 
Duchy of Normandy until 
1204 and is now a British 

Crown Dependency — neither 
fully French nor fully British. 
At the end of the pier is the 
13th-century Castle Cornet, 
built as a defence against 
French attacks. 

At the Art for Guernsey 
gallery I catch an exhibition 
by the local photographer 
Paul Chambers. Ummels told 
me that Renoir refused to see 
photographers as real artists, 
so Chambers has tried to 
capture Moulin Huet Bay using 
only the analogue technology 
that would have been available 
in 1883 — the monochrome 

images blaze and blur, their 
edges weeping chemical black 
(until November 25; free).

As the lights of the harbour
in St Peter Port wink on I 
search for dinner. In a letter 
to Paul-Antoine Bérard, his 
most important patron, 
Renoir praised Guernsey’s 
“steak and ale at manageable 

prices”, so I check whether 
this holds true at Red, where 
the lampshades are green 
velvet and steaks are weighed 
in grams, not ounces. They 
are excellent, and indeed 
Continued on page 10→
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“Oh, hundreds,” she says 
when I ask her how many 
she has of Moulin Huet Bay. 
“Though Renoir was here 
for only a short time he must 
have seen a huge variety in 
the light. It’s never the same.”

Sarah Gillespie was a guest 
of Visit Guernsey (visit 
guernsey.com). The Old 
Government House Hotel 
& Spa has B&B doubles from 
£252; two nights’ room only 
including exhibition tickets, 
a dinner and an afternoon 
tea, from £320pp (theogh 
hotel.com). Fly to Guernsey 

Scan a QR code and a Sciama 
audio guide booms from your 
phone. We see the landscapes 
that Renoir saw, but also the 
liberties he took with them — 
a rock moved here; a house 
placed there.

We arrive at the newly 
refurbished Renoir Tea 
Garden for herbal tea and 
gâche, a Guernésiais cake 
with mixed peel and dried 
fruits. Brouillard á Guernsey 
was painted in this spot. 

I laugh at Girard, who 
despite her decades of 
guiding has taken dozens 
of photos and is taking more. 

→Continued from page 9

reasonably priced; the 
(French) gamay wine has 
a bouquet of leather and oak 
(mains from £19; red.gg).

The next morning, from my
room at the Old Government 
House Hotel, I see a hole 
opening in the sky and a shaft 
of sunlight bursts through this 
perfect circle in the clouds, 
showering St Peter Port in 
golden rays. It’s there for 
seconds then closes, and 
I’m beginning to think 
that Guernsey follows 
laws tethered to art 
rather than physics.

The local tour 
guide Gill Girard 
meets me at the hotel 
reception. As we drive 
to Moulin Huet Bay I 
see that the skies have 
clouded over and I feel 
a pang of disappointment, 
knowing that I won’t see 
it as Renoir did. But the 
moment we park above the 
bay my suspicion that this 
place is a law unto itself is 
confirmed — the sun has 
broken through again, 
bathing it in light. The sea, 
a sort of intense green-blue, 
appears to glow from within; 
close up, the waves are slick 
like oil paint, their edges 
etched in silver. Vermilion 

nasturtiums coat the granite 
cliffs, releasing their peppery 
scent as the sunshine warms 
them through.

We follow the Renoir Trail,
another Art for Guernsey 
initiative (group tours from 
£20pp; gillgirardtourguide. 
com). Steel frames outline the 
locations of paintings next to 
prints of the original works. 

Right, the 

harbour at 

St Peter Port; 

below, a Renoir 

depiction of 

Moulin Huet Bay 
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RENOIR’S 
GUERNSEY
The impressionist’s time 

on the island proved a 

turning point in his work. 

As an exhibition opens in 

its capital, Sarah Gillespie 

follows his brushstrokes

I
’ve always felt that 
the sea was made for
impressionists, and
impressionists for the
sea. Light brushes the

waves with skittering strokes, 
the colours forever shifting. 
Claude Monet, Édouard 
Manet and Berthe Morisot 
dedicated much of their 
careers to capturing its 
caprices. And it was the sea 
— or, more specifically, the 
Channel — that was there for 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir when 
he needed it.

It was 1883 and Renoir — 
then 42, having made his 
name in portraiture and 
Parisian society scenes — 
was having an identity crisis. 
“I had wrung impressionism 
dry and had come to the 
conclusion that I knew 

neither how to paint nor 
how to draw,” he wrote to his 
art dealer, Ambroise Vollard. 

Then, in September of that
year, Renoir spent five weeks 
on Guernsey, and the 15 
works that he created on the 
Channel Island — most of 
them depictions of Moulin 
Huet Bay — would for ever 
alter the course of his career. 

An exhibition that opened
yesterday at the Candie 
Museum on Guernsey is 
showing ten of those pieces 
(until December 17; £10; 
artforguernsey.com). The 
bailiwick has an emerging 
food scene and its beaches 
and Second World War history 
have long drawn visitors, 
but I’m here for a couple of 
days’ immersion in Renoir’s 
Guernsey, starting with a 

preview of the exhibition.
On the day of my visit 

the front-page story in The 
Guernsey Press and Star is 
a suspected case of mistaken 
identity: new research 
suggests that the Renoir 
painting Baie de Salerne may 
portray a place in Guernsey 
rather than in Italy. And 
they’re not as different as 
you might think — as my plane 
descends over the island 
I’m surrounded by Bermuda 
shorts and pasty legs ready 
for temperatures in the 20s; 
out of the window I can see 
a seagull-white cruise ship 
in an ultramarine sea.

An hour later at the Candie
Museum in St Peter Port, the 
capital, David Ummels is 
holding up his phone in front 
of the painting, displaying a 

photo of the coast between 
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Sun and fun: 
holiday deals 
to book now
This week, Richard 
Mellor finds bargain 
trips including tapas 
in Spain and Maya 
ruins in Mexico
UK

Wine estate stay in Gloucestershire

Autumn is the most exciting time at 
wineries, as grapes are harvested and 
new wines take shape. At the idyllic 
Three Choirs Vineyards in 
Gloucestershire, it’s also a reasonably 
priced time to stay. Bedding down in 
contemporary rooms or wooden lodges 
whose windows face the vines — and 
with easy access to the Brasserie 
restaurant (tapas £5.50-£19) and wine-
tasting sessions (£20pp) — you’ll spend 
40 per cent less between Wednesdays 
and Sundays in October if using the 
code WINTER. B&B doubles are from 
£154 (three-choirs-vineyards.co.uk).

Relax in Rutland in a fine hotel

Relaunched in May as a sibling to The 
Retreat Elcot Park — the reigning Times 
and Sunday Times hotel of the year, no 
less — the Barnsdale has brought serious
cool to England’s smallest county, 
Rutland. Close to lovely Rutland Water 
and its Normanton Church, the hotel’s 
revamped 46-room Georgian hunting 
l d ff

lodge now offers an arty, contemporary 
country vibe and serves unfussy food. 
During October and November, half-
board doubles on Sunday nights will cost 
from only £140 — a saving of at least 
£200 (barnsdalerutland.com).

Doggie discounts in Suffolk

Extended until the end of November, 
a “Dogs go free” deal at the Swan at 
Lavenham means it is waiving its usual 
£10 per night charge for Fido or Buddy. 
This half-timbered Suffolk hotel provides
treats for four-legged guests, and they’re 
welcome in the brasserie and bar. There’s 
a spa (humans only), just the ticket after 
a country walk or saunter around 
Lavenham, a timewarp village of 
medieval buildings. B&B doubles from 
£150 (theswanatlavenham.co.uk).

EUROPE 
Guernsey getaway

Numerous Guernsey restaurants will 
be serving £10 meals during October 

(tennerfest.com) as a Renoir exhibition 
that runs until December 17 marks 
1 h

140 years since the impressionist artist 
stayed on the Channel Island 
(£12; artforguernsey.com). Condor 
Ferries is also offering free nights at 
certain Guernsey hotels all month, 
including the half-term holidays. Among 
them is the Driftwood Inn, with 
bleached-wood bedrooms, bistro food 
and a terrace positioned for sunsets over 
Perelle Bay. The deal means you get five 
nights’ B&B in a double for the price of 
four, from £638 including return foot-
passenger ferry tickets for two from 
Portsmouth (condorferries.co.uk). 

Culture and tapas in Malaga

With its Pompidou gallery outpost and 
pastel-tone buildings, the southern 
Spanish city of Malaga is lovely in 
October. Days remain warm, sunshine 
lasts until 8pm and indoor markets are 
piled with pasas de Malaga: delicious 
raisins with denomination of origin 
status. Stay close to the best tapas bars 
at the mazy old town’s Salles Malaga 
Centro, a good-quality hotel with a 
rooftop pool and bar. Departing from 
Belfast (other airports possible for a 

ll l ) O b 20
or a 
0
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holiday deals 
to book now
This week, Richard 
Mellor finds bargain 
trips including tapas 
in Spain and Maya 
ruins in Mexico
UK

Wine estate stay in Gloucestershire

Autumn is the most exciting time at 
wineries, as grapes are harvested and 
new wines take shape. At the idyllic 
Three Choirs Vineyards in 
Gloucestershire, it’s also a reasonably 
priced time to stay. Bedding down in 
contemporary rooms or wooden lodges 
whose windows face the vines — and 
with easy access to the Brasserie 
restaurant (tapas £5.50-£19) and wine-
tasting sessions (£20pp) — you’ll spend 
40 per cent less between Wednesdays 
and Sundays in October if using the 
code WINTER. B&B doubles are from 
£154 (three-choirs-vineyards.co.uk).

Relax in Rutland in a fine hotel

Relaunched in May as a sibling to The 
Retreat Elcot Park — the reigning Times 
and Sunday Times hotel of the year, no 
less — the Barnsdale has brought serious
cool to England’s smallest county, 
Rutland. Close to lovely Rutland Water 
and its Normanton Church, the hotel’s 
revamped 46-room Georgian hunting 
l d ff

lodge now offers an arty, contemporary 
country vibe and serves unfussy food. 
During October and November, half-
board doubles on Sunday nights will cost 
from only £140 — a saving of at least 
£200 (barnsdalerutland.com).

Doggie discounts in Suffolk

Extended until the end of November, 
a “Dogs go free” deal at the Swan at 
Lavenham means it is waiving its usual 
£10 per night charge for Fido or Buddy. 
This half-timbered Suffolk hotel provides
treats for four-legged guests, and they’re 
welcome in the brasserie and bar. There’s 
a spa (humans only), just the ticket after 
a country walk or saunter around 
Lavenham, a timewarp village of 
medieval buildings. B&B doubles from 
£150 (theswanatlavenham.co.uk).

EUROPE 
Guernsey getaway

Numerous Guernsey restaurants will 
be serving £10 meals during October 

(tennerfest.com) as a Renoir exhibition 
that runs until December 17 marks 
1 h

140 years since the impressionist artist 
stayed on the Channel Island 
(£12; artforguernsey.com). Condor 
Ferries is also offering free nights at 
certain Guernsey hotels all month, 
including the half-term holidays. Among 
them is the Driftwood Inn, with 
bleached-wood bedrooms, bistro food 
and a terrace positioned for sunsets over 
Perelle Bay. The deal means you get five 
nights’ B&B in a double for the price of 
four, from £638 including return foot-
passenger ferry tickets for two from 
Portsmouth (condorferries.co.uk). 

Culture and tapas in Malaga

With its Pompidou gallery outpost and 
pastel-tone buildings, the southern 
Spanish city of Malaga is lovely in 
October. Days remain warm, sunshine 
lasts until 8pm and indoor markets are 
piled with pasas de Malaga: delicious 
raisins with denomination of origin 
status. Stay close to the best tapas bars 
at the mazy old town’s Salles Malaga 
Centro, a good-quality hotel with a 
rooftop pool and bar. Departing from 
Belfast (other airports possible for a 
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Wine estate stay in Gloucestershire

Autumn is the most exciting time at 
wineries, as grapes are harvested and 
new wines take shape. At the idyllic 
Three Choirs Vineyards in 
Gloucestershire, it’s also a reasonably 
priced time to stay. Bedding down in 
contemporary rooms or wooden lodges 
whose windows face the vines — and 
with easy access to the Brasserie 
restaurant (tapas £5.50-£19) and wine-
tasting sessions (£20pp) — you’ll spend 
40 per cent less between Wednesdays 
and Sundays in October if using the 
code WINTER. B&B doubles are from 
£154 (three-choirs-vineyards.co.uk).

Relax in Rutland in a fine hotel

Relaunched in May as a sibling to The 
Retreat Elcot Park — the reigning Times 
and Sunday Times hotel of the year, no 
less — the Barnsdale has brought serious
cool to England’s smallest county, 
Rutland. Close to lovely Rutland Water 
and its Normanton Church, the hotel’s 
revamped 46-room Georgian hunting 
l d ff

lodge now offers an arty, contemporary 
country vibe and serves unfussy food. 
During October and November, half-
board doubles on Sunday nights will cost 
from only £140 — a saving of at least 
£200 (barnsdalerutland.com).

Doggie discounts in Suffolk

Extended until the end of November, 
a “Dogs go free” deal at the Swan at 
Lavenham means it is waiving its usual 
£10 per night charge for Fido or Buddy. 
This half-timbered Suffolk hotel provides
treats for four-legged guests, and they’re 
welcome in the brasserie and bar. There’s 
a spa (humans only), just the ticket after 
a country walk or saunter around 
Lavenham, a timewarp village of 
medieval buildings. B&B doubles from 
£150 (theswanatlavenham.co.uk).

EUROPE 
Guernsey getaway

Numerous Guernsey restaurants will 
be serving £10 meals during October 

(tennerfest.com) as a Renoir exhibition 
that runs until December 17 marks 
1 h

140 years since the impressionist artist 
stayed on the Channel Island 
(£12; artforguernsey.com). Condor 
Ferries is also offering free nights at 
certain Guernsey hotels all month, 
including the half-term holidays. Among 
them is the Driftwood Inn, with 
bleached-wood bedrooms, bistro food 
and a terrace positioned for sunsets over 
Perelle Bay. The deal means you get five 
nights’ B&B in a double for the price of 
four, from £638 including return foot-
passenger ferry tickets for two from 
Portsmouth (condorferries.co.uk). 

Culture and tapas in Malaga

With its Pompidou gallery outpost and 
pastel-tone buildings, the southern 
Spanish city of Malaga is lovely in 
October. Days remain warm, sunshine 
lasts until 8pm and indoor markets are 
piled with pasas de Malaga: delicious 
raisins with denomination of origin 
status. Stay close to the best tapas bars 
at the mazy old town’s Salles Malaga 
Centro, a good-quality hotel with a 
rooftop pool and bar. Departing from 
Belfast (other airports possible for a 
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Renoir in Guernsey 
Painter’s art brought home 
to island that inspired him
 Steven Morris

  T he island of Guernsey 
may be best known 
as a tax haven for 
the super-wealthy     . 
But thanks to a brief 
sojourn by  Pierre-

Auguste Renoir  140 years ago, and 
the bold thinking of culture lovers 
on the island, it is becoming a draw 
for art fans.

An  exhibition of paintings 
created by Renoir while he was 
on Guernsey in September 1883 , 
or inspired by his trip, opens this 
weekend at the island’s small 
museum high above the harbour.

 Related shows have been 
launched featuring  work created by 
primary school pupils in response 
to Renoir, and  photographs of the 
landscapes he immortalised taken 
by an island photographer with 
 19th-century equipment.

But it goes further. The Renoir 
connection is proving a wider 
boost for the island, where by no 
means everyone is a tax-effi  cient 
millionaire, creating jobs, helping 
to revive the  Old  Quarter of the 
main town,  St Peter Port  .

“This is a real celebration, ” 
said  Helen Glencross ,  the head 
of heritage services on Guernsey. 
“ It will be impossible to avoid 
Renoir – in a positive way. It means 
a lot to an island of 65,000 people.”

 David Ummels ,  the founder of 
 Art for Guernsey , the  force behind 
the Renoir project, said: “When you 
live on an island, opportunities like 
this are limited. ” The exhibition, 
Renoir in Guernsey, 1883, has its 
beginnings in 2019 when Art for 
Guernsey launched a “Renoir  walk” 
– a set of ornate frames set up in 
front of the views of  Moulin Huet 

Bay,  where the artist painted.
In 2020, Art for Guernsey  

 persuaded artists and collectors  
to unite to buy one of the Renoirs 
painted on the island, Rocks in 
Guernsey   W ith Figures (Beach in 
Guernsey), and “bring it home ”.

They succeeded. “If there had 
been a serious buyer in the room we 
probably wouldn’t have,” Ummels 
said. “We had our limit.” Visitors 
fl ocked  in their thousands. Its 
presence meant that when they 
 asked some of the world’s greatest 
galleries  if they could borrow a 
painting  for the current show , they 
were taken seriously.  Artworks 
were sent over from the  Musée 
d’Orsay  in Paris, the Cincinnati Art 
Museum  and  the National Gallery .

     The exhibition has the trappings 
of a  big-city art show but in 
miniature. Set up in three modest 
rooms at the museum, the show of 
10 Renoirs feels intimate, personal – 
and tells a brilliant story.

Ummels said Renoir was at an 
artistic “dead end” when he arrived 
on Guernsey and was charmed by 
the freedom with which swimmers 
would shed their clothes and 
plunge in  –  very diff erent  to the 
staid beaches of France and Britain. 
After his Guernsey visit, Renoir 
began  focusing on painting nudes 
in landscapes, which helped him 
 make his mark on the US. “He 
found a career-shaping inspiration 
here,” Ummels said.                                 

Renoir in Guernsey, 1883, is on show 
from today until 17 December
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▼ Renoir’s Moulin Huet Bay, painted 
on Guernsey , and, below, a frame set 
up for the ‘Renoir walk’ PHOTOGRAPH: 
ART FOR GUERNSEY; NATIONAL GALLERY
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MORE GUERNSEY ART

PRIAULX LIBRARY
In 1889 the barrister 

Osmond de Beauvoir Priaulx 

donated his book-filled 

Georgian townhouse 

to the people 

of Guernsey; it 

contains 25,000 

historical 

photographs 

and maps of

the island, the 

earliest dating 

from 1588. Until 

December 16 the library 

is hosting an exhibition titled 

A Day in 1883, comprising 

engravings, photographs 

and documents portraying 

life on the island during the 

time of Renoir’s visit. It’s a 

few steps from the Candie 

Museum in St Peter Port 

(free; priaulxlibrary.co.uk). 

HAUTEVILLE HOUSE
Before his visit in 1883 

Renoir wrote to his friend 

Edmond Maître that he 

wanted to see “the rock 

upon which the great poet 

lamented”, in reference to 

Victor Hugo, the French 

writer who spent 15 years 

in exile on Guernsey. Hugo 

wrote Les Misérables and 

several other masterpieces 

at the five-storey Hauteville 

House in St Peter Port, and 

visitors can admire his 

singular taste in floral

wall coverings, left,
patterned fabrics

and painted

porcelain.

Access is by

booked guided

tours from May

to September

only (£12; maisons

victorhugo.paris.fr).

TURNER TRAIL
The English Romanticist 

JMW Turner visited 

Guernsey in 1829 and 

sketched St Peter Port, 

Cornet Castle, Moulin 

Huet Bay and beauty spots 

along the east coast. The 

sketchbook, with more 

than 120 images, is held 

at Tate Britain (viewable 

by appointment). Fresh 

from his Renoir successes 

David Ummels’s next Art 

for Guernsey project is 

the Turner Trail, in a similar 

format to the Renoir walk 

(see main article) and 

launching this coming 

spring (artforguernsey.com). 
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On the rise 
Ports around the 
globe recorded a busy 
cruise season in 2022, 
but many are set to 
welcome more calls and 
passengers in 2023 

 Florida’s PortMiami (above) predicts 1,120 port calls from October 2022 to 
September 2023, compared with 1,043 from the same period in 2022. 

 Guernsey in the Channel Islands is anticipating 95 cruise calls this season, up from 
84 in 2022, with 12 cruise ships making their maiden visits in the 2023 season. 

 The Port of Gibraltar is expecting around 180 cruise ships and between 300,000 
and 325,000 passengers this year.  

 Spain’s Port of Bilbao is scheduled to receive 80 cruise 
ships over the course of the 2023 season, a slight increase 
from its record-breaking 2022 season when 78 cruise 
ships called at the port. In June 2022, the port handled 
5,000 passengers in a single day. 

 Israel’s Port of Ashdod is set to welcome 123 cruise 
ships in 2023, a significant increase from the 62 vessels it 
received during the 2022 cruise season. 

 Stornoway Port in the Outer Hebrides is expecting visits from almost 
100 cruise ships by the end of September. It recorded its busiest week to 
date, when seven vessels called between 30 June and 6 July 2023. 

25

 Canada’s Port of Thunder Bay in Ontario is to host 14 
cruise calls in the 2023 season, up from nine in 2022. The 
port community is scheduled to welcome 24 vessel visits 
from five different ships in 2024. 

174

FEATURE

Amanda Johns, Cruise Business 
Development Consultant at Cruise Guernsey 

St. Peter Port, Channel Islands 
“Arriving in beautiful St. Peter Port in Guernsey, visitors can immediately see why it is so highly rated as a port of call. The town is a colourful 
display of flowers and bunting with a Mediterranean feel and an abundance of charm, with steep cobbled streets snaking their way up the 
hillside, all set against the spectacular backdrop of the 800-year-old Castle Cornet. 

Passengers are offered direct, easy access to activities, whether that’s wandering through the cobbled town to enjoy the independent shops 
and delicious eateries or taking the opportunity to explore further afield with bike hire, tour excursions and island hopping the archipelago.”

Lisbon Cruise Port, Portugal 
“Lisbon, a captivating port of call for cruise lines, beckons travellers with its timeless allure and rich maritime heritage. As passengers step 
foot onto Lisbon’s welcoming waterfront, they are embraced by a tapestry of old-world charm and vibrant modernity. The first impression 
is an enchanting blend of cobbled streets, colourful facades and ornate architecture, which reflect the city’s historic roots. The sea breeze 
and the melody of soulful Fado music fill the air, setting the stage for an immersive cultural journey. With breathtaking vistas from São 
Jorge Castle and the iconic Belém Tower, Lisbon enthrals visitors with its beauty and sets the perfect stage for a remarkable experience.”

Duarte Cabral, General Manager 
Lisbon Cruise Port

Cruise and Ferry Review
Autumn/Winter 2023 
edition 
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 T he last time I visited 
Guernsey with my 
daughter Scarlett, she 

was nine years old, enjoyed 
dressing up in medieval 
costume at the 800-year-old 
Castle Coronet in St Peter’s Port 
and leaping off rocks in Cobo 
Bay. Ten years on, we returned 
to see if this little island, just 30 
miles off the coast of Normandy, 
yet more British than afternoon 
tea, could be as magical an experience for a 
mum and her 19 year-old-daughter. 

One aspect that’s shifted in the last decade is 
our climate awareness, and instead of taking the 
short flight to the second largest of the seven 
inhabited Channel Islands, we saved our carbon 
miles and opted for the train from London, and 
Condor ferry from Poole to St Peters Port. It’s 
definitely worth booking the fast ferries and the 
lounge passes for maximum comfort. You know 
you’re getting close when you sail past the island 
of Alderney and soon after reach Guernsey’s 
pretty harbour with a clear view of Castle 
Coronet’s battlements, sparking childhood 
memories for Scarlett.

Picking up our hire car from the airport 
(there’s no car hire at the ferry), it was a joy to 
tootle along the country lanes with the radio on. 
The maximum speed here is 35 miles per hour 
and nothing is more than around a 20-minute 
drive away. We soon found Fermain Valley Hotel, 
perched seductively at the top of a wooded valley 
running down to the sea. The hotel tumbles over 
different levels, and is home to four new 
treehouse cabins where your private decked 
terrace is literally in the treetops with tantalising 
glimpses of the sea. We lucked out in Treehouse 
number 4, with its wood-clad interiors, industrial 
lighting and old-fashioned telephone and radio, 
plus lovely yoga mats should you want to 
downward dog on the terrace. We opted instead 
for a warm soak in our private outdoor jacuzzi 
listening to birds in the tree canopy.

Guernsey & Sark

46 XX

A decade after their first visit, Jane Anderson and her teenage daughter return to 
Guernsey and Sark for a week of wellness, wild swims and new memories 

From top left: 
OScarlett aged 9 on 
Cobo Bay; Scarlett 
and Jane  kayaking 
round the narrow 
gullies and sea caves 

Time Travel
scarl

ett 

aged 9

On our mother and daughter 
trip, wellness was a priority - 
Scarlett taking a break from 
her university work and 
partying. We both adore 
outdoor swimming and made a 
beeline for the Vive La Vallette 
Bathing Pools on the edge of St 
Peter’s Port. These four tidal 
bathing pools, which are free to 
use, have undergone many 
renovations since their creation 

in 1865. We loved their brutalism, the sea 
crashing over the walls, and the views of sister 
islands Herm and Sark. The designer changing 
rooms with hot showers made the experience a 
joy, as did the modern café overlooking the pools 
with good coffee, sandwiches and cakes and a 
wood burning stove to cosy up to after a cold dip. 
For something fancier such as local oysters, head 
to Octopus just along the road into town. 

Post swim, we took the opportunity to stroll 
around St Peter’s Port seeking out its second-
hand shops: another passion of ours. We hit gold 
at the Health Connections Charity Shop on Smith 
Street which felt like a curated vintage store. I 
came away with a gorgeous black velvet dress 
(which in my mind could pass as The Vampire’s 
Wife) and Scarlett chose a lacey skirt and blouse. 

As Scarlett is studying fine art at university and 
is a big fan of craft, we headed to the Guernsey 
Tapestry Gallery which displays the Bailiwick of 
Guernsey Millennium Tapestry, illustrating a 
thousand years of local history. 

Next up was a wander around Hauteville 
House where French writer and politician, Victor 
Hugo, stayed during his exile here in 1856. Like a 
work of art itself with clashing textures on every 
wall, ceiling and floor, it was thrilling to learn he 
wrote Les Misérables in this very spot. 

Back at the Fermain Valley Hotel, we indulged 
in a lavish afternoon tea, stands piled high with 
delicious sandwiches, cakes and scones. We 
devoured half, and packed up the steak 
sandwiches and chocolate brownies with a 

“The little 
island of 

Guernsey 
may lie just 
30 miles off 

the Normandy 
coast yet it’s 
more British 

scarlett aged 19

quirky

local
 

design
Vive La Vallette 

bathing pools café

XX

flask of mint tea, and wandered 
down through the Fermain 
Valley past giant bromeliads and camellias 
to Fermain Bay. Despite the squally 
weather, we took a bracing dip and ate 
phase two of our afternoon tea on the 
beach in a light drizzle. The weather was 
reliably changeable, but it didn’t dampen 
our spirits as we packed up and followed 
one of Visit Guernsey’s many self-guided 
walking routes along the rocky coastline.

Another wellness highlight was joining a hatha 
yoga session with the Alice Marshall at the very 
swish Cobo Community Centre. It was a lovely 
mother/daughter moment.

On our first trip we’d visited the beautiful 
island of Herm, this time we opted for 45-minute 
ferry ride to Sark, dolphins leaping alongside us 
as we neared the small dock next to impressive 
cliffs. Before climbing the steep Harbour Hill to 
the village, we joined Outdoor Guernsey for a 
kayaking experience out of Creux Harbour 
navigating gullies and venturing into sea caves. 

Car-free Sark is home to just a few hundred 
souls, but you can catch the ‘toast rack’ tractor 
up and down Harbour Hill for a small charge 
and rent bikes from A to B Cycles at the top, but 
beware of cycling back down the hill. If the local 
constable catches you, there’s a £500 fine. The 

tiny high street features the lovely Sark Yard for 
soft floral pillowcases and colourful knitwear. 
We loved lunch by the outdoor pool at the Stocks 
Hotel and our cycle to La Coupée – the must-see 
causeway that joins Big Sark and Little Sark. Like 
a set out of Lord of the Rings, the cliffs fall away 
either side, plunging down to beautiful sandy 
bays. The road, built by German POWs in 1945, is 
a poignant reminder of the Channel Island’s 
wartime legacy.

Back on Guernsey, Scarlett and I stayed a few 
more days in the self-catering Bay Apartments 
Guernsey near gorgeous Pembroke Bay, taking 
strolls along the beaches, exploring rock pools 
and chatting. The Bay Apartments have recently 
been refurbished and if you like smart with lots 
of space, they’re just the thing. A small indoor 
heated pool is great for families, as is the 
basketball court by the side. 

Guernsey’s food was another highlight. Top of 
our list was brunch at Good Rebel in St Peter’s 
Port and dinner at the Puffin & Oyster. But our 
final night at La Reunion was perhaps the most 
memorable meal of all, made even more special 
by sunset views over Cobo Bay - the very beach 
Scarlett jumped off rocks a decade earlier. How 
time flies when you’re having fun.

the lowdown

Guernsey & Sark
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G E T T I N G  T H E R E
Condor Ferry, Poole to Guernsey 

takes 3 hours and costs £360 return 
(2 adults, 2 children)
condorferries.co.uk

W H E R E  T O  S T A Y
Fermain Valley Treehouses (sleeps 

2) from £385 per night
fermainvalley.com

The Bay Apartments Guernsey 
(sleeps 4) from £850 per week

thebayguersney.co.uk

G O O D  T O  K N O W
For more information see Visit 

Guernsey and Isle of Sark 
visitguernsey.com; sark.co.uk

Outdoor Guernsey guided kayaking 
£30 per child, £40 per adult 

outdoorguernsey.gg
A to B Cycles bike hire from £8.50 

per day  
atobcycles.com

Alice Marshall hatha yoga from £13 
per person 

aliceyoga.com

Vive La Vallete Bathing Pools 
thebathingpools.com

Octopus 
octobusgsy.co.uk

Guernsey Tapestry Gallery 
guernseytapestry.org.gg

Good Rebel 
goodrebel.gg
Puffin & Oyster

 liberationgroup.com
La Reunion

 lareunion.gg

Ferma
in Bay

Camell
ias

From left: La Coupée, 
Sark; St Pete’s Port old 
town; Condor Ferry 
leaving St Peter’s Port
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endured severe food shortages and 
relied on Red Cross packages while the 
little island became a billet for some 
12,000 German troops.

The Liberation Memorial on the 
harbour front at St Peter Port was 
unveiled on the 50th anniversary 
of liberation in May 1995, and two 
museums offer a chance to explore the 
history of the occupation: the La Valette 
Underground Military Museum at St 
Peter Port, housed in a series of tunnels 
built by the Nazis to store fuel, and the 
German Occupation Museum at Les 
Houards.

The latter is the personal collection 
of Guernsey man Richard Heaume, 
who began as a schoolboy collecting 
spent bullets in the fields. Housed in 
a complex of cottages much bigger 
than it looks from the outside, it is 
a fascinating collection of objects, 
documents and even vehicles.

But best of all are the stories. While 
the local press published pictures of 
German officers and urged people not 
to panic, the Guernsey Underground 
News Service (GUNS) printed 300 
copies of their secret news sheet 
every day on tomato packing paper. 
A cinema projectionist made V-for-
Victory badges out of coins during 
the screenings of German films, and a 
local woman, who was jailed for four 
months for saying “Heil, Churchill!”, 
was known as Mrs Churchill for the 
remainder of her life on the island.

Guernsey’s most famous resident, 
however, was arguably the French 
novelist Victor Hugo, who arrived 
in 1855, exiled from France when 
Napoleon seized power, and later 
evicted from both Belgium and Jersey. 
In St Peter Port the writer bought 
Hauteville House and set about turning 
it into a residence which perfectly 
reflected his ideas and personality.

Now open to the public as a museum, 
Hauteville is gloriously idiosyncratic, 
from the billiards table in the front 
room to the spectacular fireplace-cum-
dresser which Hugo designed himself 
in the shape of a cathedral. 

On the second floor he kept an 
elaborate four-poster bed in which he 
proposed to die (it remained unused 
as he returned to France when the 
Republic was restored in 1870), while 

upstairs, in his spartan but light-
filled private attic, he finished Les 
Misérables, standing at a fold-down 
desk. However, Hugo had at least one 
thing in common with many Guernsey 
residents today: he was a keen outdoor 
swimmer. He began every day with 
a dip in St Peter Port’s complex of 
Victorian lidos, now recently restored 
and used by hardy Guernsey residents 
in all weathers.

Given that nothing is far away on 
Guernsey, it’s well worth the trip to the 
Les Vauxbelets Valley to see the work 
of another eccentric resident. In 1914, 
Brother Déodat Antoine set about 
building a miniature version of the 
grotto at Lourdes. His Little Chapel is 
a gorgeous mosaic of broken pottery, 
pebbles and shells.

From its charming eccentrics to its 
mellow climate, its dramatic coastline 
to its easy-going pace, it doesn’t take 
long for Guernsey to get under the skin. 
Quickly one finds, like Renoir, that a 
few days is not enough and one could 
stay for much longer than planned.

Renoir in Guernsey 1883 at the Candie 
Museum ends 17 December, www.
artforguernsey.com. Classic Double 
Rooms at The Old Government House 
Hotel start at £265 per night, based 
on two adults sharing and including 
breakfast. Renoir package: two nights 
accommodation including a three-
course dinner at the Brasserie, a 
French-themed afternoon and tickets 
to the Renoir show, from £320 per 
person.

TRAVEL & OUTDOORS

Renoir’s Brouillard à Guernsey (Fog on Guernsey), above; Castle Cornet, top

Malherbière, a beautiful conversion 
of an 18th-century cider pressing barn 
owned by charming husband and wife 
team Guillaume and Charlotte. They 
also allow young entrepreneurs to use 
the farm, including David, a start-up 
baker who makes mouthwatering 
sourdoughs and brioches, which I try 
for breakfast alongside honey from 
Guillaume’s beehives and fresh apple 
juice pressed from his orchard fruit.

Keen to learn more about Normandy’s 
cider heritage I drive over to La 
Galotière Farm where farmer Jean-Luc 
Olivier grows 50 varieties of traditional 
apples and pears on his family farm. 
The harvest has just begun and outside 
a barn a cartful of rosy apples has just 

been unloaded for pressing. The cider 
is crafted using a blend of sweet, bitter 
and acidic apple varieties and for the 
prestige blends the apples are stored 
in a shed for two months, which helps 
concentrate the flavours. In the bar I 
sample some of Jean-Luc’s creations, 
including a softly effervescent pear 
cider redolent of champagne, and 
pommeau, a palate-warming mixture 
of calvados and apple juice which is a 
popular aperitif in France often served 
with blue cheese.

From the Camembert region I drive 

to the Normandy coast where just 
inland from the pretty fishing port of 
Port-en-Bassin I check into Château la 
Chènevière, an elegant 18th-century 
manor house set in parkland dotted 
with rare specimen trees. Port-en-
Bassin is famous in France for its 
scallop fishing and during the autumn 
seafood lovers flock here to enjoy 
this seasonal treat. In La Chènevière’s 
restaurant La Botaniste I join head 
chef Hugo Genty for a lesson in making 
scallop ceviche. Initially I’m dubious 
about the ingredients: orange juice, 
pickled heritage carrots and mountain 
celery, but the tanginess of orange 
and bitterness of wild celery perfectly 
matches the delicate sweetness of the 
scallops.

The next morning I take a wander 
around the garden where I stumble 
across a carpet of freshly fallen walnuts 
strewn across the lawn. I can’t resist 
helping myself to a bagful and when I’m 
back home I grab a pair of nutcrackers 
and pop open a bottle of Jean-Luc’s 
cider. It’s the perfect antidote for a chilly 
autumn evening in and, sipping the 
amber draft, I’m instantly transported 
back to the enchanting landscapes of 
Normandy. 

 
For holiday ideas in France visit 
www.france.fr and for Normandy, 
en.normandie-tourisme.fr 

SHORT BREAK

Normal for Normandy
Neil Geraghty  wanders the bucolic landscapes of 
the French region enjoying the fresh fare on offer

The process takes about five minutes 
and the cream has already reached 
the stiff peak stage. I’m not quite sure 
what to expect when butter forms but 
I’m astonished when, in the blink of an 
eyelid, the butter suddenly coalesces 
into a pale yellow lump. The only thing 
left to do is to rinse out the buttermilk 
in ice cold water and, after a quick 
shaping, voila! I have a perfect quenelle 
of high quality butter.

Normandy is famous throughout 
France for its dairy produce, but it’s 
also a region of bucolic landscapes 
and undiscovered historic towns. I 
begin my exploration on the River 
Seine in the quaint town of Vernon 
where a rickety 16th-century watermill 
balances precariously on two ruined 
piers of an ancient bridge. Just outside 
town I check into the Auberge Les 
Canisses, a cosy riverside hotel. After a 
traditional French breakfast of crusty 
baguettes, croissants and confitures, I 
take a stroll along the banks of the Seine 
where banks of mist are lifting to reveal 
picturesque islands covered in weeping 

willows and poplars. It was a landscape 
that enchanted Claude Monet and after 
breakfast I drive to the nearby village of 
Giverny where the great Impressionist 
artist lived for 40 years until his death 
in 1923. I’m too late in the season to 
catch the waterlilies immortalised in 
his most famous paintings, but the 
fiery autumn foliage and colourful 
asters reflected in the pond more than 
compensate. Elsewhere, a team of 
gardeners have created flowerbeds 
filled with drifts of colour that echo the 
flowing colour effects Monet used in 
his landscape paintings.

From Giverny I drive to Pont 
Audemer, an historic town west of 
Rouen where crooked medieval 
timber-framed buildings line 
narrow canals, earning it the title of 
Normandy’s Little Venice. It’s a great 
place to stop for lunch and at the 
cheerful and welcoming Sara’Zin 
creperie I sit down to a delicious galette, 
a savoury buckwheat pancake stuffed 
with oodles of melting comté cheese 
and shards of tender ham.

Heading inland towards Camembert 
the landscape becomes increasingly 
hilly and along winding lanes I drive 
past half-timbered farms nestled in 
valleys covered in apple orchards. 
Many of the farms have been converted 
into characterful gites and just 
outside the village I check into La 

Normandy is famous 
throughout France for 
its dairy produce

Clockwise from main: La Malherbière 
Gite; Normandy Canal in Pont 
Audemer; cider apples

W
ho knew making 
butter could be 
so much fun? 
I’m sitting in the 
Camembert Museum 

in Vimoutiers, Normandy, and I’m 
furiously whisking a jar of crème 
fraiche.

The case for investing in 
the luggage of a lifetime

The trick is to nail down your 
needs and choose accordingly. 
Cabin or hold? Hard case or soft? 
Fashionable or practical? Long 
or short haul? Once that’s done, 
making a choice should be much 
easier.

If you’re planning a cosy festive 
break or a winter sun getaway, 
consider investing in one of these 
luggage options to help you on the 
way.

Best lifelong travel companion
Known for their rugged bags 
designed to endure life on the 
road, Eastpak is the best option for 
affordable luggage catering to a 
variety of needs. 

Designed to fit in aircraft cabins, 
this 42-litre, two-wheeled beauty 
is easy to manoeuvre from home to 
the airport if using public transport. 
Made from soft, lightweight fabric, 
it carries a heavy load without 
easily tipping over airline weight 
restrictions. Best of all, it comes with 
a 30-year guarantee.
Eastpak Transit’R bag, £150, eastpak.
com

Best waterproof option
Whether heading out on a jungle 
trek on the other side of the globe or a 
homely hike in the UK, there’s always 
a risk of rain. 

If you want your precious 
possessions to be protected it’s worth 
investing in a dry bag to ensure 
gear is in a decent condition on 

finally arriving at your destination. 
Featuring a waterproof TPU-backed 
nylon shell and welded seams, 
this handy backpack is ideal for 
adventurers on the move.
Musto Evolution Dry Backpack, £100, 
musto.com

Best for kids
Encouraging children to pack their 
own gear for a holiday is much easier 
if they have an attractive suitcase to 
fill. Based on one of the four-wheeled 
stars from Pixar film Cars 3, this bold 
and bright cabin-sized bag doubles 
as a toy when pulled across the front 
room. With four wheels, it’s easy 
for tiny travellers to transport and 
spacious enough to carry essential 
items.
Disney Store Lightning McQueen 
Rolling Luggage, £38, shopdisney.
co.uk

Best long-haul traveller
A cross between a wheelie, duffle and 
comfortable backpack has to be the 
ultimate all-round perfect travel bag. 
Soft-sided, the Sojourn can be taken 
on small safari aircraft and adventure 
holidays, but also looks smart enough 
when gliding across the marble 
floors of a city hotel. Oversized 90mm 
wheels are suitable for all terrain, 
while mesh inner compartments 
keep items organised.
Osprey Sojourn 80L, £360, osprey.
com

Best weekender
Famous for their functional, 
lightweight bags, Kipling have 
produced a durable cabin bag 
ideal for weekend breaks. Multiple 
compartments make it easy to 
carefully organise and store 
items, maximising every inch of 
space available. The 360-degree 
multidirectional wheels are a breeze 
to move from one destination to 
another. 

Made from water-repellent fabric, 
the bag will also keep items dry in 
light rain, while a side carry strap is 
handy if you’re in a hurry.
Kipling Youri Spin, £185, kipling.com

TRAVEL TIPS

There might not be a 
bag to fit every need, 
but there are options 
for all types of trip, 
says Sarah Marshall                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

F
inding the right suitcase, 
backpack or carry-on 
can often be as tricky as 
choosing the perfect holiday 
destination. Never satisfied, 

keen travellers are forever on a quest 
to find the perfect bag.

Proper packing means perfect peace of mind
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Susan Mansfield hops over to Guernsey to find 
out why French Impressionist Pierre-Auguste 
Renoir was such a fan of the Channel Island

This autumn, 140 years on, Guernsey 
is staging a landmark exhibition, 
Renoir on Guernsey 1883, hoping to 
attract new visitors to the island who 
will be as captivated by its charms as 
Renoir was. The Candie Museum in 
the capital, St Peter Port, has built new 
temporary facilities to cope with the 
crowds coming to the show, which 
includes ten works by Renoir borrowed 
from museums and private collections 
all over the world.

A great place to begin a walk in 
Renoir’s footsteps is Moulin Huet 
Bay, on the island’s south coast. 
This picturesque cove is virtually 
unchanged since 1883: a steep cliff 
path with stunning views of the rocky 
coastline leads down to a pale sandy 

beach which, then as now, is a popular 
spot for all-weather swimmers.

The artist was captivated by the ever-
changing light at Moulin Huet, and by 
the swimmers who got changed behind 
rocks and took to the waves in flimsy 
costumes, cheerfully disregarding 
the puritanical mores of the Victorian 
era. Some scholars believe Guernsey 
was an artistic turning point for 
Renoir, inspiring him to paint nudes 
in Impressionist-style landscapes, 
something he would continue to do for 
the rest of his career.

Today, visitors to Moulin Huet can 
follow the Renoir Walk, visiting five 
locations where the artist painted. 
Happily, one of these is at the newly 
renamed Renoir Tea Garden, a cafe for 
100 years but refurbished and reopened 
in September by Natalia Silvester. 

Customers can partake of delicious 
salads, cakes and locally made herbal 
teas while enjoying one of the best 
views on the island.

Guernsey, the smaller of the two main 
Channel Islands, measures about six 
miles from end to end, so nothing is far 
away from anything else. Its narrow 
roads, quaint villages and 35mph speed 
limit encourages a slower pace of life. 

St Peter Port, a pretty, bustling town 
overlooking a complex of harbours, 
is a good base for a visit. The Old 
Government House Hotel, just up the 
hill from the town’s main shopping 
street, offers five-star luxury, a spa, 
cocktail lounge and a fine-dining 

restaurant, The Brasserie, specialising 
in seafood and steak. All the dairy 
products come from local Guernsey 
cows, renowned for their creamy milk.

A little further up the hill, La Fregate 
Hotel and Restaurant offers the chance 
to dine on local produce while enjoying 
a superb view down over the town and 
harbour. Octopus, tucked in next to the 
beach with views to Herm and Sark, 
specialises in fish and seafood (the sea 
bass was delicious), and The Hook is 
known for sushi and beef Wellington, 
a contemporary take on the Guernsey 
staples of seafood and steak.

Castle Cornet, which presides over 
the harbour in St Peter Port, is home 
to no fewer than four museums and 
a cannon which is fired every day 
at noon. The earliest fortifications 
here date from the 13th century and 
have been built and rebuilt through 
subsequent conflicts, most recently 
during the Nazi occupation of the 
island in the 1940s.

The occupation still feels like a 
piece of living history. Older people 
remember families being separated, 
the deportation of non-Guernsey 
residents to prison camps and the 
evacuation of schoolchildren. Locals 

 

Some scholars believe Guernsey was 
an artistic turning point for Renoir

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Picture perfect Guernsey

Aerial view of St 
Peter Port, main; 
Moulin Huet 
Bay is framed on 
the Renoir Trail, 
above

I
n September 1883, the 
Impressionist Renoir arrived on 
the island of Guernsey, intending 
to stay for no longer than a few 
days. He left five weeks later, his 

suitcase bulging with paintings and 
sketches.
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The three-page piece, entitled 
‘Channelling inspiration’, is a 

fantastic account of Renoir’s stay 
on the island and the impact it 

had on his art. The writer, Claudia 
Pritchard, includes quotations from 

Renoir’s letters to friends as well 
as imagery of the paintings and 

the Renoir Walk. The piece includes 
quotes from David Ummels 

throughout, and also highlights 
the dates and location of the 

exhibition.
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